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ABSTRACT 

Aboriginal Involvement Within Selected Canadian Museums: 
Developing A Mode1 For The Canadian Canoe Museum 

Shanna Balazs 

This research examines the scope of Aboriginal 

involvement in four Canadian museums currently working in 

close partnership with Aboriginal comwinities in an effort to 

ensure involvement in al1 dimensions of museum operation: the 

Glenbow Museum, Calgary, Alberta; the Manitoba Museum, 

Winnipeg, Manitoba; the Peterborough Centennial Museum and 

Archives, Peterborough, Ontario; and, the Woodland Cultural 

Centre, Brantford, Ontario. The study focuses on museum 

processes and initiatives of Aboriginal involvement in the 

areas of: governance, training and employment, interpretation 

and pub1 ic education programming, and, access and collections. 

Public representations of Aboriginal cultures presented by 

these selected museums within exhibits and displays have also 

been considered within the area of interpretation. Based on 

the policies of these proactive museums, a mode1 for 

Aboriginal involvement in the Canadian Canoe Museum has been 

developed, taking into consideration the unique nature of its 

collection and mandate. 
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The "crisis of representation", a central issue in 

contemporary socio-cultural anthropology, attacks the very 

foundations on which the discipline has been built - the 
authority of the anthropologist to study and interpret 

cultural "othersl'. The conditions of a postmodern, and rapidly 

changing, society have significantly affected the nature and 

scope of the discipline of anthropology. Thete exists pressure 

for a shift away from the founding method of anthropological 

fieldwork - participant observation - and a move towards the 
more interactive technique of participatory tesearch. 

Subsequently, the role of ethnographer is being redisected: 

ethnographers of contemporary non-Western societies are 

beginning to relinquish their roles of observer and author, 

permitting the cultures under consideration to articulate 

their own voice. Similarly, within the ethnographie museum, 

the role of curator has also had to undergo change: many 

contemporary cultural institutions have had to cast off their 

roles of "guardian" , "protector" , and "interpteter" of 

indigenous cultures, and are working to develop spheres of 

mutual interest and accurate representation. 

This research examines the current relationship between 

selected contemporary muse- and Abor iginal peoples in 

Canada. My interest in this topic has grown from undergraduate 

1 



study in the field of socio-cultural anthropology, including 

work within ethnographie and historical museums, and graduate 

work in the field of Native Studies. M y  exposure to both of 

these areas has been beneficial, if not necessaty, for the 

completion of such a study. Furthermore, through utilizing an 

intetdisciplinary approachl this research involves learning 

and methodology from both anthropology and Native Studies, and 

subsequently, offers a broader, rather than a singular, 

perspective on the issue of Aboriginal representation in 

ethnological museiims. 

This research in selected contemporary Canadian museirmn 

has been conducted in an effort to identify successful 

initiatives ahd policies of Aboriginal involvement which can 

be used as models to develop an Aboriginal involvement policy 

for the Canadian Canoe Museum ( C a )  in Peterborough, Ontario. 

The CCM is currently in the early stages of institutional 

development, however, with its world class collection of 

watercraft it is sure to be a successful public museum. As the 

canoe is an indigenous creation, and considering that one 

third of the Canadian Canoe Museum's collection consists of 

Aboriginal watercraft, it is imperative that the CCM involve 

Aboriginal peoples in al1 aspects of the development and 

operation of the institution. Furthermore, the CCM needs to 

' ~ h e  Frost Centre's M.A. program in Canadian Heritage and 
Development Studies is firmly rooted in interdisciplinary research. 
Graduate students are required to incorporate an interdisciplinary 
focus within their theses, exploring multifaceted avenues of 
research. 



initiate this involvament now - in the early phases of 

planning and development -if it is to maintain legitimacy 

within both contemporary mussum and Aboriginal communities. 

METHODOLOGY ANI) RESEARCH: SELECTION AND STUDY 
OF FOUR PROACTIVE CANADIAN MUSEUMS 

As noted, my research canducted in four selected Canadian 

museiims is central to this study - thme institutions being 

utilized as case studies of proactive initiatives of 

Aboriginal involvement implemented by museiimn working in close 

partnership with First Nations. This study focuses on museum 

processes and initiatives of Aboriginal involvement in the 

areas of: governance; training and employment; interpretation 

and public education programming; and, access and collections. 

Based on these proactive policies, a mode1 for Aboriginal 

involveinent in the developing Canadian Canoe Museum has been 

produced, taking into consideration the unique nature of its 

collection and mandate. 

PHASE OBJE - LITERATURE SURVBY 

The first phase of this research involved an extensive 

review of current related material including; periodicals, 

governinent documents, publications, and the Task Force Report 

and Canadian Museums Association's Post-Task Force Survey 

Update. The interdisciplinary nature of this thesis becomes 

quite evident through the multiple facets of research. 

Generally, several areas have been investigated, including: 



Museum Studies : background, history, theory, methodology, 
and exhibit techniques. Focusing on, but not lirnited to, 
material on Canadian museums. The Task Report on Museums 
and First Peoples and the Canadian Museums Association 
Survey are included in this category. 

Native Studies: general historical and contemporary 
material, especially with regard to perceptions and 
opinions of Aboriginal peoples and the representation of 
their cultures. 

Matetial relating to the issue of t8representation" of 
Aboriginal heritage in museums. Perspectives include; 
Aboriginal, museun, andanthropological. Issues addressed 
include; current situations, specific case studies, 
recommendations/modeIs, and examples of the specific 
issues at hand, such as repatriation, or, the care of 
sacrsd materials 

Research on the canoe, especially as it relates to 
Canadian culture and Aboriginal cultures- 

Research on the Canadian Canoe Museum: its collection, 
history, mandate, and current status. This information 
being obtained through; persona1 involvement in the 
CCM Academic Committee, informal discussion with CCM 
Academic Committee mnmhers, and CCM records located in 
the Trent University Archives. 

P W E  TYO - SELECTION OF MUSEUMS AND IN SI- RESBARQI: 

For the purposes of this research, the Canadian Musewns 

Association's Survey - "The Next Chapter: Task Force On 

Museums and First Peoples updateW2 has been utilized as a tool 

for the identification of several "proactive" Canadian 

museums, which can be considered exenplary in their efforts to 

'~he nature and scope of this survey is described in detail in 
Chapter Three. 



involve Aboriginal groups in institutional operation. The 

connotations of the term proactive must be considered before 

progressing to an evaluation of the three institutions 

selected from the CMA survey responses.' 

Within my summary of CMA survey responses, proactive 

museums were considered to be those which have implemented 

programs to involve Aboriginal groups, both on theit own 

initiative and in response to the recommendations of the 1992 

Task Force Report, Those museiias which demonstrate exemplary 

effort and motivation in policies designed to involve and 

collaborate with Aboriginal groups were therefore, for the 

purposes of this research, considered to be proactive. 

Proactive policies of Aboriginal involvemant therefore consist 

of those specific procedures and initiatives utilized by 

museums to actively involve Aboriginal peoples in al1 levels 

of institutional operation. It is interesting to note that the 

term used 

responsible 
I 

responses , 

by Dr. Trudy Nicks, the CMA council member 

for the evaluation of the Post-Task Force Survey 

in designating successful institutions was also 

3 ~ h i s  section deals solely with an examination of the three 
institutions selected for research from the CMA Survey responses, 
See Appendix A for a summary and evaluation of the remaining 
submissions. It should be noted that the Post-Task Force Survey 
was sent out to the entire institutional membership of the C M ,  
which in 1995, was over 600 museums. The total number of responses 
received by the Canadian Museums Association was twenty-one - a 
mere fraction of the total CMA institutional membership- This point 
will be examined further in Chapter Three. 



proactive. ' 

As the results of the Post-Task Force Survey are not yet 

published, 1 was permitted access to the actual responses and 

submissions from the institutions themselves, in addition to 

Dr. Nick's general summary,of the research findings. During 

this phase of survey research, I was required to address a 

significant problem - namely that there was only one 

Aboriginally operated institution (the Secwepemc Museum) 

included within the CMA responses. As 1 felt that the 

inclusion of this type of institution in  my research waa 

necessary for providing a contrasting and unique perspective - 
one that is essential to understanding the nature of 

Aboriginal involvement in museums - 1 remedied this situation 
by selecting threa musenms from the institutions represented 

in the survey - based on their responses conceming policiea 
and initiatives geared towards Aboriginal involvement - and 
choosing a fourth museum, the Woodland Cultural Centre, based 

on its reputation as a notable Aboriginally operated 

institution, 

A s  indicated in my srimmary and evaluation of the CMA 

Survey responsess numerous institutions could have been 

selected for the purposes of this research, based on their 

proactive policies and initiatives of Aboriginal involvement. 

'~rudy Nicks, Unpublished summary of the CMA survey responses 
to "The Next Chapter: Task Force On Museums and First Peoples 
Update", 1995. 

'sec Appendix A. 



However, three institutional submissions stood out f rom the 

rest, meeting research criteria - having significant 

Aboriginal collections, including watercraft - and 

demonstrating an outstanding cornmitment to the involvement of 

Aboriginal groups within their institutions. 

FOUR nPROACTIVSn CANADIAM CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS: THB GLBNMM 

1 consider the Glenbow Museum, the Manitoba Museum of Man 

and Nature (now the Manitoba Museum), and the Peterborough 

Centennial Museum and Archives to be f'proactive plus", 

exceeding the recommendations of the Task Force Report and 

addressing sensitive issues, such as repatriation agreements 

and special considerations for the storage and handling of 

sacred materials. In addition, these three institutions 

demonstrate exemplary working relationships and examples of 

collaborative projects with Aboriginal groups. 

As previously noted, my evaluation of the CMA survey 

responses indicated a single submission by an Aboriginally 

operated institution. Through an examination of the 

structures of governance and management, methods and 

techniques of representation and interpretation, and policies, 

programs, and initiatives in place at an Aboriginally operated 

6 ~ h e  four institutions selected for research are examined in 
detail in the Chapter Five. Their policies regarding, and current 
telationships with, Aboriginal people8 are a main point of 
consideration throughout Chapter Six. 



institution, Aboriginal perspectives on the presentation of 

their own culture within a museum setting become apparent. 

Thus, taking this into consideration, and based on its 

excellent reputation among Canadian museum curators and 

directors as a notable Aboriginally operated museum, the 

Woodland Cultural Centre was also selected as part of my 

research base- 

The first two museums, the Glenbow Museum and the 

Manitoba Museum, exemplify the challenges faced by large scale 

cultural institutions7 with considerable Aboriginal 

collections. The inclusion of the Peterborough Centennial 

Museum in this research, a small local museum, is especially 

important - acting as an example of the challenges faced by a 
cultural institution in the Peterborough community, and 

therefore of considerable use in the development of a model 

for Aboriginal involvement in the Canadian Canoe Museum which 

is also located in Peterborough. In addition, the 

Peterborough Centennial Museum has established strong 

connections with the local Aboriginal community - from 

involvement in exhibits to repatriation agreements. Thus, 

research in the Peterborough Centennial Museum is considered 

critical to thia project, both as a model of a proactive 

7 ~ h e  Glenbow Museum is the largest museum of history and art 
in Western Canada, and one of the latgest in the country. The 
Manitoba Museum is also of considerable size, having an inventory 
of millions of specimens and artifacts, primarily reflecting the 
province's heritage, but also including objecta of both national 
and international importance- 



museum, and as an example of CO-operation and good relations 

between the local Aboriginal and museum communities. 

Overall, 1 consider the four museiimn selected for study 

to be representative of proactive initiatives of Aboriginal 

involvement, as these institutions have developed good working 

relationships with local Aboriginal communities in'an effort 

to involve them in al1 levels of museum operation. By 

including two large scale museums, a small community based 

institution, and an Aboriginally operated centre, I believe 

that multiple perspectives and challenges are adequately 

repreaented .' 

2) IN SITU RESBARCH IN POUR CUSADIM WSSüMS 

The primary objectives of this research involve: an 

examination of the scope of Aboriginal involvement in the four 

selected museums; and, the identification of specific 

proactive policies which function to involve Aboriginal 

peoples at al1 1evels of institutional operation - the 

identification of such key policies and initiatives serving as 

a foundation on which to develop a successful mode1 of 

Aboriginal involvement within the Canadian Canoe Museum. 

Proactive policies wete selected through a review of 

literature written on the selected museums, as well as my 

forma1 interviews and informa1 conversations with museum staff 

8 See Appendix B for a description of the four institutions, 
including their: hiatory, background, structures of governance, 
sources of fuidirrg, and nature and scope of Aboriginal collections 
held at each museum. 



and members of the local Aboriginal community at each site 

visited. Interview questions were intentionally structured 

with the purposes of identifying successful policies of 

Aboriginal involvement in place at each institution, and, 

obtaining recommendations from interview patticipants 

regarding the key elements of a positive working partnership 

between museum and Aboriginal comwinities. 

The opinions, perceptions, and recommendat ions of 

Aboriginal peoples regarding museums and the work these 

institutions do is, of course, of gteat significance for this 

pro j ect . Subsequently, members of local Aboriginal 

commwiities were consulted at each site I visited. With regard 

to the selection of Aboriginal interviewees for this reaearch, 

individuals were identified by senior staff at each 

institution. Considering this fact, it is necessary to note 

that the opinions and perceptions of Aboriginal interviewees 

regarding the institution being considered tended to be 

positive in tom, due to the good personal wotking 

relationship they had established with the museum. This bias, 

however, did not prevent most of the Aboriginal interviewees 

from expressing to me critical views on the issue of 

represantation in museums, especially with regard to 

repatriation and the care of sacred objects. 

Interviews with museum curators, directors, and staff 

(both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal), as well as members of 

the local Aboriginal community, were conducted at each 



instit~tion,~ utilizing the lgopen-ended intervieww - a 

standard anthropological method of inquiry. Anthropologist 

Robert Burgess notes that field research does not consist of 

a set of uniform techniques, depending more on a cornplex 

interaction betwaen the research problam, the researcher, and 

the researched. 'O Furthenmore, the open-ended interview not 

only allows for a less directed response from the interviewee, 

but perinits a degree of exchange and interaction between the 

two parties involved. Thus, responses in this type of 

interaction tend to be mare personal in nature, ref lecting the 

ideas of the individual being interviewed rather than the 

researcher." Taking these factors into consideration, I felt 

that open-ended questions were most suitable for this type of 

ethnographie research. 

The data of cultural anthropologista is derived from 

direct observation within a group or society. l2 In terms of 

my research, the field of study is the selected museiimn and 

the interaction which takes place within these organizations, 

specifically with regard to Aboriginal involvement. Speaking 

on the specific problems of ethnography in the organizations 

9 The twelve individuals interviewed for this research are 
outlined in Appendix B. 

'O~obert Burgess, In the Field: An Introduction to Field 
Research. (London: George, Allen and Unwin ,  1984), 6. 

 elen en Schwattzman, Ethnoora~hv In Oraanizatione. (London: 
Sage Publishers, 19931, 58. 



of Western society, Helen Schwartzman notes that: 

One of the differences between ethnography 
and other foras of research is that ethnographers 
do not automatically assume that they know the 
right questions to ask in a setting. In fact, 
both questions and answers must be discovered 
in the social situation being studied.13 

With regard to the application of this technique ta my 

research, a series of open-ended questions were structured for 

each person interviawad. For example, museum directors were 

asked appropriate questions pertaining ta their position, 

while curators were expected to respond to different queries 

which related to their particular area of expertise and 

knowledge. Often, an interviewee's response in turn resulted 

in additional and spontaneous questioning. This open-ended 

approach therefore ensured that each interview was unique, 

interactive, and situation specific. 

Sample open-ended questions included discussion in areas 

concerning: 

- A r e  there Aboriginal individuals on the Museum 
Board? 

TRAINIHG AND EMP- 
-Have steps been taken to promote the employment of 
Aboriginal peoples as paid staff? 
-Have there been any training initiatives or 
apprenticaship programs implemented which are 
specifically geared towards Aboriginal peoples? 
-1s there any cultural sensitivity training 
available to non-Aboriginal staff? 

BDUCATIûN 
- A r e  Aboriginal people involved in the planning, 

13 Schwartzman, 54. 



delivery and evaluation of the educational programs 
within the institution? 

-Do collections policies and procedures allow for 
the involvement of Aboriginal groups in the 
planning, research, and documentation of 
collections? 
- A r e  policies in place regardingthe tepatriationof 
Aboriginal material culture? 
-Are there any special provisions made for the 
storage andmaintenance ofAborigina1 artifacts, for 
example sacred objecta? 

ACCBSS 
-Are there policies in place which recognize the 
legitimate right of Aboriginal groups to have access 
to their material culture? 

-Are there any existing policies which promote 
Aboriginal involvement in the planning, delivery and 
evaluation of interpretation/public education 
progr-? 
-Are there Aboriginal Advisory Committees in place? 
-Have attempts been made to utilize First Nations 
languages in exhibit interpretation? 
-Are  there artists in-residence or other methods of 
incorporating contemporary Aboriginal cultures? 

The above questions were tailored to reflect the specific 

position, area of employment, or knowledge of the interviewee. 

In addition, Aboriginal individuals were asked questions 

regarding their opinions on Aboriginal representation and 

involvement within the particular museum under study, as well 

as the nature of the relationship which currently exists 

between the museum and the local Aboriginal conununity- 

Finally, the technique of participant observation, 

another trademark of cultural anthropology, wae also utilized 

during this research process. Participant observation 

requires the researcher to become immersed within the socisty 



being studied in order to gain a clear understanding of the 

cultural system at hand. During my research, 1 became a 

participant observer in the most limited sense at each site 

visited." My direct interaction with the members of each 

museum community (staff, volunteers, etc.) has allowed for a 

greaterunderstandingof institutional operation, specifically 

with regard to Aboriginal involvement within each museum. It 

must be noted however, that there have been significant 

limitations to my participant observation, primarily 

concerning the short period of time spent at each 

institution. 1 5  

In sum, the methodology used for this research is based 

in anthropological fieldwork techniques, utilizing limited 

participant observation and the open-ended interviews. Each 

technique complements the other, and combines to provide a 

suitable method of inquiry for the specific research question 

at hand, 

PRASE TBRBg - APPLLCATI- OF "PROACTXVB POLICIES": 
DgYgLûPING A MODEL FOR THE CANADIAN CANOE HüSE?JM 

The final, and most critical, phase of this research 

involved the modification and adaptation of the identified 

1 4  A n  example of this process includes my observation of a 
meeting between representatives of the Glenbow Museum and the Blood 
Nation to discuss the possibility of the CO-management of Blood 
material culture held by the Glenbow. 

lS~esearch at the Glenbow Museum was carried out over the 
period of one week. Research at each of the remaining institutions 
was conducted over three day time periods. 



proactive methods of Abor iginal involvement into a mode1 

suitable for the Canadian Canoe Museum. Considering that the 

artifact collection of the CCM has a significant Aboriginal 

component, representing the -original peoples of Canada on a 

national level, as well as including examples of indigenous 

watercraft on an international scale, it is essential that 

Aboriginal peoples become involved - in al1 aspects of the 
museum's operation. This involvement will in turn facilitate 

a sense of ownership by Aboriginal seoples within the 

institution. Judging the transferability of proactive 

policies and methods of Aboriginal involvemeat presents a 

great challenge, especially considering the specific nature of 

the Canadian Canoe Museum's collection. It is critical to 

remember, however, that a mode1 which works at one institution 

may fail in another, due to the uniquenesa of each wissum's 

history and circiimatance. 

For the purposes of this research, policies have been 

considered ,suitable for application ta the Canadian Canoe 

Museum if they were identified as successful by more than one 

of the selected museums, and if the strategy was considered 

proactive by both Aboriginal and museum representatives. In 

addition, during my interviews at each institution, staff were 

asked to comment, based on their own knowledge and personal 

experience, on specific policies and initiatives which a 

developing museum, such as the Canadian Canoe Museum, should 

utilize to foster a strong partnership with Aboriginal 



peoples. 

The methods utilized by the Peterborough Centennial 

Museum are also of importance in the application of proactive 

policies to the specific situation of the CCM, acting as 

examples of successful initiatives which have been realized 

between a local cultural institution and Aboriginal peoples. 

In addition, the selection of policies and initiatives 

included in the mode1 for Aboriginal involvement in the 

Canadian Canoe Museum also required consideration of the 

Canadian Canoe Museum's specific mandate and collection, as 

well as consultation with members of the CCM's Academic 

Committee. l6 

Bath short and long term recommendations of Aboriginal 

involvement within the Canadian Canoe Museum have been 

developed and are outlined in Chapter Six. The Canadian Canoe 

Museum can, and should, implement and incorporate these 

recommendations into both institutional policy, as well as 

practice, during future stages of development. The policy 

which has been developed is intended to be flexible, and 

therefore dynamic - meant to evolve and expand as the CCM 

grows and the partnership they have with Aboriginal peoples 

begins to f lourish. 

1 6 ~ h i s  Committee is advisory to the CCM Executive Director on 
matters of academic research. It should be noted, however, that the 
future of this Conunittee, and its role within the CCM, is currently 
under examination, For a more detailed description of the nature 
and function of the Canadian Canoe Museum's Academic Committee see 
Chapter Four. 



The Canadian Canoe Museum is very much a "Museum in the 

Making" - the theme of the institution's grand opening in May 
of 1996. m e r  the past two dacades, the CCM ha8 been 

transformed from the private avocational collection of 

Professor Kirk Wipper, to a public institution governed by a 

Board of Trustees. Considering this fact, as well as the 

significant Aboriginal component of the Canadian Canoe 

Museum's collection, it is evident that now is the time for 

the institution to initiate Aboriginal involvement - during 
the early phases of its development. 

CHAPTER SUMMARIES: 

Chapter Two of this thesis provides an introduction to 

the issues of the representation of culture in Western 

museums, including bath an overview of the history of 

representation in Western nuseums and an examination of the 

crisis of representation being faced by contemporary museums. 

Chapter Three focuaes on the issue of Aboriginal 

representation in cultural institutions within a Canadian 

context, preaenting: significant events involving Aboriginal 

representation in Canada and Canadian museums; discussion on 

the specific issues of representation being encountered in 

museum settings; and, an analysis of the nature and statua of 

the current situation of Aboriginal representation and 

involvement in Canadian cultural institutions. 

Chapter Four provide. the hiatory and background of the 



development of the Canadian Canoe Museum, an inventory of the 

institution' s cutrent collection, and an overview of the 

future goals and vision of the CCM. 

Chapter Five presents case studies of the four museums 

selected for study: the Glenbow Museum, Calgary, Alberta; the 

Manitoba Museum, Winnipeg, Manitoba; the  Woodland Cultural 

Centre, Brantford, Ontario; and, the Peterborough Centennial 

Museum and Archives, Peterborough, Ontario. 

Chapter S i x  focuses on the analysis of the data collected 

at the four museums, the identification of proactive policies 

and initiatives for Aboriginal involvement utilized by the 

selected institutions, and the development of a mode1 for  

Aboriginal involvement within the Canadian Canoe Museum. 

Chapter Seven, the conclusion, includes a proposa1 of an 

"Aboriginal Involvement Policy" to be adopted by the Canadian 

Canoe Museum as a guide to establishing and maintaining a true 

partnership with Aboriginal groups and individuals. In 

addition, a persona1 commentary of the issue of representation 

in Canadian museums, and the more specific example of the 

Canadian Canoe Museum, is included within this chapter. 

This research is considered quite timely, as demonstrated 

through events involving Canadian cultural institutions and 

Aboriginal peoplea which have transpired throughout this past 

decade, including; The Glenbowls "The Spirit Sings" 

Exhibition, the subsequent boycott of the exhibit  by the 

Lubicon Lake Cree First nation, and the ensuing Task Force on 



Museiims and First Paoples. As evidenced from my research in 

four Canadian museums , Aboriginal peoples are increasingly 
dernanding control over the production and presentation of 

their own cultural image - declaring this an inherent right 
parallel with their political, social, and economic 

17 concerns . 
Finally, although limited to a Canadian contmct, this 

research can certainly be applied to museums on an 

international scale, as problnmn of representation are by no 

means confined to one country or one cultural group. 

Contemporary museums and Aboriginal peoples in Canada, the 

United States, Australia, and New Zealand, have comparable 

historical relationships, and are currently developing similar 

working partnerships with indigenous peoples in this 

postmodem era of institutional accountability. However, 

regardless of parallel historical and contemporary 

relationships between indigenous peoples and international 

museums, it is necessary to note that there currently exists 

an uneven commitmentwith regard to protective legislation for 

indigenous cultural property. le 

"AS an example, the current Gitksan land claim in British 
Columbia involves concessions tegarding control over and 
repatriation of Aboriginal cultural heritage held by fedexal 
agencies by the Gitksan, in addition to political and economic 
factors . 

" ~ o t  example, in the United States, the Native American Grave 
Protection and Repatriation A c t  (NAGPRA) provides Aboriginal 
peoples with solid legislation to secure their cultural heritage, 
whereas Canada lacks such a policy. 



With regard to the terminology used in this paper, 

several points should be noted. First, the term Vndian" is 

a Western construct which generalizes the gteat diversity of 

Aboriginal nations. It therefore appears in quotations, and is 

utilized only when referring t o  the constructed images of 

Aboriginal peoples by Western society - never is it meant to 
represent historic or contemporary Aboriginal peoples . l9 
There is ongoing debate regarding the "correct term" for 

Canada1 s f irst peoples -various terms are considered 

appropriate including: indigenous, Native, Aboriginal, and, 

First Nations.** In addition, many indigenous peoples wish to 

be called by their respective nation, for example, 

"Anishnabew, while still others prefer the term "Indian". 

This thesis uses al1 terms, with the exception of the 

previously noted "Indian", to represent Aboriginal peoples. 

The term "Aboriginal" is most cornmon, as i t  is the term used, 

and endorsed, by the Native Studies Department at Trent 

University. "Indigenous" is most commonly used w h e n  referring 

to indigenous peoples on an international scale, while "First 

1 9 f t  must be noted that "Indian" remains a legai tenn in 
Canada. 

2 0 ~ t  should be noted that the term "First Nations" seldom, if 
ever, includes, or is used to refer to, Inuit and Metis peoples. 
The distinction between "First Peoplesw and "Firat Nations" al80 
needs to be clarified, the latter term having more political 
ef f icacy and being used in circumstances where representation is 
key. The term "First Peoples" tends to be more flexible and 
inclusive. 



Nations" is utilized primarily in a Western-Canadian context, 

where this specif ic term is more widely accepted, Furthermore, 

the terms Native, Aboriginal and First Nations are 

consistently capitalizad -as if they were proper nouns and not 

adjectives - as a conscious symbol of empowerment. 
It is equally confusing to select terminology to refer to 

non-Aboriginal peoples. "Whitew, as a term, has oveily racial 

connotations, whi le "Eure-Canadian" has a narrow f ocus and 

signif icant 1 imitations. The terms "~estern~~", or "dominant 

society" are utilized here, and are meant to encompass 

non-indigenous populations in general. More specific 

te-, such as VXtnadians" or "Europeans" , are used whenever 
possible, or, most accurate. 

Finally, the term - "postmodernN", as uaed within this 

*'1t should be noted that the term lfWesternw, from an 
Aboriginal perspective, can be considered in itself ethnocentric. 
As suggested by Paul Bourgeois, Cultural Advisor of Trent 
University's Native Studies Department, many Aboriginal people are 
beginning to challenge the term Ydestern" as being both geocentric 
and ethnocentric. This construct implies that the centre of the 
world is Europe, and with this assumption implicit hierarchical 
notions persist. Furthermore, to Aboriginal peoples living in 
Turtle Island (North America), the "West" in effect becomes east of 
Turtle Island (Paul Bourgeois, Persona1 Communication, 21 April, 
1997). 

2 2 ~ t  must be noted that the term "postmodern" - as with the 
hierarchical assumptions implicit in early anthropological 
evolutionary thought - can have ethnocentric implications for 
Aboriginal peoples by placing them in a "pre-modernB1 context. My 
use of the term t'poatmodetnfg is m e a n t  to encompass the ideas of the 
postmodernist school of anthropology which questions the authority 
of the anthropologist and promotes the participation of indigenous 
societies in the representation of their own cultures. As such, 
the term wpostmoderntt, within the context of this thesis, refers to 
a particular mode of current thinking within the social sciences, 
which consciously breaks with earlier hegemonic notions implicit in 



thesis, is meant to encompass the thought of the postmodernist 

school of anthropology. Withinsocial/culturalanthropology, 

postmodernism has played various roles - responding to a 

"crisis of representation" being experienced within the 

discipline. According to George Marcus and Michael Fischer, as 

presented in their work Anthro~oloc~ As Cultural Critiae: 

The crisis arises from uncertainty about adequate 
means of describing social reality...Consequently, 
the most interesting theoretical debates in a 
number of fields have shifted to the level of 
method, to problems of epistemology, 
interpretation, and discursive forais of 
representation themselves, employed by social 
thinkers. Elevated to a central concern of 
theoretical reflection, problems of description 
become problems of representation. 2 3 

Subsequently,. for the postmodernist school, contemporary 

developments in the field of anthropology reflect the 

central problem of representing social reality in a tapidly 

changing world - in effect requiring the tebuilding of the 
structures of anthropological theory ftom the foundations 

up. The key features of this movement include: the rejection 

of the authority of "grand theory", in favour of such issues 

includinq contextuality; explanations of exceptions rather 

than regularities within cultural data; and, a focus on the 

significance of social life for those who enact itOz4 

the colonialist period and embraces the self-representation of 
cultures . 

'=~ichael Fischer, and George Marcus, Anthrooolow A s  Cultural 
Critique: A n  Experimental Movement In the Human Sciences. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1986), 8-9. 

24f bid. 



R e ~ r w t a t i o n :  A n  Introâuct&n to the Iii- 

Why canlt you people understand that we are a 
living culture? We don't live in your bloody 
museums d o m  here in the South. What you would 
like ta do is keep stuffing us into those museums, 
to keep idealizing the way we used to live in O u r  
snow igloos and kayaks and avoid dealing with the 
harsh realities of the situation today. Thatls no 
solution. ' 

- Mark R. Gerdon 
Chief Negotiator for the Inuit 
Conunittee on National Issues 

In contemporary Canadian society, Aboriginal groups are 

increasingly claiming back not only their land, but also their 

history, material artifacts, and identity. Aboriginal peoples 

are demanding control over the construction and presentation 

of their own cultural image, in an effort to counteract the 

extensive misrepresentation they have experienced throughout 

history.' 

Museums have played a dominant role in this 

misrepresentation, bothgeneratingand reinforcingstereotypes 

of Aboriginal peoples. T h e s e  often represent obvious 

extensions of the cultural differences which exist between the 

two groups: a clash of worldviews is evident in the 

interpretation of history, attitudes towards the natural 

'N. Hall, "Editorf s NoteIt, Muse 1987 5 ( 2 ) : 7 .  

'~ichael Ames, "Free Indians From Their Ethnological Fate: The 
Emergence of the Indian Point of View", Muse 1987a 5 ( 2 ) : 1 4 .  



environment, concepts of spirituality, and value of "place" . 
These divergent ideologies have in turn strongly influenced 

the ways in which Aboriginal cultures have baen represented 

through the media of the museum.' 

This chapter examines the crisis of representation in 

contemporary museums, specif ically considering the Aboriginal 

peoples of Canada. The obvious starting point for this 

investigation is an examination of the history of Western 

museums -their collecting policies, their methods of 

presentation, and their ideologies regarding the status and 

nature of Canada's Aboriginal peoples. It will become evident 

that unconscious prejudices on the part of early cultural 

institutions were, in affect, political statements, 

consequently creating, and later reinforcing, negative 

stereotypes of Aboriginal peoples in the mind of the museum 

visitor. With this background provided, the chapter will 

progress ta an examination of current literature on the issue 

of representation in m~seums.~ It should be noted that, 

'R. Bellamy, Issues of Cross-Cultural Heritaae Intemretation 
With Particular Reference ta the Aboricrinal Cultures of Canada. 
Unpublished M.A. Thesis. School of Canadian Studies- Carleton 
University, 1984, 6 .  

4~ruce G . Trigger, "A Present of Their Past? Anthropologists, 
Native People and Their Heritage", Culture 1988a 8(1):73. 

'~his chapter gives a history of Western museums and an 
evaluation of the crisis of representation facing contemporary 
ethnological museums. There is an abundance of current literature 
on the problems of representation in cultural institutions : the 
issue burgeoning throughout the past two decades and reaching the 
peak of debate within the past ten years. This section therefore 
synthesizes current concerns and thought on the issue, as outlined 



although this research focuses on Canadian museums and 

Aboriginal peoples, Europe is the original birthplace of the 

museum, and issues of representation are by no means limited 

ta any one country. Subsequently, this discussion will involve 

examples of the crisis of reptesentation in museiims from 

European, American, and Australian contexts. 

Inventing The m I n g i ~  Indiaam: &a ûverviou of the Himtorp 
ofEthnographicMuiieum8 

This section wi11 examine the history of Western 

ethnographie museums in ter- of the phenornena or influences 

which have shaped, and ultimately ptoduced, conteniporary 

cultural institutions. Beginning with the imperialist Age of 

Discovery, the act of collecting material objects will be 

traced from the earliest private collections of the elite 

classes, to contemporary Western museums. Through this 

investigation, several key functions of the museum will become 

apparent: namely the collection, classification, exhibition, 

and, interpretation of material culture. The implicit 

political nature of such processes, including the codification 

and communication of the values and beliefs of dominant 

Society, will also become evident throughout this discussion. 

The late f ifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, the Age 

by anthropologists and museum professionals. 

6 The information presented here focuses on the relationship 
between early museums and Aboriginal material culture in an effort 
to trace and link historical museum practices with contemporary 
ones. 



of Discovery and beyday of collecting, can be considered the 

starting point for the contemporary ~nuseum.~ According to the 

medieval concept of natural law, uninhabited lands - "terra8 

nulliusl' - became the possession of those who first discovered 

tham.' "Terrae nullius" did, of course, contain l'peoplef1 - 
however, such individuals, in Western opinion, were not 

organized into civic societies, did not systematically occupy 

and develop the land, and therefore, did not possess title to 

the territory or have sovereignty. Thus, as early explorers 

found 'luninhabitedl' lands for their countries, they laid 

"claimfl to this territory through various rituals of 

possession, including: symbolic acts involving the physical 

alteration or demarkation of the land; formally naming, 

recording, and mappingthe discovered territory; and, oral 

testimonies, recorded in the presence of witnesse~.~ As noted 

by Stephen Greenblatt, the rights, or even existence, of the 

indigenous peoples of these supposed lluninhabi ted lands" were 

not recognized in these symbolic, oral, and written rituals of 

possession: 

Cerembnies take the place of cultural contacts; 
rituals of possession stand in for negotiated 

7 ~ h e  ultimate starting point of collecting and museums, 
however, is traced to Classical Gteek and Roman civilizations. See- 
Susan Pearce, On Collectincr: An Investiaation Into Collectina in 
the Euro~ean Tradition (London and New York: Routledge, 1995), 
Chapter Four. 

%tephen Greenblatt, Marvellous Posaessions: The Wonder of the 
New World. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1991), 60. 



contracts. 10  

In addition to the dispossession of land and rights, 

Aboriginal peoples also lost control over their image and 

identity. Stereotypes of Aboriginal peoples have their 

earliest roots in the often biased and distorted accounts of 

European explorers and missionaries. Images of the "imaginary 

Indian" were created and reinforced through travel accounts 

and literary descriptions, as well as drawings and pictorial 

representations of the "savagen peoples encountered in the New 

~orld." In ter- of the dispossession of Aboriginal 

identity, and as a result of Columbus1 faulty cartography, the 

diverse inhabitants of North America found themselves confined 

within a single term of White invention - the "Indiantl. 

Initial perceptions and images of Aboriginal peoples were 

invariably conditioned by European value judgements, this 

resulting in the tendency for the latter to view "the other" 

as somewhere beyond the confines of their own culture. This 

approach in turn led to the belief that "the otherIt was 

somehow inferior to the dominant group." These early 

perceptions evolved through time, creating and reinfotcing 

stereotypes within the minds of Western society, and 

"Greenblatt, 58. 

''se8 R.F. Berkhofer, The White Man's fndian: Ipiaoes of the 
American Indian From Columbus ta Present (New York: Vintage Books, 
1979), 71-85; and Greenblatt, Chapter Five- 

12~erkhofer, 3-7, 23-28. 
A h o  see Greenblatt, Chaptet Three. 



subsequently, influencing the way in which Aboriginal peoples 

have been perceived and interpreted. 

Early explorers further extended the scope of their 

"possession" through the collection of "exotic" treasures and 

material specimens: 

Curiosity and inquisitiveness went hand in hand 
with the increasingly impressive mercantile 
ventures, originally led by Venetian and Genoese 
traders, although rather soon followed by the 
Portugese, Spaniards, Dutch and English ... 
Travellers returned with new goods and astonishing 
tales...more and more unerpected anb startling 
goods filtered into Europe and could not fail ta 
tempt and inspire scientists, artists and 
collectors alike. 13 

Some explorers even went as fat as to seize Aboriginal 

individuals for use as informants, interpreters, and live 

specimens of "curious wonder". 1 4  

The Age of Discovery therefore translated into an 

emphasis on the collection, and later display of, material 

artifacts: this heightened interest in the accumulation of, 

objects and the organization of collections reflecting innate 

human curiosity, as well as wider aspirations to understand 

the world which were flourishing durinq this era. As noted by 

Duncan Cameron, in an important essay entitled "The Museum, a 

Temple or the Forum" (1971): 

13wetner Muensterberger , Collectinu: A n  Unrulv Passion- 
Psvcholosical Perspectives. (New Jersey: Princeton University 
Press, 1994),  187, 186. 



It is argued that men, in al1 times and al1 
places, have collected things and gathered 
objects around themselves and arranged th& and 
rearranged them in an attempt to corne to terms 
with the reality they perceived. 15 

To advance this idea further, it seems obvious that the 

processes of collecting and classification are hegemonic tools 

which act to impose an ideological order - representative of 
the values -and beliefs of the dominant society. James 

Clifford supports this opinion, assertinq that "collections 

embody hierarchies of value, exclusions, [and] rule-governed 

territories of the selfw. lb Furthermore, he sates that : 

A history of anthropology and modern art needs 
to see in collecting both a form of Western 
subjectivity and a changing set of powerful 
institutions ... social groups that invented 
anthropology and modern art have appropriated 
exotic things, facts, and meanings. 17 

I support Clifford's assertion that "the relations of power 

whereby one portion o f  humanity can select, value, and collect 

pure products of others need to be ctiticized and 

tran~forrned~~,~' and believe that this is in fact begiming to 

be realized in contemporary museums, as the colonialist 

co~otations associated with processes of the collection and 

"~uncan F. Cameron, 
Curator 14(1) 1971: 14. 

"The Museum, a Temple or the Fatum". 

l6  ame es Clif fard, The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth C e n t u ~  
Ethnoara~hv, Literature and Art. (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, l988), 218. 

''~lifford 1988, 220. 

''~lifford 1988, 213. 



interpretation of culture are increasingly being challenged. l9 

Zn early modern Europe, collecting continued ta flourish 

and became a passion among the elite: the private collections 

amassed by these classes ultimately constituting the root from 

which al1 museums have grown - the "cabinets of curiosityu of 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. As related by 

Deborah Doxtator, curator of "Fluf f s and Feathets : An Exhibit 

on the Symbols of Indianness": 

Every well-travelled European gentleman had a 
"cabinet of curiosities" in which he placed on 
display in his home the items that he deemed the 
most strange and interesting. No cabinet would be 
complete without North American "Indian" items 
grouped in amongst the specimens of flora, fauna 
and minerals. Z1 

Xt is obvious £rom both the placement of "Indian" artifacts - 
with specimens of the natural world - and from the context in 
which they were collected and valued - their "strange", 

exotic,  and therefore fascinating nature and appeal - that, 
the status of Aboriginal cultures within these early cabinets 

of curiosity were seen ta be lesser than that of Western 

Ig~his idea will be presented in greater detail later in the 
chapter . 

2 0 George Stocking, " Essays on Museums and Material Culture", 
Obiects and Others: Essays on Museums and Material Culture 
(Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 6; and, Pearce 
1995, 109. 

More spacif ically, Canadian museum history begins with the 
collections of European explorers and early administrators of New 
France and British North America. (Lynne Teather, "Museum Making In 
Canada (to 1972)", Muse 1992 10(2&3):22). 

"~eborah Doxtator, Fluffs and Feathers: A n  Exhibit on the 
Swnbols of Indianness (Brantford: Woodland Cultural Centre, 1992 ) , 
21. 



culture and therefore relegated to a position outside the 

"civilized" Western world .'* 

During the earlyto mid-eighteenth century, there existed 

no "trueW museums in Europe - only the private collections of 
universities, royalty, and the elite classes, which were 

accessible only to a privileged fewe2'  Some of these private 

curio cabinets would later evolve into "public cabinets", 

created by individual collectors for the easplicit purpose of 

public exhibit, though to a restricted audience. Examples of 

these pub1 ic cabinets, or proto-museuns, include : the 

collection given by Elias Ashmole to Oxford University, which 

became the foundation of the Ashmolean Museum; and, the 

private collection donated by Sir Hans Sloane, which gave rise 

to the establishment of the British ~useum.~' Such private 

collactions of ten contained a mélange of ob j ects, arranged 

without sequence or conte~t.~' 

The earliest muse- established in Europe and Ametica 

'"oel Orosz, Curators and Culture: ' The Museum Movement in 
America, 17404870, (Tuscaloosa and London: The University of 
Alabama Press, 1990), 11. 

"tovat Dickson, The Museum Makers: The Storv of the Roval 
Ontario Museuni (Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1986), 3; and, Joan 
Lester, "The American Indian: A Museum's Eye Vieww, The Indian 
Historian 1972 5(2):26.  

*'AS will be noted, the introduction of systems of 
classification and methods interpretation did not appear until the 
first half of the nineteenth cemtury - marking the transition of 
collections from private hands to early public museums (Ames 1986, 
3) = 



durinq the late eighteanth and early nineteenth centuries were 

thetefore largely based on existing private collections. 

Subsequently , museums which took control over such private 
collections also maintained the ideological base on which 

thess had been built - namely the symbolic function of a 

national tteasury, or, a "temple1' which enshrined the values 

of dominant societymZ6 In addition? the emergence of the f irst 

public museuas also gave rise to the development of systematic 

classification systems and the establishment of a museum 

profession. 27 

It is critical to note that these early "public" museums 

were far from democratic, shutting out the lower classes, and 

catering to the elite. As such, these institutions continued 

to classify and interpret objects, as well as communicate 

ideas, in a marner which only represented the values of the 

ruling society. Thus, with the transfer of collections from 

private hands to early public museums, minimal advancement was 

made in ter- of democratic interpretation or representation - 
the scope had merely been expanded from the individual 

perception and interpretation of a private collecter to 

reflect the vales and views of a minority, but ruling, elite 

2 u group. However, as noted by Michael Amas: 

National museums gradually introduced more 

26 Ames 1986, 3; and Cameron, 17. 

''fbid. 

2 1 Cameron, 15. 



liberal policies towards admissions as they 
became progressively more involved in the 
social and political developments of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Educational and welfare reforms called for 
more services to the working classes, and 
that included opening the doors of museumn 
and other educational instit~tions.~~ 

This democratization of the museuni - through increased public 
accessibility - was pivota1 in transforming museum roles and 
ideology, representing the first challenge to the prevailing 

idea of the museum as a "templet', in which the museum 

functioned as a closed and protected depository of cultural 

treasures for the privilaged: 

The granting of public access therefore also 
entailed the granting of a degree of public 
control over the mseum enterprise, the purpose of 
the institution and the collections it 
contained. 30 

This shift in museum philosophy can be consideted 

reptesentative of a move away from what curator Lynette Harper 

has termed a "functionalist object-centred stance" to a 

"huûanist people-centredt' position, or, a move from the. 

"sacrad temple" to a more "democratic forumn ." Ames further 

argues that this granting of public access, and subsequent 

measure of public control over the museum, also resulted in 

the expectation that publicly owned collections would be made 

meaningful for those who viewed them: 

"~ynette Harper, "From Temple to Battlefield: Conflicting 
Ideologies in the Museum", Muse 1993 11(3):20. 



Thus, gradually, the public - or more cortectly, 
the educated classes - came to believe thht they 
had the right to expect that the collections would 
present and interpret the world in some way 
consistent with the values they held to be good, 
with the collective representations they held to 
be appropriate, and with the view of social 
reality they held to be tr~e.'~ 

It is therefore evident that public museuns act as hegemonic 

tools for the expression and affirmation of dominant cultural 

belief S. This can be dona both directly, through the promotion 

of societal values, or, indirectly, through the exclusion or 

omission of alternate ways of thinking.33 Thus, a museum is 

a powerful medium for the communication of ideas - namely 
those of the dominant culture, and more specifically of the 

educated classes and patriarchal system. Museums can be 

considered the products of an elite segment of society, 

ref lecting the ideologies and values of one dominant group. 

Furthermore, in the museum setting, this narrow scope is 

imposad on other cultures and classes, ultimately resulting in 

biased interpretations and misrepresentation. A museum 

exhibition presents to the audience a message that will be 

taken as "factf' - as an accurate representation. For example, 
images of the "Indian", interpreted and presented within a 

museuni setting will persist in the minds of viewers, not 

because of their fallacy or accuracy, but because they 



function as an easily understood symbolic repre~entation.~' 

Digressing somewhat from this general account of the 

evolution of Western museums, 1 want to focus briefly on two 

specific phenornena in an effort to better explore the 

development of systems of classification and methods of 

interpretation utilized in the representation of culture in 

museum settings. Firstly, 1 will examine ethnographic museums 

- originating in the eighteenth century and firmly rooted in 
the anthropological thought of the period - followed by an 
investigation of large scale public exhibitions and an 

evaluat ion of what Tony Bennett has termed the "exhibi t ionary 

As noted by Gerald McMaster, "one of the great themes 

during the nineteenth and twentieth century was that the 

Aboriginal people were 'vanishing'"." Ethnological museums 

of this period fully embraced this belief, focusing on the 

expansion of their collections through the "salvage" of 

Aboriginal-material artifacts before these cultures forever 

"disappearedtl .36 The "salvage paradigrnu is evident in both 

museum collecting and ethnographic fieldwork of the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. According to anthropologist 

"~erald McMaster, "Object (to) Sanctity: The Politics of the 
Object", Muse 1993 11(3):24. 

36~ouglas Cole, Ca~tured Heritacre: The Scramble for Horthwest 
Coast Artifacts (Vancouver and Toronto: Douglas and McIntyre, 
l985), 286-287; and, McMaster, 24. 



George Marcus: 

In the salvage mode, the etiinographer portrays 
himself as 'before the deluge', so to speak. 
Signs of fundamental change are apparent, but the 
ethnographer is able to salvage a cultural state 
on the verge of transformation." 

Similarly, James Clifford' asserts that, through a salvage 

paradigm, %oth collecter and salvage ethnographer could 

claim to be the last to rescue 'the real thing' t'.3' 

The salvage paradigm in turn determined the types of 

artifacts collected from Aboriginal groups, as well as the 

methods of presentation utilized within a museum setting. 39 

Furthenuore, McMaster proposes that the salvage paradigm has 

also had an influence on Canada's paternalistic and 

restrictive Aboriginal policy, illusttating the impact these 

have had on Aboriginal .peoples: 

Throughout the Americas during the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, Aboriginal material 
culture was being collected under various 
circumstances. The government, in order to 
assimilate Native peoples into Western society, 
enacted policies which created the conditions 
under which many traditional cultural practices, 
including the use of objects- sacred and profane, 
were rendered obsolete. Imagine, if you will, 
the devastating consequences of being aggressively 
civilized, and the catastrophic effacement of 
traditional epistemes. If we can imagine this, we 
can also understand why Native peoples today see 

37 George E , Marcus, "Contemporary Problems of Ethnography 
In the Modern World SystemN. Writina Culture: The Poetics and 
Politics of Ethnoura~hv (eds) James Clifford and George E. 
Marcus. (Berkeley: University of California Press, l986), 165. 

''clif ford, 228. 

39~eborah Doxtator, "The Home of Indian Culture and Other 
Stories In the Museum", Muse 1988 6(3): 26-27. 



museums as "sites of strugglen... 40 

Thus, the impl icit connection between the actions of early 

ethnographic museums - in this case "salvagingw Aboriginal 
material culture - and wider political agendas are evident. 
Furthermore, the authority and authenticity associated with 

the salvage paradigm created a legacy for twentieth century 

museums : in ef fect situating these cultural institut ions in 

the role of "guardians of Indian culturew, James Clifford, in 

his article "On Ethnographic Allegoryu, elaborates on this 

point by questioning "the mode of scientific and moral 

authority" associatedwith salvage ethnography, believing t h i s  

to be an assumption that the society under study is " 'weak' 

and needs to be represented by an outsider" Furthermore, 

Clif ford asserts tbat this authority of the ethnographer 

ultimately transforms the "recorder and interpreter of fragile 

customm into an "unimpeachable witness to an authenticityff." 

These ideas can be easily applied to early ethnographic 

museums - these institutions quickly nmhraced the 

authoritarian role of "protectors" of the material culture 

salvaged from "vanishing" Aboriginal cultures. Furthermore, 

ethnographic museums, like ethnographers, extended their scope 

 ames es Clif ford, "On Ethnographic Allegoryw . Writinq 
Culture: The Poetics and Politics of Ethnoara~hv (eds)  James 
Clifford and George Marcus, (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1986), 113. 



of influence to include interpretation - subsequently 

ascribing Western meaning to indigenous objects and 

identities. 

With the advent of nineteenth-century anthropology, 

Aboriginal peoples were faced with an even more serious 

challenge to their identity - namely that of "scientific" 
racism. In a departure from earlier ethnocentric simple 

assertions of superiority, nineteenth century ideas of 

evolutionism "scientifically" supported notions of White 

preeminence. The theory of cultural progression towards 

civilization in effect ranked societies in a hieratchy, with 

the "Indian" occupying the lowest position of "savageryl'. 4 3 

Ethnographie museums, closely linked with the ideas of early 

nineteenth century anthropology, not only embodied these 

hierarchical conceptions and biased notions of the "Indian", 

but also projected them to a much wider audience. In their 

pursuit to assemble collections of artifacts, Aboriginal 

peoples were generally not recognized as distinct groups, and 

never as individual beings. Moreover, the inclusion of these 

assemblages solely in "pre-historie" contexts, or as preceding 

"civilized" society, onlyisolatadAborigina1 cultures furtber 

from mainstream North American and European society. The 

"social evolutionary" display model, used by some atuseums of 

the early nineteenth-century, further augmented the presumed 

inferior status of the "Indian". In this method of 



presentation, collections were displayed in a sequence of 

progression from "primitive" culture to "modern". Aboriginal 

artifacts wete lumped under the f i r s t  category, with no 

consideration for regional or tribal ~ o n t e x t . ~ ~  

The major ethnographie museums of the late nineteenth 

century, unlike earlier private and public cabinets, utilized 

a range of devices to explain and define the nature, 

importance, and meaning of exhibited ob j ects . 45 Franz Boas, 

considered the founder of professional anthropology in 

America, was one of the earliest advocates of a move away from 

the " typological evolutionary schemew - in which specimens 
from diverse cultures wete grouped together based on common 

technological type - and the adoption of exhibition techniques 
based on the "tribal", or, "culture area" model - where 

categories were formed on the basis of linguistic stock and 

geographical location. As Boas bel ieved that "the meaning 

of an ethnological specimen could not be understood outside of 

its surroundings, outside of other inventions of the people to 

whom it belongs, and outside of other 

- - - - -- - - 

44~ester, 26-27. 

4 5 ~ r a  Jacknis, "Franz Boas 

phenomena affecting that 

and Exhibits: On the 
Limitations of the Museum Method of Anthropology" , Obi ects and 
Others: Essavs on Museums and Material Culture (Wisconsin: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 95. 

" ~ h e  "culture area" model classifies cultures by 
linguistic stock, and attempts to CO-ordinate the concepts of 
tribe, language, and industry within each culture area. 
Environment is also perceived as an inf luencing factor on such 
variables as industry within the culture area model. 
Exhibition techniques involving the culture area rnodel or 
method of classification often presented a geographic 
progression of "culture areastg (Lester 28-30). 



people and its productions", the culture area method of 

arrangement afforded a practical solution in that it 

represented a holistic picture of the lifeways of one 

particular tribe. 

During the late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century 

large scale public viewing of ethnographie collections was 

also achieved through the medium of the exposition. 

Expositions, though corresponding in function to public 

museums, tended to reach an extended public, being more 

commercialized in nature and geared towards the majority 

working  classe^.^^ Tony Bennett views exhibitions, or what he 

more broadly terms the "exhibitionary cornplex", as the: 

... transfer of objecta and bodies from the 
enclosed and private domains in which they 
had previously been displayed (but to a restricted 
public) into progressively more open and public 
arenas where, through the representations to which 
they were subjected, they formed vehicles for 
inscribing and broadcasting the messages of 
power . . . throughout society . '' 

Furthermore, Bennett asserts that the significance of the 

exhibitionary complex, in part, was "that of providing new 

instruments for the moral and cultural regulation of the 

working c l a ~ s e s ~ ~ . ~ ~  Thus, the exposition shares the same 

subtle function of its museum counterpart - namely the 

''~ony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: Historv. Theow. 
Politics, (London: Routledge, 1995), 83, 



codification and communication of dominant idaology, or, in 

the cogent words of Bennett: 

Museums, galleries, and, more intermittently, 
exhibitions played a pivota1 role in the 
formation of the modern state and are fundamental 
to its conception as, among other things, a set of 
educative and civilizing ageacies ... the 
exhibitionary complex provided a context for the 
permanent display of power/kno~ledge.~~ 

With regard to systems of classification utilized within 

the medium of the exhibition, these generally marked a move 

away from abstract classification systems (reminiscent of 

early cabinets of curiosity), and took steps towards a more 

accurate presentation of culture. For ermple, the 

Philadelphia Centemial Exposition (1875), the Columbian 

Exposition (Chicago, 1893), and, the Pan American Exhibition 

(Buffalo, 1901), made pioneer efforts to represent people in 

their displays. Rather than presenting a culture through a 

mare assemblage of artifacts, these large scale expositions 

attempted to embrace Boasian principles, linking objects to 

those who produced them through " living exhibits" of 

contemporary Aboriginal groups. Though this method of 

presentation was posit ive  in demonstrating that Aboriginal 

cultures embodied more than artifacts, this technique 

continued to portray " Indians" as exotic curiosities and 

perpetuated the idea of a ltvanishing race".52 

 ester , 27-30; Also aee, Paul Greenhalgh, E~hemeral 
Vistas: The Expositions Universelles, Great Exhibitions and 
World's Fairs (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1988), 



In addition, many expositions tended to replace the 

typological evolutionary mode1 of presentation with that of 

the culture area. Although this method was an improvement in 

the sense that it took account of regional variation and began 

to recognize the diversity between groups, Aboriginal culture 

was still portrayed as preceding civilized societymS3 Overall, 

the methods of presentation utilized by these late eighteenth 

to mid-nineteenth century expositions were of merit in that 

many attempted to represent Aboriginal peoples in a way which 

associated these cultures with a way of life, rather than mere 

assemblages of artifacts, 54 Although some museums and 

expositions of the period continued to reflect prejudiced 

assumptions about the t1 Indian" - and subsequently reinforcing 

stereotypes - they were important in that they marked the 
first serious museum attempts to present a more holistic 

picture of Aboriginal peoples by linking the lifestyle of a 

people with their material artifacts. The establishment of 

the museum on an international scale occurred in the latter 

half of the nineteenth centuryrSs with the ethnographie 

museums of this period continuing to focus on the expansion of 

their collections and the salvage of Aboriginal material 

Chapter Four. 

5 3 Lester, 27-30. 

 ester, 30-31. 

55~tocking, 7. 



culture.56 Until the early to mid-twantieth century, the idea 

of the museum continued to grow and develop in the form of an 

authoritarian "public temple", functioning to present and 

validate dominant cultural values, and subsequently providing 

a symbolic identity for the society from which it has been 

f~rrned.~~ Michael &mes notes an important critique of public 

museums, namely that "they w e r e  born in the Age of 

Imperialism, often served and benefited capitalism, and 

continue to be instruments of the ruling classes and corporate 

powersl'. 5a He also questions if wiseums, or more apecif ically 

museum curators, in their roles as protector and interpreter 

of indigenous cultures are "the cultural imperialists and 

missianaries of the postmodern age". 5 9 

1 would assert that, during the past two decades, the 

notion of museum as an authoritarian '*templew has been 

seriously challenged as the process of the democratization of 

the museum has shifted towards the inclusion of multiple 

interpretations, or, an open Yorum" for more adequate 

cultural reptesentation. 'O As noted by Stephen Lavine and 

Ivan Karp, editors of Exhibitincr Cultures: The Poetics and 

Politics of Museum Dis~lav (1991): 

'6~ouglas Cole, 286-287. 

S 7 ~ e s  1992, 23-24. 

"Ames 1992, 3. 

 mes 1992, 147. 
6 0  Cameron, 20-24; Ames 1992, 24; and, Harper 1993, 20. 
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Twenty years ago it was still credible to assert 
the possibility of the temple role, but now few 
serious museum practitioners would claim that a 
museum could be anything but a forum (although 
exhibitions thnmnelves often have failed to 
reflect this changed view). Nor have we thought 
carefully enough about who participates in the 
forum? 

As a result of this shift to a more dnmnccatic forum, 

museums of the late nineteenth and the twentieth century have 

increasingly been faced with serious issues of cultural 

representation. Narrow interpretations of cultural objects by 

museum professionals are being rejected and challenged by the 

groups to whom they belong. In particular, the Aboriginal 

cultures of Canada, the focus of this study, are demanding 

control over the production and presentation of their own 

cultural image within museum settings. 

The Criais of Repreaentation: 
Repatriating the Aboriginal Image 

f n contemporary Canadian society , Aboriginal peoples are 
becoming more aware of the narrow views of their culture being 

portrayed to the public within museum settings. Canada's 

First Nations are increas ingly becoming involved in the 

struggle to win control and "free themselves from their 

ethnological fate as anthropological specimens" . 6z 

Stephen D. Lavine and Ivan Karp, ''Introduction: Museum8 
and Multiculturalismw , Exhibitinq Cultures: The Poetics and 
Politics of Museum Representation (Washington and London: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991), 3-4. 



Subsequently, the real need for a changing relationship 

between Aboriginal peoples and museums has become apparent. 

More than a simple question of the ownership of "cultural 

propertyN - the term used to describe archaeological or 

ethnological abjects of cultural or historic ~ignificance'~ - 
the issue at hand invalves the consideration of who is 

entitled ta control the representation and interpretation of 

within the context of Western museums. 64 

Although an "invention" of modern Western culture, the 

musewu is nu longer exclusively a "Euro-Anierican yreserve" : 

the anergence of a new national consciousness in the post- 

colonial6' era has had a significant impact on the museum, 

challenging the traditional relationship of "objects and 

othersw within this en~ironmsnt.~~ Anthropology has entered 

a period in which ethnographie research has had to account for 

the rapidly changing circumstances of the ucultural others" 

63~hyllis Mauch Messenger, The Ethics of Collectinq 
Cultural Pro~ertv: Whose Culture? Whose Pro~ertv? 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989), xx i .  

6 4 Stocking, 11. 

''it should be noted that many Aboriginal people argue 
that colonialism has never entirely stopped for indigenous 
peoples - they are still subject to the rule of the dominant 
society (Paul Bourgeois, Personal Communication, 21 April, 
1997. 

6 6 Stocking, 11; and, Jim Specht and Carolyn MacLulich, 
''Changes and Challenges: The Australian Museum and Indigenous 
Communities" Archaeolo~ical Dis~lavs and the Public: Museoloav 
and Inter~retation (London: Institute of Archaeology 
University College, 1996), 27. 



being observed: there is pressure to s h i f t  away from the 

romantic exoticism that has motivated much of anthropological 

museology, as Western museums increasingly insist on the 

inherent need, if not obligation, to represent the realities 

of present day societies within exhibits. 6 7 

No contemporary museum can escape the compleo problems 

associated with the representation of cultural others: both 

the physical ownership and care of objects, and, the right of 

interpreting their meaning have become points of contention. 

In particular, two biased, and potentially harmful , exhibiting 

strategies must be overcome in the museum world, namely 

"exoticizingn - highlighting differences - and "assimilatingt' 
- emphasizing similatities." As communities often look to 

museums as places in which their own as well as other cultural 

identities are articulated and validated, these institutions 

hold the responsibility of ensuring that exhibitions present 

67 Stocking, 12; and Specht and MacLulich, 32-33. 
6 a Ivan Karp, "Other Cultures in Museum Perspectivew, 

Exhibitinu Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum 
Rearesentation (Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1991b), 375, 378.  

Karp notes that the public is more familiar with 
"exoticizingl' strategies, which often invert the familiar - 
demonstrating how a well-known practice takea an inverted f otm 
among other cultures. "Assimilating", a more subtle exhibit 
strategy, emphasizea affinities between the aesthetic involved 
in appreciating an object within a museum contert, and the 
aesthetic presumed to have been involved in the creation of 
the object (Karp 1991b: 375-376) .  Such an assimilating 
stretegy is strongly evident in the controveroial Museum of 
Modem Art exhibition "Primitivism" in Twentieth-Century Art: 
Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern. For a detailed analysis 
of the nature of this exhibit see James Clifford, "Histories 
of the Tribal and Modern", in The Predicament of Culture. 



other peoples on their own ter- - not in conparison with the 

standards of Western society - and also incorporate dynamic 
depictions of history and culture, presenting contemporary 

issues and current realities. 69 

The "politics of representation" - who can represent 

whom, how, where, and with what, as well as questions of 

authenticity, authority, appropriation and canonization of 

knowledge and meaning - have beco'me central questions in the 
field of museum anthrop~logy.'~ According ta Michael Ames, 

"the traditional museum privilege is being challenged" : the 

basic idea of studying others, let alone representing them, is 

being ~ontested.~' The crisis facing anthropological museuns 

is then to "reconstitute their relationships to the other as 

a legitimate object of study", and also to coine to terms with 

the growing "discordant multicultural and multivocal 

realities" which characterize contemporary society. 72 

There exists a widespread inclination ta question the 

implicit authority of Western museums to adequately represent 

the concems and real ities of Aboriginal populations. Although 

museums function to record the past and conserve artifacts, it 

6 9 Christine Mullen Rreamer, "Def ining Communities Through 
Exhibitinq and Collectingl' , Museums and Comwuiities : The 
Politics of Public Culture (Washington and London: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 1992), 371. 



is not their right to appropriate culture7', or, preserve 

living peoples in an "ethnologically reconstructed image of 

the pastMO7' The ethics of using cultural others as a source 

of knowledge is extensively being chal lenged within and 

outside the field of anthropology, particularly when the 

imbalanced relation of power typically involved in such 

studies, and the frequently distorted representations which 

may result, are considered .75 

The contemporary museum must also account for the bias 

which affects any interpretation. As the bias of the 

ethnographer influences the ethnography, the "museum effectM 

is also a force which, though independent of the objects 

considered, affects interpretation." Installation methods, 

the arrangement and assemblage of artifacts, and unconscious 

messages created through design and text, al1 actively 

 or a detailed account of the ways in which anthropology 
and museums have, and continue to, appropriate culture, see a 
collection of essays on this issue, edited by Susan Pearce- 
Museums and the Appropriation of Culture (London and Atlantic 
Highlands N.J.:The Athlone Press, 1994). 

'%vetlana Alpers, "The Museum as a Way of Seeing", 
Exhibitinq Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum 
Re~resentation (Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1991), 26-27; Gaynor Kavanagh, NIntroduction", Museum 
Lancruaqes: Obiects and Texts (Leicester: Leicester University 
Press, 1991), 4; and, Ivan Karp, "Culture and Representation", 
Exhibitinq Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum 
Re~resentation (Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, l g g l a ) ,  13-14 



contribute to the development of meaning ascribed to the 

cultural data being represented. 77 Museums interpret cultures 

according to the perspectives of the curators and with the 

expectations of a particular audience in mind. 'O In ef fect, 

the curator assigns meaning to cultural objects and influences 

the message of the exhibit through judgements regarding method 

of presentation. 79 Subsequently. the supposed tlauthentictl 

representation of cultures within a museun setting ref lects 

the value judgements of the interpreters rather than those 

being interpretedœaO As proposed by anthropologist Richard 

Handler the concept of "authenticityW is in fact a "cultural 

construct of the modem Western worldl@, and as such, the 

Western search for "authentic cultural experience - for the 
unspoiled, pristine, ganuine, untouched and traditional - says 

'7~arp 1991a, 13-14; and, Ames 1986, 48. 

"~ichael Ames, ''A New Indian History For Museumst' , Native 
Studies Review 1987b 3(2):19. 

'9Spencer R. Crew, and James B. Sima, "Locating 
Authenticity: Fragments of A Dialoguew, Exhibitina Cultures: 
The Poetics and Politics of Museum Re~resentation (Washington 
and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991), 162-163. 

'OArnes 1987b, 19; and, Julia Harrison, "The Great White 
Coverupll, Native Studies Review 1987 3(2) :56.  

Both authors suggest that museum interpretations are 
strongly influenced by the biases of curators, and for this 
reason, are not entirely representative of the cultural values 
of those under consideration- For example, Harrison points out 
that "A percentage of what {museuins} hold never had great 
relevance to the Native cultures and thus will help little in 
understanding aspects of "traditional" Native societies". 



more about us than about otherç1'." 

In the abstract museiims are, or should be, neutral arenas 

for the presentation of culture. In reality, however, can such 

a vision ever be realized? Do not museums and exhibits always 

make principled statements?" According to Ivan Karp, it is 

in fact t h i s  "alleged innate neutrality of museums and 

expositions" which enablea then to become "instruments of 

powerW." The authority and power of museun exhibits is 

i 1 lustrated through an innovative museum exhibition, displayed 

at the Ashmolean Museum between December 1991 and May 1992." 

Entitled "The? Exhibition?", the display was in ef fect "an 

exploration within the museum's own culture and language": 

investigating and questioning both the values and voices 

expressed through museum exhibits, functioning as a "kit for 

viewing and re-viewing othet parts of the museum's 

collectionw, and, raising awareness regarding the "policing" 

of "museum vision" . O 5  

"~ichard Handler, "Authenticityn' . 
2 ( 5 ) : 2 .  

82~arp 1991a, 14; and, Kavanagh, 4. 

"~arp 1991a, 14. 

"~ary Beard and John Henderson, " ' Please Don' t Touch The 
Ceilingn: the culture of appropriation", Museums and the 
A~~roDriation of Culture (London and Atlantic Highlands N.J.: 
The Athlone Press, 1994), 7 .  

"'fleard and Henderson, 8, 12, 15. 



As suggested with the example of "The? E~hibition?",'~ 

museum exhibits can be viewed as politicaf arenas in which the 

meaning of culture and ïdentity is both challenged and 

validated. The museum' s selection and presentation of ideas 

and images are in effect llenacted within a power system", with 

sources of power deriving from the assumed authority of 

cultural institutions to classify and define other cultures 

and societies." "This then is the power to represent: to 

reproduce structures of belief and experience through which 

cultural differences are understoodt'. 08 

In addition, museuma may purposely continue to represent 

cultural others within the stereotypes that the public expects 

them ta conform tom It has been suggested that some museum 

visitors prefer to hold a purely romantic view of Aboriginal 

peoples, consciously choosing to ignore contemporary sociaL 

and political realities ." Similarly, museum prof essionals may 

not elect to challenge prevailing stereotypes of Aboriginal 

peoples "because they fear that a public backlash or apathy 

would be too costly for them in terms of securing ongoing 

061t should be noted that this museum exhibit was not 
received well by the public, and subsequently, was cancelled 
fairly quickly. 

"> lvan Karp, It Introduction- Museums and Communities : The 
Politics of Public Culture", Museums and Communities: The 
Politics of Public Culture (Washington and London: The 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992) 1. 

'9~pacht and MacLulich, 32. 



funding and  donation^",^^ or, because they may not see the 

images being presented as stereotypes . '' 
As examined byMichae1 Ames, contemporary anthropologists 

and museums continue to actively participate in defining 

ethnic identity and the ways in which it is to be promoted. 

Using the example of Northwest Coast Aboriginal arts, he 

il lustrates how anthropologista j udge what is "proper" as they 

become involved in both a "codificationw - encouragement of a 
standardization or rationalization of design and technique - 
and a "redefinition" of meaning and aesthetic quality 

according to Western ~tandatds.~' This view can be paralleled 

with the previously mentioned "museum ef f ect" , which involves 
mussums transf orming cultural ob j ects into ob j ects of art : the 

products of other cultures are in effect transformed into 

something Western culture can "look atu . 93 
Furthermore, 1 would assert that identity is the basis 

for the self -determination of any people: these are 

inextricably linked. In this sense, the Aboriginal struggle to 

win control over the representation of tbeir own cultural 

" ~ e e  the article, "Karaoke as Modern Lhasa, Tibet: 
Western Encounters With Cultural Politics", Vincanne Adams, 
Cultural Anthroaoloav 1996 11(4):510-546, for a discussion on 
the ambiguous boundaries between false stereotypes and Western 
perceptions and constructions of "authemticqu cultural others . 

9 3 Alpers, 31-32, 



image in museums - their identity - takes on an increasingly 
political aspect when it is realized that it is linked with a 

wider movement towards self-determinationg9' "Cultural 

empowerment" - allowing contemporary peoples the right to 
speak for themselves through the media of the museum 

exhibite'- provides Aboriginal peoples with a powerful weapon 

in their struggle for self-determination, namely a voice to 

articulate their own concerns, beliefs and realities. In order 

to gain control of identity, Aboriginal peoples must first 

claim back their own cultural image, both historically and in 

contemporary society. 

As has been discussed, the museum is an institution of 

power . Its assumed authority and bias, however, are 

incceasingly being challenged and questioned as legitimate. If 

the museum is to maintain its authenticity in the contemporary 

world, it must preserve its legitimacy by first recognizing 

its prejudices and limitations, after which a resolution of 

the crisis of representation will be plausible. 

One proposed solution to this problem of representation 

involves the recognition that there exists no singular 

perspective: views continuously evolve, adapt, and are 

ref~rmulated.~' Not only do many voices exist within the 

''~ichael Ames, ''Cultural Empowerment and Museums" , 
Obiects of Knowledae (London and Atlantic Highlands N. J. : T h e  
Athlone Press, IWO), 158. 

' 'mes 1990, 161. 

 mes 1986, 45. 



contemporary world, but a multiplicity of perspectives are 

present in each individual culture. A particular challenge 

faced by the museum then, is acknowledgement that within any 

given group being represented, there exists interna1 

disagreements, compet ing views, and multiple 

interpretations . " As. each voice represents dif f erent peoples 

with unique experiences, they should not be expected to add up 

to one consistent view. Thus ,  the museuni cannot, and should 

not, reduce multiple perspectives to one viewpoint: cultural 

institutions must learn to listen t a  these many voices instaad 

of attempting to reproduce and represent tham within 

ex hi bit^.^" 

Additionally, museiima shouldno longer attemptto portray 

the "Native point of view" within exhibits: as asserted by 

anthropologists Michael Ames and Clifford Geertz, non-Natives 

cannot adequately represent the cultural realities of other 

people~.~~ Instead, w h a t  museums should be doing is providing 

a forum for the discussion of, rather than interpretating, 

Native perspectives, and, ptoviding increased opportunities 

for Aboriginal cultures to represent themselves within the 

97~teven D . Lavine, "Audience, ûwnership and Authority : 
Designing Relations between Museums and Communi ties" , Museums 
and Communities: The Politics of Public Culture (Washington 
and London: The Smithsonian Institution Press, 1992), 145. 

9 a ~ e s  1986, 45-47. 

g 9 ~ e s  1992, 6; and, Clifford Geertz, 
Further Essavs in Inter~retive Anthropolouy 
Books Inc., l983), 58. 
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museum setting. There is growing support, both among museum 

audiences and within the discipline, for self-representation 

within the museum. Through collaboration, joint curatorships, 

sole curatorships, and increased involvement at al1 levels of 

museum operation, the ltcultural other" is able to take on an 

identity as subject cather than the traditional object of 

museum classification. 100 

Cultural groups are increasingly challenging the right of 

contemporary institutions to control the presentation of their 

cultures: challenging exhibitions which overlapwith their own 

social and political concerns, as evidenced with the 1988 

Lubicon boycott of Glenbowrs The Spirit Sings exhibition and 

the Af ro-Canadian protest of the Royal Ontario Museum1 s "Into 

the Heart of Africa" exhibit; demanding genuine authority 

within existing cultural institutions; and establishing 

alternative institutions of their own, such as the Native- 

operated Woodland Cultural Centre in Brantford, ontario. 'O1 

Institutions such as the Woodland Cultural Centre work 

towards presenting a more realistic and self-representative 

image of Aboriginal people8 in an effort ta create a better 

understanding of Aboriginal culture 

population. One particularly innovat ive 

among the dominant 

approach taken by the 

10IAmes 1992, 142, 146, 157, 160; and, Stephen D. Lavine 
and Ivan Karp, "Introduction: Museus and Multiculturalism~~, 
Exhibitina Cultures : The Poetics and Politics of Museum 
Re~resentation (Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, MW), 1-2. 



Centre involved the presentation of "both sides of the 

interpretive equation" in a 1988 exhibition entitled "Fluffs 

and Feathers: An Exhibit on the Symbols of Indianness". 102 

V l u f f s  and Feathers" attempts to draw a connection between 

Western stereotypes of Aboriginal peoples depicted in history 

books, literature, art, and the media, and Aboriginal self- 

images. 103 A n  exhibition such as this is critically 

important, as it presents to the dominant society the reality 

that its vision is conditioned and creatsd by its own culture. 

As noted by the exhibit's curator Deborah Doxtator: "Every 

society cteates its own images about itself and about other 

people that are connected to that societyt' . 'O4 Stereotypes, 

the exhibition suggests, institutionalize forms of privilege, 

empowering the dominant society and situating the "other" in 

an inferior position.105 Exhibits such as this are crucial 

as they initiate conversation amongtwo cultures: the dominant 

society must understand "how" it perceives the other and "why" 

these perceptions have been formed before it can let go of 

ingrained stereotypes and understand the Native conception of 

identity. 

An April 1990 issue of Time Macrazine refers to the 

"browning of Americaw, proposing that, if present demographic 

 mes 1992, 142; and, Doxtator 1992. 
'031bid . 
104~oxtator 1992, 68. 

'05Arnes 1992, 146. 



trends continue, the average American will be non-European by 

the mid-twenty-first century. Michael Ames has compared this 

phenornenon with current movements in antbropology, as visible 

and other minorities are demanding more voice, and becoming 

more act ively involved in mainstream cultural 

 institution^.'^^ It must then be realized and accepted within 

the field of anthropology that the "browning of the museum" 

will inevitably involve - on an equal level - Aboriginal 
specialists who, though outside of Western academic 

traditions, must be consulted and play a leading role in the 

representation of their cultures. 107 

The question of "voice" has thus emerged as a crucial 

factor within the museum field and has been addressed through 

the inclusion of multiple perspectives in exhibits, increased 

involvement of Aboriginal groups in the presentation of their 

own cultural identity, and the establishment of alternative 

institutions by Aboriginal groups. One question, however, 

remains to be addressed: if museiima empower people to speak 

for themselves do these institutions then risk losing their 

own institutional voice? How can an exhibit effectively 

express multiple voices? 

It must be realized that self-representation, like museum 

authority, is not the only voice of expression, or the only 

' 0 7 ~ m e s  1992, 148; and, Peter G. Stone, "Introduction: A 
Framework for Di~cussion~~. The Presented Past (eds) B L 
Molyneaux and P.G. Stone. (London: Routledge, 1994), 22. 



appropriate repre~entation.'~~ Museums and anthropology can 

no longer speak for Aboriginal peoples - assuming they ever 
legitimately held this right at all. However, they can speak 

j ointly with the cultures they are representing and assume the 

crucial responsibility of acting as facilitators for 

communication, exchange, and discourse among the cultures of 

the w~rld.'~~ Through the presentation of multiple views on 

an equal level, the museum can present the objects of other 

cultures without replacing the Aboriginal interpretation with 

that of the dominant culture. "O By presenting multiple 

interpretations rather than a singular view, museums can in 

effect suggest, or evoke, new understanding rather than 

articulating one much narrower view, 

Conclueions 

In summary, this chapter has examined the crisis of 

representation challenging contemporary museums, specifically 

considering Aboriginal cultures, An overview of Western museum 

history was outlined in an effort to illustrate the evolution 

of historical images of Aboriginal peoples, and to link these 

with current issues of representation in cultural 

institutions. 

'09Ames 1992, 148; and, Clifford Geertz, Works and Lives: 
The Anthro~olouist As Author (California: Stanford University 
Press, 1988), 147. 



From this examination, it becomes obvious that the 

communication of Aboriginal cultural values has long remained 

the prerogative of anthropologists and museum professionals 

who are usually not part of the culture under 

considerat ion- "' However, in contemporary society it is no 

longer acceptable for cultural institutions to porttay 

Aboriginal culture without, at the absolute very least, the 

assistance and input of members of that culture. Control of 

the images of Aboriginal peoples should be returned to their 

rightful owners. 

become arenas 

representation. 

peoples must be 

effort must be 

No longer "guirrdians" , museums must strive to 
of mutual interest and legitimate 

Partnerships between museums and Aboriginal 

cultivated to achieve these goals. Every 

made to create an environment in which 

Aboriginal culture, historic and contemporary, can be 

accurately represented and rightfully appreciated in the 

museum. 

In addition, this investigation has also indicated that 

the museum world needs to evolve and grow in several areas if 

it is to maintain its legitimacy in a post-colonial and 

increasingly multi-cultural and culturally-sensitive world. 

First, strengthening of those museuma which encourage 

Aboriginal peoples to take control of the presentation of 

their own culture must occur in order to provide for 

authenticity of voice within museum exhibits- Museums must 

11 1 Bellay, ii. 
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also increase efforts to expand their expertise in the 

presentation of non-Western cultures, this inevitably 

involving consultation with the cultural groups being 

represented. Finally, cultural institutions must allow for 

experimentation in the area of exhibit design in an effort to 

discover suitable methods of presentation which offer multiple 

perspectives and interpretations. 112 

But in reality, are these recommendations easier stated 

than implemented? Within the muse- setting, individuals who 

attempt to address the problem of representation inevitably 

find themselves in a sensitive political realm, surrounded by 

intense debate and often not fully aware of the unconscious 

assumptions which may be present in their institution's 

exhibits and programa. Furthermore, efforts to rectify the 

representational ctisis may also be compromised by conflicting 

and competing interests which exist within the museum. l 3  It 

is therefore apparent that the crisis of representation is not 

only shaped by external societal influences, but is also 

affected by interna1 considerations within the institutions 

themselves. Nonetheless, contemporaty cultural institutions 

must strive to confront and remedy issues of representation in 

order to maintain legitimacy in both museum and Aboriginal 

communities, and in a rapidly changing world. 

112 Lavine and Karp, 6. 

113 Lavine and Karp, 2. 
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Breakina Out From Glase Boxes: Abariqjnal Peo~ler, - - 
Rm~resentation, and Contemrararv Canadian Mume- 1 

In 1972, following the announcement of a National Museum 

Policy by the federal government, Communications Canada 

initiated a series of consultations regarding policy and 

program development, conferring with representatives from the 

museum profession, the federal government, and the Canadian 

public. The responses and results of this collaboration were 

outlined in an ensuing discussion paper entitled, "Challenges 

and Choices : Federal Policy and Program Proposals For Canadian 

Museumsfl ( 19 88 ) . ' The document ' s pr imary f ocus concerned the 

'This chapter does not address the history and development of 
Canadian anthropology and museums. For a discussion of these, see: 
Douglas Cole, *'The Origins of Canadian Anthropology, 1850-1910m, 
Journal of Canadian Studies 8, 1973: 33-45; Henry B. Collins and 
William E. Taylor Jr., "Diamond Jenness (1886-1969)", Arctic 23(2) 
1970:71-81; Regna Darnell, Edward Sa~ir: Lincnrist, Anthro~oïocrist, 
Humanist (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990); Lovat 
Dickson, The Museum Makers: The Storv of the Royal Ontario Museum 
(Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1986 ) ; and, Archie Key, Bevond 
Four Walls: The Oriqins and Develo~ment of Canadian Museunis 
(Toronto: McLelland Press, 1973). 

These sources provide an outline of those who have made 
contributions to the institutional development of anthropology and 
museums in Canada (including: Horatio Hale, A.F. Chamberlain, 
Edward Sapir, Franz Boas, Marius Barbeau, Diamond Jenness, and 
Frank Speck), and make reference to early anthropological 
organizations and institutions in Canada ( such as; the anthropology 
division of the Geological Survey of Canada - established in 1910 
under Sapir; and the Victoria Museum in Ottawa - later to become 
the National Museum of Man). 

2~ommunications Canada, Challenaes and Choices: Federal Policv 
and Prosram Proposals For Canadian Museums,(Ottawa: Ministry of 
Supplies and Services, 1988). 

The sixteen year discrepancy between the initiation of 
consultations in 1972, and release of the "Challenges and Choices" 
report in 1988, must be examined. Barbara Tyler (current Director 



interaction between Canada's national museums and the federal 

goverment, particularly on an economic level. In addition, 

the discussion paper outlined issues facing Canadian cultural 

institutions, offered definitions of a museum and its function 

and role in society, and suggested proposals for institutional 

policy and programming. 3 

With regard to the function and role of museums, the 

Communications Canada document proposed that: 

Museums have a responsibility for interpreting 
the past, explaining the present and thereby 
illurninating choices for the future...Canadals 
museums act as custodians, research bodies, 
educational institutions and entertainment centres 
... As cumtodianm, museums perform the vital role 
of -collecting and preserving works of art, 
heritage objects and scientific specimens.' 

Although this description of Canadian museums may, at first, 

seem to be an accurate and practical evaluation, my own 

- - - - - - - - - - -- 

of the McMichael Gallery) and Sharilyn Ingram (curtent Director of 
the Royal Botanical Gardens) were both involved with the National 
Museums and the Vhallenges and Choices" project. According my 
persona1 correspondence with Tyler and Ingram, 1 was able to 
ascertain that the sixteen years between the 1972 National Museum 
policy and "Challenges and Choices" document was a challenging 
period for the National Museums corporation, characterized by major 
restructuring (the National Museunis - Museum of Man, Museum of 
Natural Sciences, and the Museum of Science and Technology - were 
amalgamated with the National Gallery under one corporation- the 
National Museums of Canada), and declining funding for Canadian 
Cultural institutions. Due to these factors, the release of the 
"Challenges and Choices" final report was delayed, although the 
consultation process continued throughout the sixteen yeat period. 

1 would like to thank Barbara Tyler and Sharilyn Ingram for 
their time and assistance. 

'~ommunications Canada, 25 -26 .  



critical assessment5 suggests that this perspective is 

strongly reminiscent of the previously mentioned "templeft mind 

set. First, 1 assert that the statement "Museums have a 

responsibility for interpreting the past" resonates with 

notions of authority and righteousness, suggesting that al1 

interpretations within a museum setting irrefutably constitute 

"authentic" and legitimate depictions of culture. 1 also 

consider this statement exclusionary in that it omits the idea 

of partnerships and CO-operation with other organizations and 

cultural agencies as an integral part of interpreting 

heritage. Furthermore, this emphasis on "the pasttt privileges 

history , and subsequently, denies the value of contemporary 
life and cultures. 

It is particularly interesting to note the narrow 

interpretation of the cultural heritage of Canada, which was 

referred to throughout the document, as consisting of French 

and English cultures, and subsequently denying that of First 

Nations and other ethnic groups which make up Canada's multi- 

'1 want to stress that this is my own critical assessrnent of 
the "Challenges and Choices" document. My judgements are also being 
made with the benefit of hindsight regarding the issue of 
Aboriginal involvement in Canadian museums - for example "the 
Spirit Sings" controversy. As noted by Barbara Tyler (personal 
communication), Aboriginal involvement in Canadian museums was not 
usually identified as a critical issue during the period in which 
"Challenges and Choicestv was compiled and released. However, the 
date of publication of the document, 1988, is somewhat ironic, in 
that this marked the f irst large scale conf lict between museums and 
Aboriginal peoples - namely, the Glenbow ' s "The Spirit Sings 
Exhibitionw - although Aboriginal issues within Canadian museums 
were not addressed, or identified as critical concerns, within the 
document. 



cultural mosaic. Finally, 1 assert that the notion of museum 

as "custodian" echoes earlier assirmptions of the implicit 

right of cultural institutions to act as guardians, 

protectors, and keepers of "material heritage": this emphasis 

on llmaterialf' objects further acting as an impediment to the 

construction of a direct link between the assemblages of 

artifacts and the living cultures to which they belong. 

Perhaps my critique is too exacting, or, too much is 

being read into a seemingly innocent definition. Conversely, 

it might be suggested that this type of hard line stance must 

be taken with cultural institutions which have, for too long, 

been perceived as independent of, and unaccountable to, the 

cultures they claim to lfauthenticallyll represent. The example 

of Communications Canada is particularly relevant in that the 

discussion paper was released in 1988, the same year in which 

the Glenbowls T h e  Spirit Singstl exhibition was boycotted by 

the Lubicon Lake Cree First Nation. 

"The Spirit Sinqs": The Glass shatters6 

Many scholars view Glenbowl s "The Spirit Sings: Artistic 

'~lthough "The Spirit Sings l' is considered a watershed for the 
realization of the need to involve Aboriginal peoples in Canadian 
museums, several other museum exhibits of this period can also be 
considered significant in raising the issue of the representation 
of indigenous peoples in Canadian cultural institutions. Among 
others, the exhibits Vluffs  and Feathers: A n  Exhibition on the 
Symbols of Indiannesi" (1988-1996, Woodland Cultural Centre), and, 
''Into the Heart of Af rica" (1989-1990, Royal Ontario Museum), also 
brought issues of representation to the forefront of museum 
thinking. 



Traditions of Canada' s First Peoples" exhibition held in 1988, 

as a true awakening towards the desperate need to strengthen 

the interaction between museums and Aboriginal communities . 
This exhibition, f eaturing over 650 Canadian Aboriginal 

ob jects borrowed primarily f rom foreign collections, was part 

of the Arts Festival of the 1988 Winter Olympics. The 

exhibition was designed with the intention of educating the 

Canadian public about Aboriginal heritage, and to showcase the 

wealth of Canadian Aboriginal materials held in foreign 

institutions. In addition, the exhibit positively linked 

historical aspects of Aboriginal culture with contemporary 

cultural expressions, organizing a "Celebration of Native 

Cultures" as an accompaniment to "The Spirit Singsf'. The 

"Celebration" involved the participation of various First 

Nations f rom Western Canada in craf t demonstrations, dance 

performances, story-telling, readings of contemporary 

Aboriginal literature, and, showcases of traditional and 

contemporary Aboriginal fashion.' 

"The Spirit Sings" was funded in part through a $1.1 

million dollar donation by Shell Canada, and was subsequently 

boycotted by the Lubicon Lake Cree for this reason. The 

Lubicon opposed sponsorship by Shell, and by bath the federal 

and Alberta governments, claiming that it was an attempt to 

make the sponsors appear supportive of Aboriginal people when 

'~ulia D. Harrison, "The Spirit Sings: The Last Song?", The 
International Journal of Museum Manaqement and cura tors hi^, 1988c 
7:353-354. 



in fact they were contributing to the destruction of the 

Lubicon's existence: Shell through drilling activities on 

Lubicon land, and the governments through delays and 

difficulties experienced by the Lubicon in their land claim 

negotiations. It is important to note that the Lubicon First 

Nation was not opposed to the content of ''The Spirit Sings" 

exhibition, but rather to its sponsorship." Thus, the Lubicon 

boycott of "The Spirit Singsl' can be considered largely a 

political manoeuvre to draw public attention to the Lubicon 

land claims dispute. 

The boycott unquestionably succeeded in gaining 

widespread public attention: never before had the issue of 

Aboriginal heritage within museums been the focus of such 

international concern. As a result of the Lubiconls request 

for support, academic and cultural institutions worldwide were 

suddenly faced with a problem which many had never confronted. 

In total, twelve cultural institutions refused to loan 

artifacts to " T h e  Spirit Sings", on account of the Lubicon 

b~ycott.~ In addition, the Assembly of First Nations became 

involved in the controversy, expressing unconditional support 

- - - - - pp 

'~arrison 1988c, 356; and, Julia D. Harrison, "'The Spirit 
Sings ' and the Future of Anthropologyt', Anthro~olociv Todav 1988a 
4(6) :O. 

It should be clatified that although the Lubicon initially did 
not oppose the content of IfThe Spirit Sings", the controversy 
arising from the boycott sparked further debate and concern among 
Aboriginal nations ( the Lubicon and others ) regarding the 
representation of Aboriginal cultures within contemporary museums. 



for the Lubicon Lake First ~ation.'~ 

What "The Spirit Sings" pxesented to the Canadian museum 

community was the overwhelming realization that the 

relationship between Aboriginal peoples and museums was 

changing . The Lubicon Lake First Nation ' s boycott was in turn 
the impetus for the implementation 

discussions between Aboriginal and 

Canadian Museums Association and the 

subsequently CO-sponsored a national 

of a series of national 

museum communities. The 

Assembly of First Nations 

conf erence in November of 

1988, entitled "Preserving our Heritage: A Working Conference 

Between Museums and First People$@'. It was during this 

symposium that a strong need for the establishment of a Task 

Force on the issue of Aboriginal representation in Canadian 

Museums was identified: the Task Force was to be instrumental 

in providing a forum for discourse between Canadian cultural 

institutions and First ~ations.~' 

"The Task Force On Museums and First Peo~les: Workinq Towards 
A Mutual Understandinql@ : 

A Task Force of twenty-five Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

individuals was formed in 1989, jointly sponsored by the 

Assembly of First Nations and the Canadian Museums 

Association. The identified mission of the Task Force was to 

'O~ssembly of First Nations and the Canadian Museums 
Association, Turnincr the Paqe:  Foruinq New Partnershi~s Between 
Museums and First Peo~les (Ottawa: third edition, Canadian Museums 
Association, 1994), 1. 



"develop an ethical framework and strategies by which 

Aboriginal peoples and cultural institutions can work together 

to represent Aboriginal history and culture" . l2 During 

meetings in 1990 at the Woodland Cultural Centre in Brantford 

and the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, three major issues to 

be addressed were identified: 

- increased involvement of Abor iginal peoples in the 
interpretation of their culture and history by cultural 
institutions; 

-improved access to museum collections by Aboriginal 
peoples; and, 

-the repatriation of artifacts and human remains. 13 

In an effort to ensure that the nation-wide consultation 

process would be as comprehensive and economically effective 

as possible, a traditional model, proposed by a First Nations 

Task Force Member, was adopted. Menbers were divided into, and 

operated as, three separate regional committees: the Western 

Working Committee, covering British Columbia and the Yukon; 

the Central Committee covering the Prairie Provinces and the 

Northwest Territories; and, the Eastern, covering Ontario, 

Quebec, and the Atlantic provinces. The regional working 

groups repotted on their findings at two Task Force meetings 

in Winnipeg (November 1990) and in Regina (Apri l  1991)." 

Finally, prior to the distribution of the Task Force 



recommendations, the regional committees distributed over 

4,000 invitations for submissions on the issue of First 

Nations and Canadian Museums to Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

cultural, educational, political, and governmental 

organizations. Unfortunately, only forty-seven submissions 

were received by the Task Force in response to these 

requests . 1s 

The Task Force on Museums and First Peoples presented the 

results of their research in a 1992 publication entitled, 

"Turning the Page: Forging New Partnerships Between Museilms 

and First Peoples". The 

process of consultation 

communities within Canada, 

document reported on the two year 

between museums and Aboriginal 

and presented recommendations to be 

implemented by Canadian heritage institutions. 

The regional consultations and responses to the Task 

Report provided a national perspective on the needs of First 

Nations with regard to museums. T h e  wide range of needs 

identified reflects the immense cultural diversity of 

Aboriginal peoples in Canada. It was also recognized that a 

common solution was not a possibility. Nonetheless, the need 

for fundamental change was acknowledged by the Task Force, and 

recommendations were made in an effort to improve the 

relationship between the two communities. l6 

Recommendations made in the report involve al1 aspects of 

'=AFN b CMA, 2 .  

1 6 ~ ~ ~  & CMA, 4 .  



museum work including: interpretation, access, consultation, 

involvement/ttaining programs, and the repatriation of 

artifacts." Although consultations had demonstrated that 

cultural institutions were already much aware of the necessity 

and mutual value of equal partnerships with Aboriginal 

peoples, the Task Force Report stressed that there was "a 

strong consensus that partnerships should be guided by moral, 

ethical, and prof essional principles, and not limited to areas 

of rights and intetests specified by  la^'^." In fact, the 

consultations also revealedthatmany innovative collaborative 

projects and partnerships with Aboriginal groups had already 

been under way in many Canadian cultural institutions at the 

time of the Task F~rce.'~ The Task Force report therefore 

encouraged those Canadian cultural institutions which were not 

involved in partnerships with First Nations, or, those that 

were, but only to the extent of legal obligation, to actively 

pursue collaborative ventures with Aboriginal groups. 

The report also urged Canadian museums to become more 

familiar with the nature, scope, and importance of the 

cultural objects housed in their collections, as well as their 

significance to the First Nations who produced them. Linked 

with this recommendation, is increased sensitivity on the part 

of cultural institutions in matters of: improved access to 

"AFN & CMA, 4-6. 

"AFN & CMA, 4. 

19~FN & CMA, 4. 



museum collections, both physical artifacts and the academic 

research and information associated with th-; the care and 

respect of sacred objects; and the repatriation of both human 

remains and sacred material." 

The active participation and involvement of Aboriginal 

peoples directly within cultural institutions, on an equal 

basis with museum professionals, was also a theme stressed 

throughout the document. As proposed by the Task Force, this 

goal could be reached through: an increased involvement of 

First Nations peoples in interpretation, including a greater 

reliance on consultation; the training of Aboriginal 

individuals in museology, and employment opportunities at al1 

levels of museum operation; and, increased financial support 

for Aboriginal cultural centres, as well as funding for 

projects involving Aboriginal peoples in both Native and non- 

Native cultural institutions." 

As evidenced from my current research in four Canadian 

cultural institutions, The Glenbow Museum, the Manitoba 

Museum, the Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives, and, 

the Woodland Cultural Contre, the Task Force Report has had a 

signif icant impact on Aboriginal policy within Canadian 

cultural institutions." As noted by Tom Hill, Director of 

'OAFN & CMA, 4-5. 

"AFN & CMA, 4-6. 

"A more comprehensive evaluation of how Canadian Museums have 
adopted the recommendations of the Task Force Report is outlined in 
the following section dealing with the Canadian Museuins 



the Aboriginally operated Woodland Cultural Centre, the Task 

Force has played an important role through presenting the 

reality that "change had to take placeu1 Dr. Robert Janes, 

President and Chief Executive Officer of the Glenbow Museum, 

also holds a similar view, noting that "the T a s k  Force was 

instrumental in beginning to make some positive changes in 

relationships between mainstream museums and First Nations 

peoplew. 2 4 

Dr. Gerald Conaty, Senior Ethnologist at the Glenbow 

Museum be l i eve s  that the Task Force has been "a galvanizing 

focal point" for the involvement of First Nations in Canadian 

museums, and for the formalization of Aboriginal participation 

in these cultural  institution^.^' Conaty further recognizes 

that it has been up to the individual institution to decide, 

firstly, how they are going to interpret the recommendations, 

and secondly, how far they are willing to go to meet the 

recomendations . 26  On a similar note, Beth Carter, Ethnology 

Curator in the Collections Management Work Unit at 

Museum, regards the Task Force to be: 

the Glenbow 

Association's Survey- !'The Next Chapter- Task Force on 
First Peoples Update". T h i s  evaluation only concerns 

Museums and 
f e e d b a c k  on 

the Task Force Report from the four museums consulted for this 
research project, and, is therefore by no means representative of 
the entire Canadian museum community. 

" ~ o m  Hill, Persona1 Interview, 1 August, 1996. 

" ~ r .  Robert Janes, Persona1 Interview, 4 June, 1996. 

" ~ r .  Gerald Conaty, Personal Interview, 3 June, 1996. 



..,quite telling of how {a museum} has to work 
with First Nations peoples. You have to do a lot 
of feeling out of the situation, and you also have 
to read between the lines...You canlt write down 
al1 the subtle variations into a report, or else 
it would be endless. So what {the Task Force 
report} has done is synthesize the main issues 
into a report, and then each region or area has to 
work with it depending on the needs, wants, 
desires, and limitations of their own 
community. 2 7 

In addition, Janes, Conaty, and Carter, al1 pointed out a 

major shortcoming with the Task Force Report, namely that the 

policy was strictly voluntary, and therefore not binding. 'O 

Subsequently there exists an "uneven commitment across the 

country" to implement the Task Force recommendations, as 

individual institutions are left "to make good on those words" 

without the force of law behind the policym2' Finally, an 

additional concern was noted by Ken Doherty, Director of the 

Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives. He expressed the 

regret that many of the important initiatives started by the 

Task Force were in large part dependant on government funding, 

ana, therefore in great jeopardy due to increased funding 

"~eth Carter, Personal Interview, 3 June, 1996. 
Beth Carter is also the author of "Let's Act-  Not 

Suggestions for Implementing the Task Force Report on 
React: Some 
Museums and 

~icst PeoplestV, ~ l b e r t a  ~useÜms Review 1992 18(2) : 13-15, an article 
which outlines practical suggestions for Canadian museums 
attempting to implement and adapt the recommendations of the 1992 
Task Force Report to the particular situation of their own cultural 
institution. 

"Carter 1996; Conaty 1996; and, Janes 1996. 



cutbacks . 30 
Overall, the ultimata purpose of the Task FO& and its 

report was to suggest ways in which Canadian museums could 

change their foci and policies of operation to enable First 

Nations groups to determine the presentation of their own 

culture. Reflecting on the Task Force, its report,'and issues 

of Aboriginal representation and involvement in Canadian 

museums, Julia Harrison, the co-ordinating curator of "The 

Spirit Singsl', notes that : 

There is still much anger in the Native community 
towards museums, and one Task Force Report is not 

. going to make it go away ... Museums have to be 
willing to go well beyond the recommendations of 
the report in spirit, if not immediately in 
action. Native peoples have corne a long way to 
m e e t  us...We have to at least meet them half 
way . 3 1 

Growing support for cultural self -expression within the museum 

field maintains that Aboriginal peoples must present their own 

image of Aboriginal culture within the context of Canadian 

cultural centres, wotking as equal partners with museum 

prof essionals in al1 levels of institutional operation. Doing 

this is a first s tep  towards a mutual co-operation and 

understanding: 

Aboriginal societies no longer need us to 

'O~en Doherty , Persona1 Interview, 16, 1996. 
This concern was evident throughout many of the CMA Survey 

submissions, as mentioned in a following section of this chapter. 

" ~ulia D. Harrison, "Turning the Page: Forging New 
Partnerships BetweenMuseums and First Peoples Confetence- Personal 
Reflections", Alberta Museums Review 1992 18(2):11, 12. 



speak for them, assuming that they ever needed 
us at all. 32 

Links to the "Biq Picturett: Aboriuinal Issues In A Wider 
Political and Social Context 

It is, however, not to be suggested that these museum 

initiatives involving Aboriginal peoples are occurring in a 

vacuum. Since the ill-fated proposa1 of the "White Paper" on 

Indian Policy (1969) by the Trudeau government, Native peoples 

of Canada have formed organized political bodies in an effort 

to resist and challenge the oppressive, paternalistic, and 

unjust treatment they have been subjected to by the federal 

government and dominant society. 33 

The 1980s and 1990s have seen escalating political 

demands by Aboriginal groups : a concerted, and successful, 

effort by Aboriginal peoples in 1982 to have their rights 

included in the Canadian constitution; pressure for amendments 

"R. Bellamy, Issues of Cross-Cultural Haritacre Inter~retation 
With Particular Reference to the Aboriainal Cultures of Canada. 
Unpublished Masters thesis, School of Canadian Studies- Carleton 
University, 1994, 34. 

33 The 1969 White Paper" is considered a watershed and turning 
point for Native political and social organization. Active and 
aggressive resistance to the oppressive policy by Aboriginal 
nations promoted a national unity and organization among Native 
peoples in Canada never before paralleled. In addition, Native 
opposition to the "White Paper" policy brought to the collective 
attention of Canadians the problems of First Nations and their 
claims to land and rights, stimulating much public sympathy and 
support. The political struggle was also important for its link to 
a cultural resurgence and a reaffirmation of Native strength and 
identity during the 1970s. 

See, Harold Cardinal, The Uniust Society. (Edmonton: M.G. 
Hurtig Ltd., 1969). 



to the Indian Act in the area of women's rights, and a 

subsequent victory with the passing of Bill C-31 in 1985; 

organized opposition to the Meech Lake Accord in the late 

1980s; participation in the Charlottetown Constitutional talks 

in the early 1990s; and current burgeoning activity in land 

claims settlements, and issues of Aboriginal rights and self- 

government. " In particular, the atmed standoff at 0ka3' 

proved to the federal government and Canadian public, that, in 

the words of Daniel Francis, Native peoples too "could break 

the country". '' 
Overall, demands by Aboriginal peoples for representation 

extend much further than the confines of the museum. As 

evidenced through the number and tenacity of Native movements 

throughout the 1970s and 19808, efforts to secure political 

and social rights have, in fact, been more of a priority than 

claims to cultural objects and images held in Canadian 

cultural institutions. The late 1980s and early 1990s have 

Due to length constraints, a detailed description of Native 
political and social activity during the 1980s and 1990s is not 
possible. Many other significant events have not been mentioned 
here. For a more detailed and comprehensive examination of al1 of 
these issues, see, Dan Smith, The Seventh Fire: The Struscrle For 
Aboriqinal Government (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 1993). 

3 5 ~ o r  a detailed history and analysis of the 1990 atmed 
standoff by Kanesatake and Kahnawake Warriors at Oka, see, Geoffrey 
York and Loreen Pindera, Peo~le of the Pines: The Warriors and the 
Leoacv of Oka (Toronto: Little, Brown & Company, 1991). 

3 6 Daniel Francis, The Imacrinarv Indian: The Imaue of The Indian 
In Canadian Culture (Vancouver: Arsenal Pulp Press, 1992), 219-220. 

Another example of the power held by Aboriginal peoples within 
the context of Canadian politics and constitutionalism, is the 
vital role of the James Bay Cree in the Canada/Quebec debate. 



seen Native organizations extend their scope of inherent 

rights to include the cultural heritage held by museums, as 

the crucial link between material culture, identity, and 

political and social self-determination is increasingly being 

realized by First Nations. 

As previously proposed in Chapter Two, if identity is the 

basis for the self -determination of any people, the Aboriginal 

struggle to win control over the representation of their own 

cultural image in museums - their identity - becomes a 

political statement : the repatriation of the vpIndianll image 

from museums translates into an assertion of their right to 

self -determination .=' Again, 'kultural empowerment" - 
allowing contemporary peoples the right to speak for 

themselves through the media of the museun exhibitJ8- provides 

Aboriginal peoples with an important tool in their struggle 

for self-determination, namely a "voice" to articulate their 

concerns to the public. 

It is evident that First Nations are realizing that 

gaining control of identity means first claiming back their 

own cultural image, when one considers that separate 

Aboriginally owned and operated cultural centres have been 

opened across Canada, including: the Woodland Cultural Centre 

(1972) in Ontario; and the Kwakiutl Museum - now Kwagiulth 

''~ichael Amas, "Cultural Empowerment and Museums" , Obi ects of 
Knowledae (ed) Susan Pearce (London and Atlantic Highlands N.J.: 
The Athlone Press, 1990), 158. 



Museum - (1979), the UtMista Cultural Centre (1980), and the 
Secwepemc Museum ( l982), in British ~olumbia.~~ In addition, 

sites such as the Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump (1987) in 

~lberta,~' and Wanuskewin Heritage Park (1992) in 

~askatchewan," though not entirely Aboriginally owned or 

operated, involve and employ many Aboriginal individuals and 

work in partnership with First Nations in the preservation and 

presentation of their cultural heritage. 

:THE NEXT CHAPTERI' : 
POST-TASK FORCE SURVEY ON MUSEUMS AND FIRST PEOPLES 

In 1995, three years after the publication of "Turning 

the Pageu, the CMA circulated a survey throughout the Canadian 

Museum community in an effort to assess the impact of the 

principles and recommendations contained in the report. 

Institutions and individuals, both Aboriginal and non- 

Aboriginal, were invited to conunent on any cooperative 

projects initiated as a result of the Task Force. 

recommendations. Submissions received by the CMA were 

"~loria Cranmer Webster, "The 'R' WordIt, Muse 1988 6: 43; Linda 
Jules, "The Secwepemc Museumw, Muse 1988 6 : 7 .  

The Woodland Cultural Centre, one of the four musewns selected 
for this research, was chosen because of the fact it is an 
Aboriginally operated institution. 

'O~dward Sponholz, "Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump Interptetive 
Centre", Muse 1988 6:8-9. 

Also, see Edward Sponholz , "Head-Smashed-In Buf f a10 Jump : A 
Centre for Cultural Preservation and Understanding", Alberta 1992 
3(1): 45-59. 

"~anuskewin Heritage Park, Site Pamphlet, 1993. 



compiled as both a record of accomplishment and as a progress 

report which evaluates the effectiveness of the 1992 

recommendations. The survey responses were also utilized by 

the CMA to identify new recommendations or mechanisms to 

further develop successful partnerships between Museum and 

4 2  Aboriginal communities. 

The CMA survey included ten questions relating to 

Aboriginal involvement in the areas of: access, 

interpretation, education, collections, and training. The 

final section of the survey invited each institution to give 

suggestions and recommendations for possible future actions 

and direction. The questionnaire was intended to serve as a 

framework for responses, and institutions were encouraged to 

include more detailed documentation in their submissions. 43 

The survey was sent to the entire Canadian Museums 

Association membership, which, in 1995, included over 600 

large and small scale institutions. The CMA received twenty- 

one responses in total, of these three were not able to be 

identified. Twenty-one responses represents a mere fraction 

of Canadian cultural institutions - this fact prompting 

several critical questions. Firstly, what does this poor 

response indicate? That the institutions consulted do not 

possess Aboriginal material culture within their collections? 

4 2 Canadian Museums Association, Survey- "The Next Chapter : Task 
Force On Museums and First Peoples Updatet', 1995a. 



1 do not believe that this is the case, as there were two 

institutions, The Base Borden Military Museum and The Thunder 

Bay Military Museum, which responded to the CMA Survey, 

indicating that, although their collections did not currently 

include Aboriginal material, efforts would be made to involve 

Aboriginal groups in research and interpretive programs where 

and when applicable. Institutions which could not respond 

to the CMA Survey based on the nature of theit collections, 

could have easily followed the example of these rnuseums and 

responded to this effect. 

1 consider the inadequate response to the CMA Survey by 

Canadian museums to be indicative of either, a lack of 

awareness or interest on the part of these institutions with 

regard to Aboriginal involvement, or, an indication that these 

museums have not addressed the issue of Aboriginal 

involvement. It is realized that many Canadian cultural 

institutions are currently experiencing funding cuts, and 

subsequently, museum staff are having to take on an increased 

workload. However, whether the bulk of Canadian cultural 

institutions are understaffed, underfunded, uninformed 

regarding the critical issues of Aboriginal representation and 

involvement, or, if they are consciously choosing to avoid 

such sensitive matters - ultimately does not affect their 

very real obligation and responsibility to the Aboriginal 

44Canadian Museums Association, Unpublished responses to "The 
Next Chapter: Task Force On Museums and First Peoples Update", 
l995b. 



peoples of Canada. 

Thus, a second question becomes evident - what further 
means can, and must, be employed to initiate progress with 

regard ta Aboriginal involvement in Canadian museums? The Task 

Force on Museurns and FirstPeoples, the resulting report, and 

ensuing Task Force Survey Update, have been critical in 

improving discourse between museum and Aboriginal communities. 

However, it is egregiously evident from the poor response to 

the CMA Survey that there exists an uneven cornmitment on the 

part of Canadian cultural institutions to realize a true 

wotking partnership with Aboriginal peoples. This is 

inevitably due, in part, to the previously mentioned voluntary 

nature of the Task Force recommendations. 1 support the 

flexibility of the Task Force report, and am aware that this 

allows for consideration of the diverse concerns of Aboriginal 

peoples on a case-by-case basis within a museum context. 

However, it is becoming increasingly evident that Canadian 

Museums may have no other choice but to follow the example of 

their American mseum counterparts, enacting protective 

legislation to ensure that Aboriginal concerns are addressed 

within the context of Canadian cultural institutions. 

Returning to an evaluation of the responses to the CMA 

Post- Task Force Survey, in addition to the twenty-one 

completed questionnaires, a submission was also made by the 

Museum and Heritage Organization branch of the Ontario 

Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Recreation. The submission 



included two published articles authored by John Carter, 

pertaining to the issue of cultural appropriation in museums. 

A listing of Museums Assistance Program grants administered by 

the Canadian Department of Heritage since 1992 was also 

submitted, noting that twenty-six institutions received 

funding for thirty-six projects on the basis of highly 

collaborative approaches with Native gr~ups.~' 

In general, the responses to the 1995 follow-up survey 

indicated that the framework for collaboration established in 

the 1992 report has been broadly implemented, subsequently 

influencing the representation of Aboriginal cultures in 

Canadian museums. The responses were positive in tone, 

relating the 'implementation of many proactive policies and 

projects. These include: cooperative exhibitions and public 

education programs, involvement of Aboriginal peoples in 

planning and decision making processes, and financial support 

for Aboriginal museums and institutions. 46 In addition, it 

was noted by Dr. Trudy Nicks, the CMA council member 

responsible for the evaluation of the post-Task Force Survey 

responses, that further proactive polickes may have been 

"~rudy Nicks, Unpublished summary of the CMA survey responses 
to "The Next Chapter: Task Force on Museums and First Peoples 
Updatew, 1995. 

This information illustrates the fact that there have been 
many more collaborative initiatives between Canadian Museums and 
Aboriginal peoples than has been indicated in the 1995 CMA Survey 
responses. This illustration in turn supports the idea that many 
Canadian cultural institutions are unable to respond to such a 
survey due to constraints of time and manpower. 



implemented by some of the institutions since their 

submissions in 1995 

Several responses noted the mutual benefits achieved 

through collaborative projects. Through auch cooperation, 

museums receive benefits including: a greatly enhanced 

knowledge of the significance of collections and the objects 

within them, as well as opportunities for museum staff to 

develop a greater understanding of Aboriginal culture and 

values. 4 a 

With regard to the comments made on "Future Directions", 

most respondents noted the importance of follow-up surveys for 

the implementation of the Task Force recommendations. The 

necessity to establish a centralized body to monitor 

recommendation implementation was also stressedthroughout the 

responses. Established national guidelines, a documentation 

centre and an advisory committee would certainly be welcomed 

by those museums included in the responses. In addition, many 

museums suggested improved communications, such as the use of 

a shared database, to facilitate increased awareness. 

Cultural sensitivity education of non-Aboriginal staff was 

also identified as a challenge faced by museums, and the 

creation of a self-directeb learning package for institutional 

use was suggested 

47~bid. 

4 8 ~  bid. 

"1bid. 



A final 

addressed the 

collaborative 

note of concern expressed in the responses 

question of financial sources. MG of the 
projects described in the responses are 

dependant on %of t" money, for example Museums Assistance 

Program grants, and are therefoce subject to cancellation as 

fiscal times become increasingly difficult. It was felt by 

some institutions that an increased amount of the museum's 

budget should be put towards these collaborative projects to 

increase their chance of sur~ival.~~ 

Overall, the post-Task Force survey has been recognized 

by Canadian museums as an essential element in implementing 

the rs&mmendationa of the 1992 report. The responses 

received reflect bath the challenges being faced in Canada's 

museums regarding Aboriginal involvement, as well as the 

successes and benefits of implemented collaborative 

initiatives. 

Definincr the Issues of Aboriuinal Re~resentation and 
Involvement in Canadian Museums 

Thus far, this chapter has presented significant events 

in the contemporary Canadian museum community with regard to 

Aboriginal representation and involvement. What remains to be 

addressed, however, is a definition and examination of the 

speciiic issues faced by Canadian museums with regard to the 

Aboriginal heritage they hold. In an effort to def ine specif ic 



points of contention between museums and First Nations in 

Canada, this next section will narrow its scope and outline 

several key issues, including: the repatriation of Aboriginal 

skeletal renains and artifacts; the long and short term loan 

of Aboriginal artif acts or entire collections; the care of 

sacred materials within a museum setting; improved access to 

collections and the information associated with them; and, 

increased consultation and collaboration with Aboriginal 

groups in the interpretation of their own cultural heritage. 

Collections of Aboriginal cultural artifacts are at the 

centre of al1 the issues outlined above. As previously 

examined in Chapter Two, early Western museurns were driven 

with an innate ambition to amass immense collections of exotic 

and spectacular cultural specimens. Also central ta issues 

surrounding repatriation and sacred materials is the 

perspective shared by many Aboriginal peoples regarding the 

end result of this era of mass collecting - namely huge 

ethnographie collections of Aboriginal material artifacts, 

salvaged, documented, and preserved, locked away from the 

contemporary Aboriqinal peoples to whom they belong and who 

need it most. Although many Aboriginal peoples appreciate the 

fact that museums have preserved their cultural objects and 

archiva1 information, of which much would have undoubtedly 

been otherwise lost or destroyed, they are increasingly 

insisting on their right to access and control these 



materials. 5 1 

wAccessn entails the right to study and learn from 

physical objects, research and information on Aboriginal 

objects or nations, and traditional knowledge recorded in 

archiva1 collections. Often, more than mere accessibility to 

collections is desired by Aboriginal groups: they want 

ownership of the artifacts and ceremonial objects that are 

desperately needed by their people~.'~ Repatriation, or, 

borrowing, may then be the course of action pursued by 

Aboriginal individuals and groups. 

Repatriation of cultural artifacts has occurred among 

many of Canadav s large scale museums: the most notable example 

being the repatriation of ~wakiutl" Potlatch ob jects seized 

by the federal goverment in 1922. In 1974, the National 

''~ichael Ames, "A New Indian History for Museumstt Native 
Studies Review 1987b 3 (2 ) : 20-21; and, Gerald McMaster, "Obj ect (to) 
Sanctity: The Politics of the Objecttl, Muse 1993 11(3):24. 

This idea was one that was stressed to me by Aboriginal 
peoples during my research at the Glenbow Museum. In an interview, 
Cliiford Crane Bear, Native Liaison at the Glenbow, related that 
many Native peoples feel that they are ready to take control over 
their cultural property- that they need this presetved heritage to 
teach, and pass on to, younger generations. This point was 
reiterated by several Blood elders at a meeting between the Glenbow 
Museum and representatives of the Blood Nation to discuss the 
possible CO-management of Blood material artifacts in the Glenbow 
collection. 

52~ichard Hill, "Reclaiming Cultural Artifacts", Museum News 
1977 5 5 ( 5 ) :  44.  

5 3 N ~ ~ a k i ~ t l "  is a term created by Western society. The correct 
term in referring to these Aboriginal peoples is "Kwagiulth". 

" ~ n  1885, the f ederal government, through the Department of 
Indian Affairs, implemented a series of amendments to the Indian 
Act designed to suppress and eliminate traditional Indigenous 



Museum of Man returned the portion of the collection held in 

their institution, on the condition that appropriate cultural 

centres be constructed to house the ob j ects. Subsequently, the 

Kwakiutl (now Kwagiulth) Museum in Cape Mudge (1979), and, the 

UIMista Cultural Centre in Alert Bay (1980) were established. 

Several years later, in 1988, the Royal Ontario Museum also 

agteed to repatriate the remainder of the pieces to the 

Kwagiulth peoples. '' 
In addition, repatriations have occurred, and continue to 

occur, on a somewhat smaller scale by Canadian museums of al1 

sizes. For example, in 1990, the Peterborough Centennial 

Museum and Archives repatriated several sacred objects and 

skeletal rem=ins to the Curve Lake First Nation, returning 

religious practices. This law prohibited the practice of customs 
such as the Sun Dance, the Sweat Lodge, and the Potlatch. Those who 
continued to participate in such traditional ceremonies were often 
arrested and had their possessions confiscated. Much of the 
material heritage collected from these willegal" ceremonies became 
the property of Canadian museums. 

For a detailed discussion of the repatriation of the Kwakiutl 
(now Kwagiulth) 8t Potlatch Collection1' , see Gloria Cranmer Webster, 
"The 'RI Mordt1, Muse 1988 6:43-44. In addition, Severina the Ties 
That Bind (Wi~ipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1994), by 
Katherine Pettipas, provides an in depth investigation of the 
government suppression of traditional Aboriginal religious 
practices on the Canadian Prairies. 

55Cranmer Webster, 43. 
Three of the museums selected for this research- the Glenbow 

Museum, the Manitoba Museum, and the Peterborough Centenniai 
Museum- were involved in repatriation initiatives well before the 
publication of the Task Force Report, and were chosen, in part, for 
this reason. The remaining museum researched for this project- the 
Woodland Cultural Centre- has also been exposed to repatriation. 
However, as it is an Aboriginally operated institution, the 
involvement of the Woodland Cultural Centre has been in advising 
the Six Nations Confederacy in their repatriation efforts. 



these to the earth in a cooperative ceremony,s6 and, in 1988, 

a collection of eleven wampum belts were repatriated to the 

S i x  Nations Confederacy by the then Museum of the American 

Indian- Heye Foundation, now the National Museum of the 

metican Indian, Smithsonian ~nstitution.~~ 

Repatriation is a sensitive and complex issue, directly 

challenging the very purpose of the museum, and further 

complicated by the fact that there exists no set policy for 

cultural institutions to consult as they become involved in 

these types of initiatives. Canadian museums largely deal with 

repatriation requests on a case-by-case basis, looking to 

other cultural institutions as examples, and for guidance. '' 
ft should be noted that a set of proposed puidelines for 

Canadian cultural institutions has been outlined in a 

discussion paper entitled ttProposed Museum Poli cies for 

Ethnological Collections and the Peoples they Represent". The 

document was prepared at the request of an Ad Hoc Committee on 

"Museuns and Native Collections", which conferred at the 

Glenbow Museum in Septenber of 1986. The purpose of the 

~ o h n  Carter, wMuseums and Indigenous Peoples in Canada", 
Museums and the A~rrronriation of Culture (ed) Susan Pearce.(London 
and Atlantic Highlands N.J.: The Athlone Press, 1994), 222-224. 

'?George Hm J. Abrams, "The Case for Wampum: Repatriation from 
the Museum of the American Indian to the Six Nations Confederacy, 
Brantford, Ontario, Canada", Museums and the Makina of Ourselves: 
The Role of Obiects in National Identitv (ed) Flora E.S. Kaplan. 
(London and New York: Leister University Press, 1996), 351. 



conf erence was to "consider the possibility of a common policy 

in response to requests for the return of collections to 

Native peoplesf' , the resulting discussion paper summarizing 
the proposed recommendations . " 

Another option for Canadian museums which support 

increased access to cultural heritage by Aboriginêil peoples, 

but who also'wish to retain ownership of their collections, is 

the long or short term loan of sacred objects. For instance, 

these types of loan programs would allow Aboriginal religious 

leaders to borrow various sacred items, or entire collections, 

for use in traditional cerem~nies.~~ Museums such as the 

G1enbow'~useum in Calgary and the Manitoba Museum are open to, 

and involved in, these types of borrowing agreements with 

various First Nations? Speaking on the Glenbowts sacred 

loans program, which currently has f if teen ob j ects loaned out, 

Dr. Robert Janes notes that: 

Some {museums), if they are very conservative, 
would argue that this is risky - possession is 
nine tenths of the law, and what happens if those 
people never return the object? We don't lose 
sleep over that, because we know that those 
objects are fulfilling an absolutely vital tole in 
those societies, and we know that we are in a 
position to make these sacred objects available. 
Even if we kept these objects here, we couldn't 
use them, or, if we did use th-, we would be 

"~ichael M. Ames, Julia D. Harrison, and Trudy Nicks, 
"Proposed Museum Policies for Ethnological Collections and the 
Peoples They Representn, Muse 6(3) :47.  



disrespectful. So, considering al1 of those 
things, we are willing to take these kinds of 
risks. 62 

It is therefore obvious that the Glenbow has faced the issue 

of sacred materials head-on. The importance of, and need for, 

these objects within Aboriginal communities is understood and 

ranked as more important than possession by the museum. Rather 

than holding these objects in storage, as the display of 

sacred materials is increasingly being opposed by both 

Aboriginal peoples and those within the museum prof ession, the 

Glenbow has selected the proactive policy of a sacred loans 

program, Furthermore, the innovative concept of the "CO- 

managementw of Aboriginal collections is currently being 

explored by the Glenbow Museum and representatives of the 

Blood Nation in Alberta, who wish to establish their own 

cultural centre. This agreement, which will be the first of 

its kind in Canada when it is formally established, aîms to 

develop a mutual partnership, of benefit to both parties. The 

first, and current, phase of this agreement involves the . 
definition of what CO-management is, and can be, within the 

Glenbow Museum . 63 
As mentioned above, sacred ob j ects - their care, storage, 

interpretation, and display - are points of contention for 

'"bis initiative was discussed at a meeting between the 
Glenbow Museum and representatives of the Blood Nation, held in 
Lethbridge, Alberta, June 07th, 1996. 1 am indebted to both parties 
for allowing me the privilege of attending, listening, and 
learning . 



many museum prof essionals and Aboriginal peoples : these issues 

reflecting wider cultural differences and a clash between 

conceptions of tlsacred". Although many proactive cultural 

institutions have f aced this problem, there still exists 

museiims which choose to "dealfl with the issues surrounding 

sacred objects by shutting them away in storage, where they 

will not have to be displayed or interpretedm6' However , 
hiding religious objects away from the Aboriginal peoples who 

need them is no solution, In fact, problems pertaining to care 

and method of storage will still reatain unsolved. 

Again, museume such as the Glenbow and the Manitoba 

Museum. among others, are proactive in their efforts to 

address issues involving the display, care, and storage of 

Aboriginal sacred materialsa6' After consultation with the 

various Aboriginal nations represented in their collections, 

these two museums have removed from ahibit artifacts 

considered sacred, including: pipes, medicine bundles, and 

religious or ceremonial objects. Furthermore, the Manitoba 

Museum has substituted, in each vacancy, text explaining why 

the sacred object has been removed. 

Additionally, both institutions have consulted with 

64~isa Mibach and Sarah Wolf Green, "Sacred Obj ects and Museum 
Conservation: Ki11 or Cure?", The Conce~t of Sacred Materials and 
Their Place in the World (ed) George P. Horse Capture. (Wyoming: 
Buf fa10 Bill Historical Centre, 1989), 57. 

"~he following evaluation is based on CMA eurvey submissions 
from the Glenbow and the Manitoba Museum, my own research at both 
institutions, as well as my persona1 view and analysis of both 
museum's galleries. 



Aboriginal peoples regarding how to properly care and respect 

the sacred objects housed in their collections. For example, 

Glenbow's policies regarding public access to sacred materials 

requires that any individual requesting access obtain the 

consent of an appropriate First Nations ceremonialist. Both 

the Glenbow and the Manitoba Museum have conferred with 

Aboriginal elders &nd ceremonialists regarding special 

provisions for the storage and maintenance of sacred 

materials, adopting practices including: the smudging of 

sacred ob j ects; the off ering of tobacco; special wrappings or 

containers for ob j ects; and, culturally appropriate methods of 

storage -and organization. 

Overall, sensitivity by museums to the needs of sacred 

objects is a sign of respect for, and openness to, an 

alternate world view, In order for a museum to ensure it is 

acting appropriately, consultations with Aboriginal elders, 

traditional people, and ceremonialists are of ut~~ost 

necessity: 
Museums in general which have Indian sacred 
objects should take care to treat t h e m  as they 
should be treated, with the deference due {to) 
th-, out of respect for the people from which 
they have corne, if for no other reason. 

Canadian museums are also quickly realizing that, in order to 

maintain their legitimacy in contemporary society, they must 

actively consult with the peoples they claim to represent. 

Increased involvement of Aboriginal peoples in cultural 

66~avid Finster, "Museums and Medicine Bundlesw , Indian 
Historian 8 ( 2 ) : 4 8 .  



institutions should occur at al1 levels of operation. In the 

specific area of interpretation, museums can, and are, working 

to increase First Nations involvement in the following areas: 

consultation, through Ad Hoc groups or forma1 Advisory 

Councils, regarding exhibits or galleries pertaining to 

Aboriginal cultures; collaboration, including programs 

encouraging the participation of Aboriginal individuals or 

organizations; and, public education programs utilizing 

Aboriginal interns and interpreters to translate their own 

cultural heritage. 

In addition, this increased involvement of Aboriginal 

individuals and groups through consultation, collaboration, 

and employment, further works ta expand Aboriginal museum 

audiences. At each institution visited for this research, it 

was noted that Aboriginal staff, interns, and interpreters, 

play a large role in drawing an Aboriginal audience to the 

museum. For example, Dr. Leigh Syms, Curator of Archaeology at 

the Manitoba Museum, notes that Aboriginal internships are 
L 

instrumental in starting to overcome the ?iecades of mistrust" 

experienced by Aboriginal peoples towards museums." Syms 

believes that the presence of Aboriginal interns within the 

Manitoba Museum has "created ongoing linkages" with local 

Aboriginal communities: 

... the internships we have had, both the 
the more general 
internships, have been an 

archaeology and 
anthropological 

D . Leigh Syms, Persona1 Interview, 11 June, 1996. 
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opportunity for friends and relatives to 
come in, and those kinds of things have 
spread out to the comm~nity.~' 

Tanya Cochrane, an Aboriginal Intern at the Manitoba Museum 

for 1995-1996, supports this view, relating that she believes 

her presence has had a positive influence on how museumfi are 

being perceived by members of her community: 

A lot of people 1 know, they dont t come to 
the Museum...and they sti l l  have this 
thinking that the artifacts shouldn't be 
here. ..I think that {through) being here 
and talking to family and friends, they have 
a more open idea of what the museum is. .. 6 9 

Similarly, Glenbow staff realize the important roles of 

Clifford Crane Bear, Native Liaison, and Rob First Charger, 

Aboriginal Archiva1 Intern, within the museum. Speaking on how 

Crane Bear's presence has improved relationships between the 

Glenbow and local First Nations, Dr. Gerald Conaty asserts 

that : 
What this does, is that Native people come in 
here and they see another Native person that is 
giving them the tour, or, that is working with 
them. 1 think that a lot of {Native people) walk 
in with a stereotype, they see Clifford, and they 
have to te-think their stereotype. . . 'O 

Crane Bear and First Charger believe that their presence 

within the Glenbow has in fact worked to increase the flow of 

Aboriginal people into the museum, as Aboriginal 

to be more cornfortable with the institution, and 

peoples seem 

subsequent ly 

"~anya Cochrane. Persona1 Interview, 12 June, 1996. 

"~onaty, 1996. 
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more willing to corne in, when they are able to see and work 

with their counterparts." Crane Bear also related that, 

although his presence and work with Aboriginal peoples has 

indeed been helpful, he believes that the primary reason for 

the strong relationship between the Glenbow and local First 

Nations is the CO-operation and commitment of the ethnology 

staff 

Finally, a key point t6 be realized by museum 

professionals is that, regardless of genuinely open minded 

attitudes, efforts to be culturally sensitive, and willingness 

to accommodate an increased role of Aboriginal peoples in 

cultural institutions, many Aboriginal people will continue to 

perceive museums as areas of misrepresentation, or, as prisons 

in which their cultural heritage remains captive. Decades of 

mistrust will take time to heal. Although the Task Force 

report and the Canadian museums which have embraced and 

implemented its recommendations are moving in the right 

direction, there is still an inmense amount of bridge building 

to be done. 

As previously noted, a critical step towards linking this 

chasm involves the Aboriginal Internship Programs in place at 

many Canadian museums. However, where partnerships such as 

these have been cultivated between Aboriginal peoples and 

"Clifford Crane Bear, Persona1 Interview, 04 June, 1996; and, 
Rob First Charger, Persona1 Interview, 3 June, 1996. 

7 2 Crane Bear, 1996. 



contemporary Canadian museums, they remain largely imbalanced 

relationships, with the museum providing al1 of the services 

and s~pport.'~ As explained by Doug Leonard, former Director 

of Curatorial Services at the Manitoba Museum, the Aboriginal 

Training Programs at the Museum evolved largely from the need 

of Aboriginal communities for professionally trained 

individuals to fulfil leadership roles within their cultural 

centres. Thus, through internship programs, Aboriginal 

individuals will become able ta perform critical functions 

within their own communities, and also engage in a meaningful 

exchange with other Canadian museums, this in effect, 

contributing ta a more equal partner~hip.'~ 

The drawback with Aboriginal Internship Programs is, of 

course, the ever present reliance on government funding, such 

as the Museum Assistance ~rogram." Without funding, these 

programs are at risk, and subsequently, the possibility of 

realizing a truly equal partnership between Canadian museums 

and Aboriginal peoples is again jeopardized. As noted by Leigh 

Syms, museums will have to become "very innovative and very 

"~oug Leonard, Persona1 Interview, 3 June, 1996. 

"syms 1996. 
The Museuns Assistance Program (MAP) provides federal funds to 

Canadian museums and cultural institutions for technical and 
financial assistance. The funds must be allocated to special 
programs and may not be used towards the operating cost of the 
institution. Generally, financial assistance is available under 
several components, including: Access and Service, Organizational 
and Resource Development, Collections Support, and, Aboriginal 
Museum Development. 



creative" in terms of finding funds to maintain Aboriginal 

prograras, becoming more involved in collaborative efforts, and 

tapping into government funds specif ically for the training of 

Ahoriginal peoples. 76  I would suggest that Canadian museums 

must simply establish Aboriginal employment programs as one of 

their top priorities: a cornmitment in principle, in practice, 

and in dollars, must be made in an effort to ensure the 

continuation of the j ourney towards a mutual partnership 

between Aboriginal peoples and Canadian cultural institutions. 

This chapter has presented an introduction to the problem 

of the representation of Aboriginal culture within the 

specif ic context of Canadian museums and heritage 

institutions. The controversy to arise out of Glenbow's 1988 

"The Spirit Sings" exhibition was the driving impetus for the 

creation of a Task Force to address the issue of Aboriginal 

involvement in Canadian Museums. The Canadian Museums 

Associations' Post-Task Force Survey has indicated that many 

of the recommendations outlined in the 1992 Task Force report 

have been implemented by Canada's cultural and heritage 

institutions, in an effort to create mutual working 

relationships. Although it is evident that there are Canadian 

museums which have clearly realized thatpolices regarding the 

presentation of Aboriginal culture must change and evolve to 



allow for the increased self-expression of the groups under 

consideration, such institutions are a minority, w i t h  a strong 

cornmitment to increased Aboriginal involvement remaining 

largely uneven across the country. 

Cultural institutions have increasingly had to confront 

the sensitive issues surrounding repatriation and sacred 

materials, in addition to permitting Aboriginal peoples a 

greater role in the interpretation of their own heritage. 

Those Canadian cultural institutions involved in this 

proactive process must be commended for their efforts to 

address the issue of Aboriginal representation in musem.  

Significant steps have been taken, but there are many miles to 

go - and many cultural institutions left to realize the 

responsibilities they have towards the Aboriginal peoples of 

Canada. 



-TER POUR 

IAN -OR MUSRUM - S m  IN TEE MAKING 

As the ultimate goal of this study concerns the 

development of a mode1 for Aboriginal involvement within the 

Canadian Canoe Museum, an examination of this institution is 

essential. This chapter will therefore provide background 

regatding the history, purpose, and objectives of the Canadian 

Canoe Museum (CCM), in addition to an inventory of the scope 

and significance of the Museum's current collection.' 

The Canadian Canoe Museum has its earliest roots in the 

private collection of Kirk Wippet, former University of 

Toronto Professor and Director of Physical Education, and the 

previous owner and Director (1957-1978) 

Haliburton ~ounty.' Wipper acquired his 

a basswood dugout (ca.l86O), in 1959' 

of Camp  anda al ore' in 

first heritage canoe, 

and would continue a 

'1 would like to thank Bruce Hodgins for his help in 
developing this chapter. The sources utilized in this chapter have 
been supplemented with his extensive knowledge on the Kanawa Museum 
and the CCM. Throughout 1995-1997, my years of graduate study at 
Trent, Bruce has shared his knowledge of, experience with, and 
general enthusiasm for, canoes and the Cëinadian Canoe Museum. My 
sincere thanks . 

'~ee Table #l for a concise historical background of the 
development of the Canadian Canoe Museum. 

3 A wilderness oriented youth camp noted for its canoeing 
program. 

'~irk A.W. Wipper, "The Kanawa Story: The Beginning (1957- 
1983)", The Kanawa Journal l(1) 1985: 3. 



"persistent and passionate pattern of avocational collecting" 

for the next quarter centuryg6 With the addition of the Heye 

Foundation collection of Aboriginal craft, purchased from the 

Museum of the American Indian in New York in 1976', the Kanawa 

Collection l'would culminate into what is now widely thought to 

be the largest and most comprehensive collection of small 

watercraft in the world".' 

Wipper's Collection was initially showcased in the 

rafters of the Camp Kandalore dining hall, but as the 

Collection expanded, the need for increased exhibit space 

prompted the construction of a two-story log structure during 

the yeats 19684972.' This building would become the ItKanawa 

International- Museum of Canoes, Kayaks, and Related Rowing 

Craf t" , incorporated in 1975 .'O Through the 

6~ichael D. Ketemer and Patricia AD Wood, "Canadian Canoe 
Museum - Paddlin' to Peterborough: Moving a Collection of Historic 
Watercraft". Unpublished paper. Trent University, April 1996, 4. 

This paper gives a background of the historical developments 
of the CCM, as well as a detailed account of the transportation of 
the Kanawa Collection from Camp Kandalore in Haliburton County to 
the present site of the Canadian Canoe Museum Collections Centre at 
the former Outboard Marine Corporation property in downtown 
Peterborough. 1 am indebted to the authors of this paper, on which 
1 have relied heavily for information pertaining to the background 
and development of the CCM. As there is little documentation 
readily available 
this paper is a 
beginnings of the 

7~ipper, 10; 
1996. 

'~etemer and 

'~ipper, 12; 

regarding the history of the CCM and collection, 
valuable contribution to recording the early 
development of the institution. 

and, Canadian Canoe Museum Promotional Pamphlet, 

Wood, 4. 

and Ketemer and Wood, 5. 

'Owipper, 5; and, Ketemer and Wood, 6. 
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TABLE Il: BISTOBICU BAC1GROüND OP RIB CANADWJ CAlOOB MUSBUH'' 

- - -  - - - - - - - - 

Purchase of Camp Kandalore in Haliburton, Ontario by Professor Kirk 
Wipper, and the beginning of the heritage canoe collection 

Construction of the Kanawa International Museum of Canoes, Kayaks, and 
Related Rowing Craft begins 

Incorporation of Kanawa as a charitable institution with a Board of 
Directors 

Purchase of the Heye Foundation collection of Aboriginal craft from 
the Museum of the American Indian 

Kirk Wipper sells Kandalore (but not the Wendaban/Kanawa property) 

Beginning of the search to find a new home for the existing collection 

Foundation of Trent University Presidential Advisory Committee on 
Kanawa (Bruce Hodgins, Chair) 

*Election of a new Peterborough based Board of Trustees 
*Donation of four acres property on the Trent-Severn Waterway, by the 
City of Peterborough and the Otonabee Region Conservation Authority 
(This property is the future site of the CCM "Interpretation and 
Paddling Centre'' ) 

Second development study completed, regarding the feasibility of 
constructing a National Canoe Museum 

Acquisition of the collection from Kirk Wipper 

*Donation by the Outboard Marine Corporation of 100,000 square feet of 
factory space in dovntown Peterborough (This will be the site of the 
f irs t phase of the CCM, the "Education and Collections Centref1 ) 
*Initiation of a project to inventory and organize the CCM collection 
*Frost Centre of Trent University and the Canadian Canoe Museum 
present the conference 'Tanexus 11: The Canoe in Canadian Cultures'' 
(Which also featured: a heritage paddle from St. Marie among the 
Hurons to Peterborough, Voyageur Banquet at Champlain College, and 
Grand Pre-Opening Reception of the CCM in its new conservation 
facility) 
*Hiring of Bill Byrick, Executive Director of the CCM 
*Beginning of a national fundraising campaign. 

Transfer of Outboard Marine Corporation office building to the CCM 
(This area to be utilized by the Museum for administration and 
permanent displays) 

"~he information presented in this tabLe has been adapted from Canadian 
Canoe Museum pamphlets and promotional literature, as well as the comments of 
Bruce Hodgins. 



accession of the previously mentioned Heye Foundation 

collection in 1976, the Kanawa Museum came t o  hold a world- 

class collection of watercraft. This accession of 44 

Aboriginal craft was a result of The Museum of the American 

Indian's decision to deaccession - this due in part to the 
poor condition of the watercraf t . Nonetheless, the acquisition 
would prove most valuable, including "a number of very rare 

specimens, such as a Kutchin kayak-form birchbark canoe, 

and the only known extant Yakutat Tlingit sealing dugout" .12 

Setween 1970 and 1974, the Kanawa Collection grew at a 

rapid rate - acquisitions including canoes as well as paddles, 
models, tools and art pieces.13 The years 1976-1980 were also 

a period of signif icant growth for the Kanawa Collection, due, 

in large part to Kirk Wipperrs trips t o  Vancouver, the Queen 

Charlotte Islands, Polynesia, New Zealand, Thailand, and the 

United Kingdom, in search of watercraft specimens. 14 

Through the Wendaban corporation, Wipper sold his 

interest in Camp Kandalore in 1978, but retained ownership of 

the property on which the Kanawa Museum was situated. The 

Collection, much of which Wipper personally owned or was on 

''~etemer and Wood, 6. 
As noted by Ketemer and Wood, anthropologist Alika Webbex was 

instrumental in negotiating this accession between the Kanawa 
Museum and the Museum of the American Indian. Webber was in fact 
responsible for the acquisition of many of the watercraft in the 
Heye Foundation collection of Aboriginal craft. 

148ruce Hodgins, Persona1 Communication. 



permanent loan, would continue to grow in size and importance 

until the early 1980s, at which time it was realized that 

locating a new site was essential, given the poor conservation 

conditions and difficulties of public access at the Camp 

Kandalore location. l5 Also factoring into this decision was 

the growing awareness by canoe enthusiasts, as well as the 

museum and academic communities , of the signif icance of the 

Collection and subsequent need to increase its exposure under 

professional management" - thereby marking the first glimpse 
of aspirations to transform Wipper's private Collection into 

a public institution. 

Zn 1981, Trent University, on Kirk Wipper's initiative, 

formally expressed interest in moving the Collection to 

Peterborough, this ultimately arising from "the common 

interest in recreational canoeing and Canadian Hecitage shared 

by Wipper and a group of Trent faculty" who would later become 

the core of the Canadian Canoe Museum Board and its Academic 

Conmittee. l7 Over the next four years, Trent University, 
b 

through its Presidential Advisory ~ommittee" negotiated with 

'"ruce Hodgins, Persona1 Communication; and, Ketemer and Wood, 
7 .  

16~odgins, 1995-1997; and, Ketemer and Wood, 8. 

"~etemer and Wood, 9-10. 

" ~ h e  Presidential Advisory Committee was established by the 
former President of Trent University Donald Theall, and Chaired by 
Professor Bruce Hodgins. The committee involved Trent students, 
f aculty and their spouses, including: Shelagh Grant, Kenneth and 
Martha Kidd, Fred Hel leiner, Jamie Benidickson, John Marsh, John 
Wadland, Jim Struthers, Michael Peters, Alfred and Jean Cole, John 



Professor Kirk Wipper, made frequent visits to the Kanawa 

Museum site, and obtained a twenty-five thousand dollar grant 

from the Museuns Assistance Program to conduct a feasibility 

study on the establishment of the Kanawa Collection a t  

~rent." Meanwhile, Kirk Wipper was also seriously discussing 

relocation alternatives with communities or councils in 

Haliburton, Port Hope, North Bay, and Temagarni. During this 

time, many valuable canoes - several being indigenous 

watercraft from Canada and Polynesia - which were not yet at 
the Kanawa site, were moved and stored in Port Hope, as were 

the timbers from the old J.R. Booth Algonquin Mansion, which 

Wipper hoped would become part of the new museum structure. 'O 

The feasibility study, conducted by Macleman Associates 

Architects, evaluated. possible sites for the Kanawa 

collection, including: Trent University's Nassau (now Symons) 

campus; the waterfront in downtown Peterborough; Port Hope; 

and, Haliburton village. In summary, the final report 

supported relocation to an urban centre and recommended (as 

the first choice) a downtown location in Peterborough, either 

on the Canal near Little Lake (now -the site of the Trent- 

Jemings, Trent student Shawn Hodgins, Trent President Donald 
Theall , and future President John Stubbs . (Hodgins, Personal 
Communication; and, Ketemer and Wood, 10)- 

"~etemer and Wood, 10-11. 

'O~odgins, Persona1 Communication. 



Severn Liftlock Centre), or on Little Lake itselfO2' As a 

second choice, the report specified Trent University's Nassau 

Campus, most likely South of Otonabee C~llege.'~ 

In September 1986, after reviewing proposals from several 

communities, the Kanawa Board of Directors decided on a two- 

track strategy for establishing a permanent home for the 

Collection. The Peterborough proposa1 was rejected and 

shelved, and the decision made to share the museum' s functions 

between the two communities of Port Hope and Haliburton. Both 

communities assisted in the storage of the Collection. 

Subsequently, by 1987, perhaps up to forty percent of the 

inventory was stored away from the original site' of Camp 

Kandalore . 23 - 

However, as both Port Hope and Haliburton County failed 

to generate the necessary resources, this f irst initiative was 

abandoned in 1988, subsequently "leaving the geographically 

scattered collection in physical and institutional 1 imbo" . *' 
This concern, coupled with the increasingly difficult 

financial situation of maintaining the Collection, prompted 

"~aclennan Associates Architects , Kanawa Canoe Museum 
Feasibilitv Studv: Final Report, 1983. 6-8. 

"~odgins, Personal Communication; and, Ketemer and Wood, 10. 

24~etemer and Wood, 11. 
Meanwhile, the Kanawa site remained open in the summer and by 

appointment, under the supervision of Michael Ketemer, who was both 
part-time caretaker and curator (Hodgins, Personal Communication)- 



Wipper to accept an invitation by Bruce ~odgins~' to 

reconsider the Trent-Peterborough proposal. Negotiations 

between the old Kanawa Museum Board and the Trent Presidential 

Advisory Committee were re-initiated and resulted in a 

tentative agreement regarding the reorganization of the Board 

and the transfer of the Collecti~n.~' As Trent was unable to 

accept the control of a museum located on university property 

by an external Board of Directors, it became apparent that "a 

canoe museum located in Peterborough would have to be an 

autonomous institution"", situated oif of the Trent campus. 

Several other significant developments occurred during 

this period, including the formation and election of a new 

Kanawa Board of Directors or Trustees based in ~eterborough. 

The new Board, made up primarily of the Trent Committee, 

elected Jamie Benidickson as chair.'' Also of great importance 

2S~ruce Hodgins, Letter to K.Wipper, June 27, 1988. 

"~odgins, Persona1 Communication; and, Ketemer and Wood, 12. 

"~etemer and Wood, 12. 

*'~his occurred at a meeting of the old Kanawa organization in 
Toronto, Ontario. (Hodgins, Persona1 Communication). 

Z9~odgins, Persona1 Communication. 
At the last meeting of the Presidential Advisory Committee on 

April 23, 1988, a working group was formed with the purpose of 
collaborating with the Kanawa Board of Directors. This group was 
established as the joint Academic Advisory Committee of Trent 
University's Frost Centre for Canadian Heritage and Development 
Studies. In addition, five members of this Advisory Committee were 
nominated as members of the Kanawa Museum Board, a step which 
ensured coherence between the Kanawa Museum Directors and the Canoe 
Museum's new Board of Trustees. In 1992, the Kanawa Board of 
Directors was reconf igured as a Board of Trustees, Chaired by Jamie 
Benidickson. Accompanied with this reorganization, was the tenaming 



was the donation of four acres of waterfront property by the 

City of Peterborough and the Otonabee Region conservation 

~uthority . 'O 1n addition, this phase was characterized by the 

resolution of several key institutional factors - namely, the 
emergency storage of several hundred watercraft, which could 

no longer be stored in the Port Hope and Haliburton locations, 

at Young's Point and in barns around Peterborough, and, the 

tentative settlement of complex issues related to Wipper's 

persona1 financial involvement in the collection." 

A n  agreement in principle for the transfer of the 

Collection, in which Wipper had an uncleat partial interest, 

was achieved in 1991, and an appraisal of the Collection 

carried out by anthropologist Alika ~ebbet." In addition, a 

second feasibility study was conducted in 1992 jointly by Lord 

Cultural Resources and Commonwealth Heritage Resources, and a 

conservation assessment of the collection completed by Tom 

Stone of the Canadian Conservation Institute. Furthermore, 

records from Wipper ' s persona1 files and the Kanawa Museum 

site were centralized at the Trent Archives under the care of 

of the institution as the Canadian Canoe Museum.(Ketemer and Wood, 
12-14). 

'O~etemer and Wood, 12. 
As previously mentioned, this property will serve as the 

future site of the Canadian Canoe Museum's Interpretation and 
Paddling Centre. 

3 1 Hodgins, Persona1 Communication; and, Ketemer and Wood, 12. 

%etmer and Wood, 13. 



University Archivist, Bernadine ~odge? 

The year 1992 also saw the sudden sale of the remaining 

Wendaban/Kanawa property by Wipper to the current owners of 

Camp Kandalore, and the resulting specification that the 

remaining watercraft be removed from the site by August, 1994. 

However, this deadline could not be met by the Canadian Canoe 

Museum, due to a lack of resources and person-power, as well 

as legal complications pertaining to the transfer ownership of 

the Collection from Wipper to the CCM." However, by the 

sumer of 1995, approximately 350 watercraft were cleaned, 

stabilized and transported to Peterborough by a group of paid 

staff and dedicated volunteers, "under the constraints of 

limited resources, time pressure, and difficult field 

conditions" ," thereby marking the final step in the 

transition of the Collection f rom private hands to its new 

home in the Canadian Canoe Museum - a public institution, 
administered by a formal governing body. 

Given its location and history, the City of Peterborough . 
certainly provides an ideal site for the home of the Canadian 

Canoe Museum. As noted in CCM promotional literature, 

Peterborough is located on a watercourse which once served as 

34Ketemer and Wood, 15. 

"~etemer and Wood, 1. 
The paper authored by Ketemet and Wood provides a detailed 

case study of the move, including both the organizational aspects 
and technical procedures implemented throughout the transportation 
process. 



a traditional transport route for Aboriginal peoples. 

Historically, the community has also been the world centre of 

canoe manufacture for over a century, renowned for the 

distinctive quality of watercraftproduced bythe Peterborough 

Canoe Company, as well as a site of international canoe 

regatta~.'~ In addition to its canoe history, Peterborough 

provides possibilities for the cultivation of research links 

between the CCM and local educational facilities such as Trent 

University and Sir Sandford Fleming College. Finally, the 

close proximity of four Aboriginal communities will be 

important in facilitating the cultivation of partnerships 

between the museum and Aboriginal peoples as the institution 

develops . 

INVENTORY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF T m  CCM  COLLECTION^' 

The following passage, taken f rom a Canadian Canoe Museum 

1996 promotional package, clearly demonstrates the size, scope 

and significance of the institution's collection: 

With over 550 full size vessels and more than 
one hundred finely crafted models, the Canadian 
Canoe Collection ranges from the enormous 
Nutchal (Nootka) whaling canoe of the Pacific 
Coast to a collapsible mode1 which fits inside a 
suitcase. Construction materials cover every type 
of wood, bark, animal skin, cloth and synthetic 
substance including ... as improbable as it 
sounds...an experimental craft made of concrete. 

36 CCM. Promotional Literature, 1996. 

 a able #2 represents the findings of a 1992 inventory of the 
CCM collection. 



What makes this collection truly outstanding is 
its wealth of historical canoes from al1 parts of 
Canada. This includes the finest assemblage of 
authentic Aboriginal craft in existence and rare 
examples of the noble canot du nord, the 25 ft. 
birchbark canoe in which the famous voyageurs 
crossed our wilderness. In addition, the Canadian 
Canoe Museum contains hundreds of propelling 
devices (paddles, oars and poles), intriguing 
accessories and related artifacts. 

For those interested in the technological history 
of canoe and kayak making, there are traditional 
tools, parts and fabricating molds, as well as 
recorded interviews with master builders. Finally, 

this incredible treasure is complemented by a 
library, extensive archiva1 material and a 
collection of art (painting, prints, drawings, 
photographs, sculptures and decorative pieces) on 
the canoeing and kayak theme. 3 8 

More specifically, the bulk of the CCM collection is 

comprised of. Canadian craft, both Aboriginal and Euro- 

Canadian, with ''a smaller sampling of boat types from Africa, 

Central and South America, Melanesia, southeast Asia, and 

Europe" ." Slightly more than half of the collection is of 
Euro-Canadian or Euro-American manufacture, including : wood 

canvas canoes, skiffs, motor canoes, and an extensive 

assortment of woodplank canoes of the Peterborough regional 

tradition." With specific regard to the Aboriginal component 

of the Canadian Canoe Museum, which comprises one-third of the 

"CCM. Promotional Literature, 1996. 

"~etemer and Wood, 4. 

"1bid. 
For an examination of the Peterborough canoe making tradition, 

see "The Heritage of Peterborough Canoes" pp. 183-222. by John 
Marsh in The Nastawuan: Canadian North BY Canoe and Snowshoe, eds 
Bruce Hodgins and Margaret Hobbs. Toronto: Betelgeuse Books, 1985. 



TABLE #2: CCM COLLBCTIONS INVENTORY 19924' 

BARK 78 

SKIN 28 

CANVAS 133 

WOODPLANK 145 

MXSC CRAFT 26 

PADDLES, OARS 1 483-507 1 h POLES 

MODELS & 
ACCESSORIES 1 80 

WATERCRAFT 
FORMS & JIGS 1 26 

WATERCRAFT 
ACCESSORIES 
& BUILDERS 
TOOLS 

ART PIECES 

WINTER TRAVEL 
EQUI PMENT 

MISC ITEMS 

PARTS/ 23 
FRAGMENTS 

" ~ h e  information presented in this table have been adapted from data 
presented in a final report outlining the ltResults of the 1992 Collections 
Inventory". This inventory, conducted for the Canadian Canoe Museum, was 
submitted to the CCM Board of Directors by Helen Knibb and Wayne King of Sir 
Sandford Fleming College on January 20, 1993. Based on persona1 communication 
with Dam McQuade, current CCM Collections Manager, it should be noted that the 
Canadian Canoe Museum's collection bas received further accessions since the 1992 
inventory which are not included in the table. However, according to McQuade, 
this does not significantly affect the numbers presented in the 1992 report. This 
table is intended to provide a general outline of the scope and size of the CCM 
collection. 



total collection, indigenous peoples are tepresented on both 

national and international levels. Aboriginal boats housed in 

the museumts collection include: 75 birchbark canoes, 20 

Arctic kayaks, 80 dugouts (some of archaeological provenance), 

coracles, and reed bundle boatse4' 

A s  demonstrated from this inventory and description, the 

importance of the canadian Canoe Museumf s collection as a 

cultural resource is strongly evident. In addition to 

providing valuable information to the academic, canoeing, and 

boat-building communities, the collection is also of great 

appeal to the Canadian public. Furthermore, the collection is 

of great' significance on the national level, acting as an icon 

of the Canadian spirit. As noted in the promotional literature 

of the Canadian Canoe Museum: 

Canada is short on unifying symbols. The maple 
leaf is not found universally and in itself does 
not represent our history or Our qualities as a 
people ... the one unifying symbol unique to Canada ... a symbol that links us with our history, with 
adventure, with heroic deeds, with nation building 
and, most importantly, with a unique Canadian 
landscape is the can~e.~" 

Certainly, for many Canadians, the canoe is indeed a symbol of 

national heritage, linking us not only to the environment, but 

also to the history and cultures of our country. It can draw 

4 3 ~ ~ ~ .  Promotional Literature, 1996. 
It is interesting to note that the symbol which is believed to 

represent Canada is one borrowed, or perhaps more correctly, 
appropriated from Aboriginal peoples who first created these 
watercraft. 



to mind images of the Fur Trade, symbolize Our northern 

heritage, and comect us to the land which we have made our 

home. 4 4 

The canoe, an indigenous creation, is also a meaningful 

concept within Aboriginal worldviews, the function and 

signif icance of these watercraf t varying f rom nation to 

nation. It is important that the Canadian Canoe Museum give 

equal attention to the importance of these varying 

perspectives within the institution: although the canoe is a 

link between the peoples of Canada, it is often viewed in a 

different light according to the worldview through which it is 

being perceived. The following passage, again taken from CCM 

promotional literature, does justice to these alternate views, 

and also recognizes the canoe as an indigenous 

creation : 

The Canoe is a symbol unique to Canada, a symbol 
of enduring significance to Canadians. It is one 
of the greatest gifts of the first peoples in the 
land to al1 those who came after. It is the most 
powerful symbol joining the founding peoples of 
Canada: Aboriginal, French, and English. It is a 
symbol of discovery; of individual courage and of 
partnership; of heroic enterprise and of a quiet 
harmony with nature. It is a symbol of our 
history, and it can be a symbol of our future, a 
symbol of confidence, of community, of paddling 

44~or an examination of the importance and function of the 
canoe in Canadian Culture, see Canexus: The Canoe In Canadian 
Culture, eds B. Horwood and J. Raffan. Toronto: Betelgeuse Books 
and Queen1 s University, 1988. A compilation of essays, emerging out 
of the Canexus 1 conference at Queen1s University in 1987, the 
volume offers, from a variety of perspectives, themes focusing on 
the significance and role of the canoe in Canadian culture. A 
second Canexus will shortly appear, containing essays from the May 
1996 Trent-CCM Conference. 



together toward a renewed Canada." 

If these ideas, present in the museum's promotional 

literature, can be transferred and embodied within the minds 

of the institution's Board and staff, as well as presented in 

an affirmative marner within permanent exhibits, the Canadian 

Canoe Museum will be able to achieve the "partnershipw with 

Aboriginal peoples that it alludes to in the above quote. 

However, if this vision does not extend beyond the scope of 

museum pamphlets, nothing more than the token involvernent of 

Aboriginal peoples will be realized. 

THE CANADIAN CANOE MUSEUM SINCE 1995 - OBJECTIVES, VISIONS, AND MANDATE 

At the time of the 1995 acquisition by the Canadian Canoe 

Museum, the condition of the collection was generally poor 

(and had been for some time), largely as a result of damage 

through the neglect of preventative conservation measures and 

improper handling proced~res.'~ Thus, the first of several 

essential tasks recognized by the Canadian Canoe Museum Board, 

and outlined in the institution's promotional literature, is 

the stabilisation and conservation of the collection: 

The Trustees of the Canadian Canoe Museum 
are deeply concerned that these irreplaceable 
artifacts require immediate conservation. 
Clearly preservation of the collection is 

4 5 ~ ~ ~ .  Promotional Literature, 1996. 

'%etamer and Wood, 15. 



the first pressing pri~rity.~" 

Fulfilling this objective is the current concern of the CCM, 

and is being achieved through the financial assistance of 

small government grants and private donations, as well as 

through the person-power of its small staff (including 

Executive Director Bill Byrick and Collections Manager Dam 

McQuade) and a team of dedicated volunteers. The conservation 

process is being carried out at what is considered the first 

phase of the museum, the "Education & Collections Centre", 

located in the former ûutboard Marine Corporation factory 

building donated by the Company to the CCM in 1995. However, 

before even this very urgent task of preservation can be 

accomplished,- the Canadian Canoe Museum is faced with the 

diff icult challenge of procuring adequate funds - not only for 
the conservation process, but for the stabilization of the 

Collections Centre building itself.'' Subsequently, a national 

fundraising campaign was initiated in 1996 by the CCM, and a 

group of "Fundraising Leaders" appointed to procure resources 

for the institution and to oversee the financial management of 

the rnuse~m.~~ 

"cCM. Promotional Literature, 1996. 

48The former Outboard Marine Corporation f actory building is 
in poor condition, a leaking roof being a current and great concern 
of the institution. 

4 9 ~ ~ ~ .  Promotional Literature, 1996. 
The Fundraising Leaders" are individuals representat ive of 

both local and national levels, who work in conjunction with the 
CCM Board of Directors. 



The institutional vision views the Canadian Canoe Museum 

as a "living, working museum - a place where visitors are 
encouraged to experience and become involved rather than 

simply o b s e r ~ e ~ ~ . ~ ~  With this goal in mind, the Education & 

Collections Centre will feature on-site workshop facilities to 

"provide visitors with the opportunity to gain a behind-the- 

scenes look at the historic art and ctaftsmanship involved in 

came construction and conservation" .'' The Centre is intended 
to serve as the permanent working quarters of the museum, 

providing areas for conservation work, storage, canoe 

building, research, and educational programning, and will also 

f eature : 

-A conservation lab for the preservation of the 
collection and archiva1 materials; 

-Storage of the collection in an open concept 
format, accessible for public viewing; 

-Exhibit areas, including an international 
galleryS2 ; 

-A restoration workshop and boat building workshop; 

-ûngoing demonstrations by Ted Moores, a master 
craftsnian who will also be responsible for the 
conservation of the collection and the provision of 
canoe building courses; 

kayak and related building courses by master 

Literature, 1996, 

5 2 ~ t  is intended that, during the CCM's developmental years, 
the first permanent displays and exhibits will be housed in the 
former Outboard Marine Corporation office building - this property 
being acquired by the Canadian Canoe Museum during late 1996. 



craf tsmen; 53 

-A multi-use education facility for public programs, 
curriculum related activities, and conferences; 

-A museum gift shop, and cafemS4 

The second objective identified by the CCM is the 

interpretation and presentation of the collection to the 

Canadian public, through the medium of permanent exhibits and 

educational programming. The third task highlighted by the 

Museum is the utilization of the collection as an education 

resource for al1 Canadians. These goals will be realized 

through the construction and development of the Canadian Canoe 

Museum's "Interpretation 61 Paddling Centre", on the site of a 

four acre Little Lake waterfront property in central 

~eterborough.~~ On this site, there will be located two 

facilities: the Interpretation Centre, featuring permanent 

galleries depicting the history and importance of the Canoe in 

Canadian culture; and, a boathouse and docking area situated 

at the shoreline of Little Lake, where summer recteational 

water demonstrations and activities will o c c u ~ . ~ ~  Although 

this phase of development is now somewhat of a distant vision, 

5 3 ~ t  has not been specified by the CCM if this component will 
include Aboriginal watercraf t builders . However , this is an area in  
which Aboriginal involvement could, and must, be implemented. 

54CCM. Promotional Literature, 1996. 

5 5 ~ s  previously noted, this property was the generous donation 
of the City of Peterborough and the Otonabee Region Conservation 
Authority. 

"cCM. Promotional Literature, 1996. 



it is imperative that the foundations for interpretation and 

exhibit development be established now - that partnerships be 
cultivated with those cultures being represented, namely 

indigenous peoples, within the Museum's galleries. 

Additional capital projects identified by the CCM, to be 

implemented following the stabilization of the collection and 

development of facilities in Peterborough include:'' 

-Promoting the institution on a national level 
through cross-Canada outreach, involving travelling 
exhibits, satellite exhibits, and the production of 
publications for national distribution; 

-The pursuit of a vigorous program of public 
education achieved through the formation of 
cooperative links with school boards and youth 
organizations, in an effort to provide structured 
educational opportunities for school 
children, families, and watercraft enthusiasts. 

-The establishment of a "National Research 
Institute" in collaboration with Trent University 
and other academic institutions5' 

Finally, with regard to the leadership, operation, and 

governance . of the Canadian Canoe Museum, the institution 

functions on several distinct levels. The "Council of 

Advisors" consists of a group of leaders on a national scale 

who, according to the CCM, "support and encourage the 

development of the Museum as a centre celebrating the canoe as 

"See Table #3 which provides a timeline of the future goals 
identified by the Canadian Canoe Museum. 

"CCM. Promotional Literature, 1996. 
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a symbol of the nationw." As previously noted, the "Fund 

Raising Leaders" are specifically involved withthe generation 

of institutional revenue and financial management of the 

museum, and is comprised of representatives from bath local 

and national levels. 

The CCM "Board of Directors" are those individuals who 

have "acquired the Collection, negotiated and secured the 

donation of the buildings and land, successfully raised the 

funds required to initiate the project, laid the foundation 

and structure of the organization, and assembled the skills 

and staff people required to successfully implement a dynamic 

national heritage centre". Although many members of the 

Board are affiliated with Trent University, there are a 

significant number of individuals from the local community 

involved on the Board, and throughout the entire museum. 

The CCM "Academic and Program Cornmittee'' is a joint 

standing comrnittee of the CCM and Trent University's Frost 

Centre for Canadian Heritage and Development Studies. It has 

grown directly from the previously mentioned Trent 

Presidential Advisory Committee on -the Kanawa Museum, and 

demonstrates the permanent institutional link cultivated 

between the CCM and Trent. This Committee is advisory to the 

CCM Executive Director on al1 matters of museum 

59CC~. Promotional Literature, 1996. 
It should be noted that this Council has positions filled by 

Aboriginal individuals. 

'OCCM. Promotional Literature, 1996. 



Initiate Programming - events, public programs, 
courses, and workshops: 
-open boa t  cons t ruc t ion  workshop 
-complete co l l e c t i on  and conservation c e n t r e  
- in i t ia te  r e t a i l  program 
- p i l o t  curriculum based education ptograms f o r  elementary school 
- p i l o t  the CCM publ ica t ions  program 
- i n i t i a t e  planning f o r  a major nat ional  event t o  launch the CCM 
-open t o  t h e  publ ic  by Ju ly ,  1997 

-expand e x h i b i t s  and p u b l i c  education programs 
-open h e r i t a g e  craf t  boat r e s to r a t i on  program 
-expand school  education programs t o  f u l l  spr ing operat ion and 
p i l o t  f a l l / w i n t e r  programs 
- i n i t i a t e  foodlbeverage s e r v i c e  and expand r e t a i l  component 

-expand educat ional  p r o g r a m h g  t o  year round operation 
- i n i t i a t e  t h e  "on t h e  waterw expe r i en t i a l  learning programs a t  t h e  

I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  and Paddling Centre 

- f u l l  g a l l e r y  exh ib i t  opens 
-open f o r  education,  s p e c i a l t y  courses and general  publ ic  
throughout t h e  year 

- i n i t i a t e  na t iona l  program of t r ave l l i ng  e x h i b i t s  
-compLete t h e  I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  Centre on t h e  Trent Severn Waterway 

programming (excepting canoe instruction and waterfront 

r 

activities) and is also responsible for the development of 

specific program items such as conferences and publications. 6 2 

-- 

2001 

" ~ h e  information presented in this table has been adapted from 
1996 Canadian Canoe Museum Promotional Literature. 

-gn@i3&-projects  completed, museum opera t iona l  twelve months of 
-host major na t iona l  even t  involving a l 1  Canadians i n  our Canoe 
h e r i  tage 

"For example, the CCM Academic and Program Committee was 
responsible for the development and planning of the "Canerus II 
Conference: The Canoe In Canadian Cultures", which took place 
during May 1996 and was cosponsored by the Frost Centre and the 
CCM . 

1 should also note my persona1 involvement on the Academic and 
Program Committee duting 1995-1997, as well as my participation as 
a presenter in the Canexus II Conference, where 1 outlined this 



In addition, the Coinmittee: proxnotes the profile of the CCM 

through academic programs; conducts research on the canoe and 

its role in Canadian cultures, specifically concerning it 

significance to Aboriginal peoples; works to enhance the 

existing archiva1 collection, and to establish a canoe-related 

research library; and, advises on matters concerning the 

the historical authenticity of displays, as well as accession 

63 and deaccession policies. Finally, as previously mentioned, 

the CCM currently has a mal1 staff and group of volunteers 

w h o  are committed to, and knowledgable about, the preservation 

and presentation of the institution's collection to the 

Canadian public. 

Overall, the identif ied mission of the Canadian Canoe 

Museum is the preservation, interpretation, and presentation 

of a spectacular collection of watercraft to the Canadian 

public, highlighting the significance of these craft in the 

development of the country and promoting the canoe as a symbol 

of national identity. It is essential to understand that, at 

this point in tinte, the Canadian Canoe Museum remains in 

somewhat of a liminal stage - a ''Museum in the Making"." 

However, before the Canadian Canoe Museum can truly be 

current research on Aboriginal involvement within the CCM. 

63 Bruce, Hodgins. ''Academic And Program Committee of the 
Canadian Canoe Museum: Draf t Revised Terms of Ref erencefl . November, 
1996. 

64This was the theme of the Grand Pre-Opening of the CCM 
Collections Centre to the public in May, 1996. 



established as a professional institution, it must address 

concerns related to the Aboriginal component ' of the 

collection, realizing the importance of the canoe in both 

historical and contemporary Aboriginal cultures. 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CANOE IN ABORIGINAL CULTURES 

As positively noted in CCM promotional literature, the 

canoe has been developed by indigenous peoples over several 

thousand years. Except for the Plains nations, the canoe is a 

central element in Aboriginal cultures - both in history and 
in contemporary s~cieties.~' The canoe certainly continues to 

be of signif icance for contemporary Aboriginal nations, often 

serving as a strong symbol of spirituality and cultural 

resurgence: 

Today, in its renaissance, the canoe carries the 
knowledge of a millennia-old culture as well as 
the dreams and aspirations of a younger 
generation. It is a vesse1 of knowledge, 
symbolizing the cultural regeneration of many 
nations as they struggle to retain and rebuild 
following a period of systematic oppression and of 
rapid social and technological change. The great 
canoe has come back from the abyss a vital symbol 
for First Nations . 66  

As such, the canoe has also come to symbolize the healing 

process of Aboriginal nations: 

6 5 ~ ~ ~ .  Promotional Literature, 1996. 
The kayak is also of great importance within Inuit cultures, 

and the ideas articulated in this section pertaining to the 
significance of the canoe in Aboriginal cultures can most certainly 
be applied to the former. 

66~avid N e e l ,  The Great Canoes Revivina a Northwest Coast 
Tradition. Vancouver, Toronto & Seattle: Douglas & McIntyre and the 
University of Washington Press, 1995: 1. 



Once a mode of transport, allowing our people to 
fish, gather food, trade and travel, it has 
evolved today into a healing vessel, deeply 
affecting al1 those who corne into contact with 
i C 7  

It has also been suggested that the contemporary canoe 

has evolved into an important political tool, functioning to 

strengthen the existence, adaptability, vitality, and 

continuation of Aboriginal peoples and cultures in a 

social/political climate which has oppressed them and often 

rendered them po~erless.~~ As an example of the political 

symbolism of the canoe, David Neel, an Aboriginal canoe 

builder, refers to the "LooTaas" a fifty-foot vessel 

constructed and utilized by the Haida Nation to protest 

unregulated sport fishing within their traditional waters. 6 9 

The canoe also serves as a metaphor for community to many 

Aboriginal peoples: in a canoe, as in any community, al1 

individuals must work together and respect one another in 

order to thrive and succeed. The cooperation achieved through 

the canoe ekperience is believed to aid in making contemporary 

Aboriginal communities strong and vital in tradition. 70 

Spirituality is also an integral component of the canoe 

experience for many Aboriginal peoples, linking them with 



their traditions, cultures, languages, and identities. 

Furthermore, in contrast with the Euro-Canadian 

perception of the canoe as a historical symbol and 

recreational craft, the c a m e  is perceived as a sacred entity 

within many Aboriginal cultures: 

The canoe is a living entity that provides you 
with not just transportation but the experience 
of moving over water and through time...The came 
is just not a boat, it's part of the family." 

Considering these disparate perceptions of the function and 

significance of the canoe, it is evident that interpretation 

of the canoe must involve multiple perspectives. To illustrate 

this point, one merely needs to consider that the concept of 

the conservation, preservation, and presentation of canoes 

within the context of a museum, is in direct opposition to 

ideas concerning respect for the canoe in Aboriginal cultures 

- namely returning the vesse1 to the earth after it has 

f inished serving the conununity . In addition, as previously 
stated, the function of watercraft within Aboriginal cultures 

does not necessarily ref lect the categories of classification 

utilized by Western society. As an example, the Makah peoples 

perceive the canoe as a container rather than a means for 

transportation. Thus, in order to present the Aboriginal 

component of its collection in an accurate, affirmative, and 

culturally appropriate manner, the Canadian Canoe Museum must 

directly address concerns of Aboriginal involvement within the 



institution. 

This issue has been addressed by Helen Knibb and Wayne 

King of Sir Sandford Fleming College in their final report for 

the Canadian Canoe Museum Board of Directors regarding the 

"Results of the 1992 Collections Inventoryfl. Several concerns 

and recommendations pertaining to the Aboriginal component of 

the CCM collection were noted within the document, 

specifically addressing Aboriginal concerns in the area of 

"Deaccessioning and Repatriation" and more indirectly in 

sections pertaining to llAccessw and "In-Coming and Out-Going 

Loans". Knibb and King clearly articulate that : 

Given the extent of aboriginal material in the 
collection the museum must also anticipate 
interest from the native community. There is the 
possibility that native leaders in the United 
States may seek the return of Heye Foundation 
material ." 

In xesponse to this concern, as well as the broader problem of 

deaccessioning policies, the report offered several 

recommendations to be implemented by the CCM, including: 

-the development of deaccessioning policies and 
procedures, in accordance with standard ethics and 
practices of the museum community; 

-that the title to artifacts be finalized, with 
attempts to establish such title incorporating 
appropriate procedures; 

-the consultation of appropriate individuals with 
regard to research, documentation, and assessment of 
artifacts in the collection; 

 elen en Knibb and Wayne King, 'IResults of the 1992 Collections 
InventoryN . Final report submitted to the Canadian Canoe Museum 
Board of Directors, 1993, 26. 



-the development of 1 inkages and dialogue between 
the CCM Board and representatives of the native 
community . 7 3 

Furthermore, with regard to access to the CCM collection, 

Knibb and King note that, due to the previous dispersa1 of the 

collection throughout several locations, curators, scholars, 

and researchers have largely been deprived of access to this 

historical resource." 1 would further suggest that it must 

be recognized that Aboriginal peoples have also been isolated 

from this significant part of their heritage. Knibb and King 

propose that the CCM must clarify this issue of access, 

determining both conditions of access and clarifying to whom 

this privilege is to be extended." Similarly, with regard to 

institutional loans, Knibb and King recommend the development 

of loans policies and procedures to address issues surrounding 

7 6 such initiatives. Again, 1 would further assert that the CCM 

must specif ically consider a loans policy to meet the needs of 

Aboriginal communities. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, this chapter has presented an examination of 

the Canadian Canoe Museum, including: background on the 

history, purpose, and objectives of the CCM; an inventory of 

73~bid. 

74Knibb and King, 27. 

75~bid. 

"Knibb and King, 29. 



the scope and significance of the Museum's current collection; 

and, the importance of the developm& of a mode1 for 

Aboriginal involvement within the institution. One critical 

point remains to be addressed - namely the interest on the 
part of local Aboriginal people to become involved with the 

Canadian Canoe Museum, Several Board members have noted that 

many other m e r s  of the CCM Board daim that the four local 

band councils, as well as the Trent Native Studies Department, 

are simply not interested in becoming significantly involved 

in a working partnership with the Canadian Canoe Museum, or, 

they are opposed to the representation" of Aboriginal culture 

within canadian museums - preferring the return of their 

cultural abjects. This point, which will be examined in 

greater detail in ensuing chapters, simply must be 

investigated and addressed by both the Canadian Canoe Museum 

and local Aboriginal peoples if a true working partnership in 

the presentation of Canadian Canoe culture is ta be realized. 

7 7 Or, perhaps more appropriately, "misrepresentation", whenone 
considers the divergent perceptions of the canoe as they are viewed 
in Aboriginal cultures, versus the manner in which they have been 
presented within Western museums. 



E STUOIRS OF PRûACTIVB WAD&JW MUS-S: 
M u m m  THE MANX- MU-, 

PETBRBOROUGR CENT- MUSEW, AND 
L-L m m  

This chapter presents four case studies of the museums 

selected for this research. A brief description of each 

museum's location, history, and the nature and scope of their 

exiçting Aboriginal collections are described in Appendix A. 

The individuals interviewed at each institution are also 

outlined within this appendum, noting each interviewee's 

position, or, relationship to the museum. 

The study focuses on an analysis of the current 

relationship between each institution and the local Aboriginal 

community, and on the identification of the existing proactive 

policies in place at, and utilized by, each museum considered. 

Again, policies are considered proactive, for the purposes of 

this study, if they act to facilitate and ensure the 

involvement of Aboriginal peoples in al1 areas of . 
institutional operation, and they are successful the 

opinion of both museum staff and Aboriginal representatives. 

CASE STUDY #1: THE G L E N W ü  MUSBUM 
CURRENT RELATIONSHIP WITH AND POLICIES REGARDING 
ABORIGINAL PEOPLES IN PLACE AT THE GLENBOW MUSEUM: 

CURRKNT RELATIONSHIP : 

Regarding the nature of the current relationship the 

Glenbow has with local Aboriginal peoples, information has 
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been obtained through two main sources: Glenbow's submission 

to the CMA Post Task Force ~urvey;' and my own research within 

the institution during late May and early June of 1996.' The 

First Nations with whom the Glenbow currently has a working 

partnership with are primarily the Treaty Seven people - the 
Siksika, Blood, Peigan, Tsuu T'ina, and Stoney. In addition, 

the Glenbow is currently working on increasing their contact, 

and fostering relationships with, the Cree peoples in the 

Calgary area. 

In their submission to the CMA Post Task Force Survey, 

the Glenbow identifies Aboriginal involvement as a priority, 

working to maintain positive relationships with local First 

Nations communities. The positive relationships cultivated 

with local First Nations are largely a result of the 

dedication and commitment of individual staff members in 

Glenbow's Ethnology Department, most notably Dr. Gerald 

Conaty, Senior Ethnologist, and BethCarter, Ethnology Curator 

in the Collections Management Work Unit. As noted by Dr. 

'Glenbow Museum. Submission to the Canadian Museums 
Association's Post-Task Force Survey, 1995. 

'Sec Appendix B for an outline of this research, including the 
five interviews conducted at the Glenbow Museum. 

3Gerald Conaty, Persona1 Interview, 3 June 1996. 
It should be noted that the Glenbow Museum currently has 

little contact or involvement with the Lubicon Lake Cree, the First 
Nation that boycotted the Glenbow's 1988 "The Spirit Singsw 
exhibition. As stated, the Glenbow primarily works with the Treaty 
Seven peoples within the Calgary area, and is currently working to 
build stronger links with local Cree communities. 

For an examination of the Lubicon boycott of "The Spirit 
SingsN exhibition, see Chapter Three. 



Robert Janes, the President and Chief Executive off icer of the 

Glenbow, and Conaty: 

A fundamental ingredient in forging meaningful 
relationships with First Nations is trust - a 
firm belief in the honesty, integrity and 
reliability of the other person. No amount of 
legal paperwork can create or ensure this trust. 
Rather, it requires time and openness to develop, 
which means a major commitment by both individuals 
and institutions. 4 

Furthermore, the Ethnology staff at the Glenbow do not 

perceive their partnership with local Aboriginal peoples as an 

absolute one. Rather, it s a dynamic and evolving 

relationship, which continues to flourish with investments of 

time and energy.' As an institution, the Glenbow has clearly 

made a commitment to developing and maintaining a positive 

partnership with local Aboriginal groups. More importantly, 

this institutional commitment is followed up by individual 

commitments by Glenbow staff, which function to create and 

foster those positive relationships currently in place. ' In 
addition, staff interviewed at the Glenbow, in particular 

'Robert R. Janes and Gerald T . Conaty , "Contact Continues : 
Museums, First Nations and Their Changing Relationships". An 
unpublished paper presented at the Plenary Session of the 25th 
Annual Chammol Archaeological Conference, the University of 
Calgary, November 12-15, 1992, 12. 

'~onaty 1996; Dr. Robert Janes, Persona1 Interview, 4 June 
1996; Beth Carter, Persona1 Interview, 3 June 1996. 

6 ~ 1 1  individual staff interviewed at the Glenbow (Janes, 
Conaty, Carter, Crane Bear, and First Charger) noted that it is 
primarily the commitment of time and energy, on the part of 
individual staff, that is responsible for the positive 
relationships with local First Nations. 



Janes, Conaty and Carter, unif ormly noted the mutual benef it - 
for the Glenbow as well as those First Nations involved -of 

these working partnerships.' 

With regard to an Aboriginal perspective on the nature of 

these working relationships, Clifford Crane Bear, First 

Nations Liaison, and Rob First Charger, Aboriginal Archiva1 

intern, both noted that the Glenbow, particularly the 

Ethnology staff, have taken significant steps in establishing 

and fostering a positive relationship with the various First 

Nations in the area. As previously noted in Chapter three, 

Crane Bear and First Charger believe that their employment and 

presence within the Glenbow, have had a positive influence on 

the relationships betweenthe institution andtheir respective 

First Nations, subsequently increasing the flow of Aboriginal 

peoples into the museum. In addition, in a response to the 

paper "Contact Continues: Museums, First Nations and Their 

Changing Relationships", written by Janes and Conaty and 

presented at the Plenary Session of the 25th Annual Chacmool 

Archaeological Conference, the Peigan Nation notes that: 

... the Glenbow was prepared to participate with 
the Blood and Peigan people in open and sincere 
dialogue regarding the care of sacred items. This 
was to be the beginning of a new relationship that 
few Natives thought possible ... when the Glenbow 
Museum allowed the return of these holy bundles 
and articles, 1 do not believe they realized their 
contribution to the total existence of Native 
people ... The interaction of the Blood and Peigan 
people with the Glenbow Museum has in many ways, 

'Janes 1996; Conaty 1996; Carter 1996. 
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given light to the path that our two cultures can 
walk with equal dignity.' 

Overall, it is obvious from this brief examination of the 

current relationship between the Glenbow Museum and local 

First Nations that the working relationships established here 

are perceived as positive and mutually beneficial', by both 

Glenbow staff as well as Aboriginal peoples. The key in the 

success of these positive working partnerships has been 

identified as the commitments of energy and time on the part 

of the individual staff at the Glenbow Museum. 

PROACTIV ABORIGINAL POLICIBS :' 
In a 1995 draft on First Nations Policy, the Glenbow 

states its recognition of the International Council of 

Museums' resolution number eleven, which states: 

Museums which are engaged in activities relating 
to living ethnic gtoups should, whenever possible, 
consult with the appropriate members of those 
groups, and such museums should avoid using 
ethnic materials in any way which might be 

'Veigan Nation Responsel'. An unpublished paper presented by 
the Peigan Nation at the Plenary Session of the 25th Annual 
Chacmool Rrchaeological Conference, the University of Calgary, 
November 12-15, 1992: 1, 3 ,  4.  

9 Again, the following information has been obtained through 
several sources, namely: Glenbow's Submission to the CMA Post-Task 
Force Survey; research, in the form of informa1 interviews, limited 
participant observation, and persona1 viewing of Aboriginal 
galleries and storage areas at the Glenbow; and, information 
obtained through a review of documents written by Glenbow staff, 
for example, the Glenbow's draft of First Nations Policy, and, 
articles written on the topic of Aboriginal involvement in the 
museum. Unless otherwise specif ied, the following commentary is 
based on a combination of al1 above mentioned sources. 



detrimental to the group that produced th em...'" 

Glenbow readily recognizes the diversity and integral 

spirituality of First Nations collections, as well as the 

associated challenges they present within a museum setting. 

Some of the problems encountered in the clash of ideologies 

experienced by First Nations and Museum communities are 

outlined by the Glenbow as being: 

- the ''ritual" understanding of the world associated with 
Aboriginal culture, versus, our Western "rational" 
understanding. 

-the concept of "transferred rights" (Aboriginal), 
versus, the "open to a11" perspective (Western). 

-the idea of "learning oves a lifetime", compared with 
the Western method of "quick studym. 

-1ndigenous significance of "specific knowledge", 
contrasted with "general and cross-cultural knowledge" 
emphasized by the dominant society, 

-Aboriginal 'konsistency of tradition", in opposition to 
Western emphasis on 'kontinual changef1 . " 

Though general in nature, the points of dif f erence 

outlined ab~ve are important in that they have been recognized 

by the Glenbow as very real challenges faced in their attempts 

to involve Aboriginal groups in museum operation. The 

identification of root problems is the first step in the long 

process of rectification. Glenbow has been considered 

"proactive plusM because of very positive and beneficial 

'O~lenbow Museum. "Revised Draf t: First Nations Policy1@ , March 
21, 1996. 

"~lenbow Museum's Submission to the CMA Survey. 



initiatives such as this. Though the institution notes that 

concrete solutions have not yet been reached, steps to resolve 

these differences are being discussed in consultations, with 

both parties involved acknowledging the legitimacy and value 

of the other ' s perspective." 

The Glenbowls First Nations Policy has implemented 

recommendations of the Task Force report in the areas of 

interpretation, access and collections, and employment and 

training. Each of these will now be considered. 

With regard ta interpretation, the Glenbow Museum 

actively involves First Nations groups in the processes of 

collecting, planning, research, implementation, presentation, 

and maintenance of al1 exhibits and programs which pertain to 

Aboriginal culture and heritage. Glenbow has stressed the 

very real obligation of the musewn community in initiating and 

maintaining working relationships and discourse with the 

Aboriginal cultures being considered. 

Efforts are made by the Museum to gather and exhibit 

relevant materials which pertain to Aboriginal culture, in 

order to accurately educate the Sanadian public, both 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. Glenbow attempts to address 

both historical as well as contemporary aspects and concerns 

of First Nations peoples throughout its permanent as well as 

special exhibits. Glenbow is currently in the process of 

planning the redevelopment of their First Nations Gallery, 

"1bid. 



with a main objective of this being the improvement of 

exhibits to reflect adequately the contemporary concerns and 

lives of First Nations. 

Zn addition, exhibits in other galleries which may also 

pertain to Aboriginal history and heritage - for example, 
ranching, relationships with the land, or multiculturalism - 
will be revamped to include an Aboriginal component, and 

subsequently illustrate that Aboriginal peoples are not f rozen 

in "pre-history" - that they interact with historical and 
contemporary Canadian society. l3 A special consideration of 

the Glenbow in the interpretation of Aboriginal heritage deals 

with the language utilized in exhibit text. The Museum has 

identified the use of First Nations languages in exhibitions 

as a priority, including Aboriginal vocabulary whenever 

possible and appropriate. 

Overall, the sign board which welcomes visitors to 

Glenbow's First Nations Gallery cogently sums up the 

institution's policies and perspectives regarding Aboriginal 

involvement in the process of interpretation: 

These exhibits honour the heritage of Canada's 
First Nations. We, at Glenbow, believe that it 
is important for people to appreciate the 
perspectives that different cultures bring to our 
society. Only through such understanding will 
Canadian culture be enriched. Some of the 
displays in this area were developed nearly twenty 
years ago. Others have been changed withinthe 
past few years. Glenbow is working with the First 
Nations to develop exhibits which accurately 

1 3  Conaty, 1996. 



reflect their past and their present. We are also 
developing partnerships to help us care for the 
items at Glenbow in the mast appropriate manner. 
We have returned a number of holy objects to First 
Nations communities where they are used in 
ceremonies of healing and cultural renewal. Elders 
also advise us on the continuing care of those 
objects which are still housed at Glenbow. This 
has helped the people of the First Nations and the 
Glenbow staff to better understand one another. 

Considering the area of collections and access, both 

ethnological and archival, Glenbow's First Nations Policy 

advocates and implements the full disclosure of information 

relating to First Nations collections. With regard to 

ethnological collections, Aboriginal groups are informed of 

the nature and scope of First Nations artifacts within the 

Museum's collection. Sacred objects are often identified 

through this disclasure, which may or may not lead to 

repatriation initiatives. Glenbow has been involved in 

numerous returns of First Nations material culture, and deals 

with these situations on a case by case basis. In addition, 

Glenbow negotiates short or long term loans of sacred material 

to First Nations groups when requested. Currently, Glenbow has 

fifteen sacred loan agreements with various First Nations in 

the Calgary area." 

In addition, Glenbow's policies regarding public access 

to sacred objects requires obtaining either the consent of an 

"The Glenbow's sacred loans program was reviewed in more 
detail in Chapter Three, in the section which addresses key issues 
being faced by Canadian museums with regard to Aboriginal 
involvement. 



appropriate First Nations ceremonialist, a supporting letter 

f rom the appropriate Band Council, or, the written permission 

of the f ami ly concerned . l5 The Museum also makes many special 

provisions for the storage and maintenance of Aboriginal 

sacred materials, and again, is identif ied as "proactive plus" 

for these outstanding efforts which include: permission for 

the smudging- of sacred objects within storage facilities; 

ceremonial maintenance of First Nations objects; and, a "quiet 

rule" for storage, which requires sacred objects to be moved 

if disruptive forces (construction, renovations) occur. 

Curatorial staff have also been ceremonially painted by 

Aboriginal individuals, in an effort to assist and protect 

persons during the handling of powerful sacred materials. 

With regard to access of First Nations sacred archiva1 

materials - for instance descriptions or photographs of 

traditional ceremonies, traditional legends or songs, etc. - 
Rob First Charger, Aboriginal Archiva1 fntern at the Glenbow, 

is currently working on the development of an archiva1 policy 

for the restriction of "sacred knowledgel'. Glenbow is making 

an effort to address the question of access to sacred archival 

material in the same manner they have approached access to 

sacred ethnological objects: access to this material must be 

restricted to those First Nations individuals who possess the 

proper credentials - this being determined by traditional 



Aboriginal def inition. l6 

The Glenbow Museum has also implemented the Task Force 

recommendations in its training and employment programs, 

increasing Aboriginal involvement in policies related to these 

areas. With regard to Aboriginal employment opportunities, 

Glenbow's First Nations Policy addresses hiring First Nations 

peoples throughout the muse-: in the Archives, in Ethnology, 

in. the Museum shop, etc. According to Conaty, one initiative 

at the Glenbow which grew out of the Task Force Report 

recommendations was the creation of a policy to publicize 

employment opportunities within the Museum to First Nations 

individuals, by advertising in papers which would be read in 

these communities." 

Glenbow developed one of Canada's first Aboriginal intern 

programs during the 1980s. Although this program was not 

entirely successful - with only one individual completing the 
Glenbow program - training initiatives for Fitst Nations 

continue to be developed by the Glenbow on an on-demand basis. 

Janes and Conaty believe that the failure of the internship 

program may have stemmed from the fact that "the program was 

" ~ o b  First Charger, Persona1 Interview, 3 June 1996. 
Also, see Janes and Conaty 1992, p.3, where Conaty notes that 

"It became clear very quickly that access did not mean discussing 
Native culture in nonoNative terms. Rather, the Aboriginal people 
impressed upon us that the values and beliefs we wished to talk 
about had to be conveyed on Native terms, according to their 
traditionstt. 

17 Conaty, 1996. 



designed by museum professionals to meet museum needs"." 

Glenbow is now more flexible in the design of their training 

programs, gearing them to meet the needs of the specific 

individual or community involved . l9 The Museum also hosts 

Aboriginal individuals in Job Skills Programs, with funding 

provided through the federal government (Canadian Employment 

Job Opportunity Program), and f r o m  the Museums Assistance 

Program. For example, Clifford Crane B e a r ,  of the Siksika 

First Nation, has been hired and trained by the Glenbow for 

the position of First Nations Liaison, a crucial link b e t w e e n  

the Museum and Aboriginal gr~ups.'~ 

Another proactive initiative developed by the Glenbow to 

involve Aboriginal peoples in al1 areas of museum operation 

concerns the establishment of a First Nations Advisory 

Council, implemented in 1990 - two years previous to the Task 

Force recommendations. This advisorygroup is composed of: one 

staff member from each of the seven working units in the 

Glenbow; a representative from the Public Relations and 

Marketing team; a senior ethnologist, acting as secretary; one 

representative from the Treaty Seven First Nations (Blood, 

"   an es and Conaty 1992, 10. 

l9 Ibid. 

'OSee Chapter Three (the section regarding specific issues of 
Aboriginal involvement in Canadian museums) for a more detailed 
discussion on this point. Also see the article by Sandra Morton 
Weizman, "The Historian in the Museum", which notes the advantages 
and benefits of the inclusion of Clifford Crane Bear's knowledge 
and perspective in a recent Glenbow exhibit. 



Peigan, Çiksika, Tsuu T ' ina and Stonev) ; one representative 

from the Plains Cree First Nation; one Northern Cree 

representative; and, one representative from the Museum's 

Board of Governors. This group may also include special 

representatives from the Aboriginal community with specific 

concerns, for instance urban dwellers, or, educational 

delegates. Finally, the cornittee is chaired by the Museum's 

First Nations Liaison officer; and meets four times 

annual ly . *l 
The function of this committee is to formally advise the 

Museum on polices and procedures concerning the collection, 

care, and handling of First Nations materials. The committee 

has a role in the development of programs and exhibitions 

pertaining to Aboriqinal culture, working with the Museum's 

First Nations Liaison in these collaborative projects. 

Finally, the group also advises on images which are considered 

acceptable for marketing purposes by the Glenbow, and suggests 

alternatives for those which are noLZ2 

In addition, to ensure that the concerns of Aboriginal 

gtoups are properly represented, Glenbow encourages the 

participation of First Nations individuals on its Board of 

Directors. Although Aboriginal representation on Glenbow's 

Board of Governors had not been realized as of June 1996, the 

"~lenbow Museum, Draf t- "Glenbow ' s First Nations Advisory 
Council: Terms of Referencew. August 10, 1995. 



institution is currently developing a new governance mode1 

which will require the diversification of the Board "in terms 

of perspectives and backgroundsu. " This divetsif ication 

will, in effect, create openings for First Nations 

representation on Glenbow's Board of Governors. Furthermore, 

by April 1997, Glenbow's Board will no longer have any 

political appointments and the Museum Board will be elected 

from its membership - this happening, as previously mentioned, 
as a result of the current process of Glenbow's disassociation 

from the provincial goverment. This increased autonomy will 

allow the Glenbow much more freedom to implement initiatives 

such as the involvement and representation of First Nations on 

the Museum Board." 

In terms of public education programs, this institution 

again achieves a level of excellence in efforts to involve 

Abor iginal groups . As previously mentioned, the First Nations 
Advisory Counci 1 advises on public representations of 

Aboriginal culture. In addition, Glenbow has collaborated 

with local Native groups and individuals to develop various 

public programs. A s  early as 1985 -seven years before the Task 

Force recommendations were published -the Ethnology Department 

of the Glenbow Museum was developing projects to involve local 



First Nations in the interpretation of their own culture.25 

The "Blackfoot Elders Project" (1985-1986) involved the 

hiring of Blackfoot elders in the Calgary area as professional 

consultants to review and assess Glenbow's ethnological 

collections of Blackfootmaterial culture, as well as archiva1 

material pertaining to Blackfoot culture and hi~tory.*~ The 

pro ject was created wlth a number of objectives, including: 

the supplementation, revision, and augmentation of existing 

documentation for existing ethnological and archiva1 

collections pertaining ta Blackfoot history and culture; the 

accumulation of additional bibliographical and genealogical 

data on specific Blackfoot individuals who had been key donors 

to the existing Glenbow collections; the acquisition of 

recommendations regarding how collection management policies 

in place at the museum might better reflect Aboriginal 

concerns, as well as ideas on how Glenbow staff could express 

greater sensitivity to these concerns; and f inally, a specif ic 

means for establishing the participation of the Blackfoot 

Elders on an ongoing basis at the museum, as well as 

possibilities for facilitating greater access to collections 

for Aboriginal communities, were concerns explored throughout 

2 5 ~ o r  example, former Glenbow Curator Julia Harrison actively 
involved the Aboriginal community in exhibit planning, consulting 
w i t h M e t i s  individuals and groups during the process of development 
of the Glenbow's Metis Gallery. 

26~lizabeth Churchill, "The Blackfoot Elders Project: Linking 
People and Objects in Museum Research". Native Studies Review 1987 
3(2):71-85, 71. 



the program. 27 

The Blackf oot Elders pro j ect was of great benef it to both 

the Glenbow and Blackfoot communitiesm2' More recent programs 

and initiatives regarding Aboriginal involvement continue to 

embody this principle of CO-operation for mutual benef it . The 
vitality and diversity of contemporary Aboriginal culture is 

also a theme stressed throughout these interactive programs. 

For example, the Virst Nations Living Cultures Program" 

invites Aboriginal individuals to assume roles as teachers, 

delivering programs throughout pub1 ic schools and in museum 

workshops. 

Another program initiated by the Museum is "Through 

Elders Eyes" - a program included in Glenbow' s annual "Native 
Awareness Weekfl. 29 In this program, Glenbow invites elders 

to corne in and select artifacts from the storage area. The 

Elders then present the artifacts to an audience - both 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal - speaking about and explaining 
the pieces in their own w a y m 3 0  Through this type of program, 

* 

'%ee Churchill for a detailed discussion of how this 
particular project was of benef it to both parties. In addition, the 
article by Beth Carter entitled "Working With the Native 
Communityw, Glenbow 1990 10(1):10-11, outlines the advantages of 
this type of cooperation and collabosation. 

2 9 ~ s  noted by Beth Carter in an interview, "Native Awareness 
Week" is run annually by the Calgary Aboriginal Awareness Society 
(CAAS). Beth Carter has become involved with CAAS, sitting on a 
number of their committees, in an effort to cultivate relationships 
and link the Glenbow more closely to local Aboriginal communities. 

"Carter 1996. 



Aboriginal artifacts are interpreted by individuals who are 

part of and within the culture under consideration, rather 

than the standard ''outside" perspective of the museum curator. 

A final innovative program worth mention is a curent 

collaborative pro j ect involving Glenbow and the Plains Indian 

Cultural Survival School (PICCS). Carter and Crane Bear have 

been working with students from PICCS, completing preliminary 

research for an exhibit on 'INative Heroes", to be held in 1997 

at the Museum. 

In sum, projects such as these are mutually benef icial 

for boththe Glenbow and the Aboriginal commwiities concerned, 

as they demonstrate that: 

Glenbow is interested in working with the 
community and is willing to let Native people 
speak for themselves within that comimunity, 
which is a very important part of the Task Force 
Report. '' 

The final proactive initiative to be examined concerns 

the cultural sensitivity training of non-Aboriginal Glenbow 

staff. This is implemented through informa1 instruction, 

including the interaction of non-Aboriginal staff with 

Aboriginal staff, volunteers, advisots, Elders and traditional 

people. Glenbow has fou- that this type of casual training 

tends to be more effective than forma1 instruction." ln 

addition, the non-Aboriginal Glenbow staff members interviewed 

for this research uniformly expressed the belief that the 

~bid. 

3'~lenbow's Submission to the CMA Survey. 
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museumls positive relationship with Aboriginal individuals and 

groups was due in part to this informal interaction. 

In summary, the Glenbowls policies regarding First 

Nations groups take account of the fact that museum methods of 

collection, exhibition, and interpretation of Aboriginal 

culture have evolved significantly throughout history. The 

Glenbow Museum strives to be an example in the movement away 

from restrictive and paternalistic mindsets, and towards the 

devalopment of positive cooperative partnerships with 

Aboriginal peoples. This museum can certainly be considered 

an exemplary mode1 for Aboriginal involvement, especially 

noting its strong commitment to shating the authority and 

responsibility of representations of Aboriqinal culture with 

those it concerns. 33 

CASE STüDY #2: 
THE MANITOBA MUSEUM 
CURRENT RELATIONSHIP WITH AND POLICIES REGARDING 
ABORIGINAL PEOPLES IN PLACE AT THE MANITOBA MUSEUM: 

The Manitoba Museum is identified as an institution with 

outstanding proactive initiatives in the area of Aboriginal 

"~lenbow Museum's Submission to the CMA Survey. 

" A .  unpublished paper written by Dr. Leigh Syms, Curator of 
Native Archaeology at the Manitoba Museum, entitled "Developing 
Awareness And Involvement Of Aboriginal People In Their Heritage 
Preservation: Recent Developaents At The Manitoba Museum Of Man And 
Nature1', 1995, provides an excellent outline of the initiatives 
currently utilized by the Museum to involve and create partnerships 
with Aboriginal groups. 



involvement. A solid cornmitment to establish positive working 

relationships with Aboriginal communities is evident 

throughout the policies and procedures pertaining ta 

Aboriginal involvement within the institution. Regarding the 

nature of the current relationship the Manitoba Museum has 

with local Aboriginal peoples, information was obtained 

through several sources : the Museum' s submission to the CMA 

Post Task Force ~urvey;~' papers authored by Museum staff 

pertaining to Aboriginal involvement within the institution; 

and my own research within the institution during early June, 

1996.~~ The First Nations with whom the Manitoba Museum 

currently have a working partnership with are primarily the 

Cree, Anishnabe, Dakota, and Metis. In addition, during the 

development of the Museum's Boreal Forest Gallery, good 

rapport was developed with the Dene, although this 

relationship has not been an ongoing one. 3 7 

The Manitoba Museum, as with the Glenbow, stresses the 

cultivation of partnerships through ongoing persona1 

friendships between Museum staff and Aboriginal individuals. 

These persona1 relationships - developedthrough collaborative 
progras, advisory councils, or internships - often expand ta 

create ongoing linkages with Aboriginal organizations and 

3 5 ~ h e  Manitoba Museum' s Submission ta the Canadian Museums 
Association's Post-Task Force Survey, 1995. 

16see Appendix B for an outline of this research, including the 
three interviews conducted at the Manitoba Museum. 

"~eigh Syms, Persona1 Interview, 11 June 1996. 
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communities. As noted by Dr. Leigh Syms, Curator of 

Archaeology at the Manitoba Museum: 

. . .it becomes a very blurry area between a forma1 
institutional link and a friendship, and in many 
of these cases, the friendship link is important - 
not only from a personal perspective, but from the 
ongoing formalization of developing an awateness of ... the role of museology within the {Aboriginal} 
community.. . 3 9 

Furthermore, according to Aboriginal Intern Tanya Cochrane - 
and speaking specifically on the relationship Ethnology 

Curator Katherine Pettipas currently has with various 

Aboriginal individuals - these persona1 relationships are 

viewed by Aboriginal peoples as an important foundation for a 

partnership with the Museum. Aboriginal groups that have 

worked with Pettipas "know that she has respect for the 

artifacts and the people as wellw, and therefore feel 

cornfortable approaching her with their questions, concerns, 

and requests .'O 

Overall, this brief examination of the current 

relationship between the Manitoba Museum and local Aboriginal 

groups has demonstrated that positive working partnerships 

have been established, and are based primarily on persona1 

friendships cultivated by Museum staff through initiatives 

such as col laborative pro j ects and internship programs. Again, 

as demonstrated in the examination of the Glenbow Museum, the 

3a~bid. 

39 1bid . 
'O~anya Cochrane, Persona1 Interview, 12 June 1996. 
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key in the success of these positive working partnerships has 

been identif ied as the persona1 commitments of energy and time 

on the part of the individual staff at the Manitoba Museum. 

PROACTIVE ABûRIGINAL POLICIES : *' 

Task Force policies have been implemented by the Manitoba 

Museum in the areas of interpretation, collections and access, 

employment and training, and public education programming. In 

addition, the Manitoba Museum has attempted to include 

Aboriginal representation on its Board of Governors. Each of 

these areas will now be considered. 

With regard to the interpretation of collections, the 

Manitoba Museum is commended for its proactive approach of 

consulting a network of Aboriginal people on the question of 

how they see themselves involved in collections and related 

issues. An Ad Hoc Advisory Committee of Elders has been 

created to give counsel in the areas of acquisitions, 

collections, and the exhibition of Aboriginal material. 

Extensive ihvolvement of First Nations peoples in exhibitions 

is identif ied as a priority by the institution: Aboriginal 

groups and individuals, as well as the Advisory Committee of 

4 1 Again, the following information has been obtained through 
several sources, namely: the Manitoba Museum's Submission to the 
CMA Post-Task Force Survey; research, in the form of informa1 
interviews, limited participant observation, and persona1 viewing 
of Aboriginal galleries at the institution; and, information 
obtained through a review of documents written by Museum staff, for 
example, articles written on the topic of Aboriginal involvement in 
the museum. Unless otherwise specified, the following commentary is 
based on a combination of al1 mentioned sources. 



Elders, are invited to become involved in the generation of 

storylines for museum galleries. 42  

First Nations languages are also utilized in gallery 

storylines whenever appropriate. Furthermore, as noted by 

Syms, the Museum is sensitive to using proper terminology in 

storyline text - terminology which is deemed appropriate and 
acceptable by Aboriginal people themselves. The Manitoba 

Museum makes an effort to omit from storyline text negative or 

exclusionary terms such as "pre-historie", llarchaic", 

"Indian", or "Eskirno" An overview of the Manitoba 

Museum's galleries supports this point, although itwas noted 

that the oldet exhibits galleries tended to contain outdated 

terminology - a problem which the Museum is currently working 
to address through updating outmoded storylines. 4 4 

In addition to the use of proper terminology and 

Aboriginal language within gallery text, the Aboriginal 

worldview is clearly represented in the form of myths, 

stories, prayers, etc., throughout the galleries. The Manitoba 

Museum has achieved excellence in providing the Museumvisitor 

with multiple interpretations to a single phenomena. For 

example, in the Earth History Gallery, both Western/scientific 

and Aboriginal perspectives of the origins of human life in 

"~anitoba Museum's Submission to the CMA Survey. 

4 3 ~ y m s f  1996; and Syms 1995, 18. 

"This point is based on my own viewing and analysis of the 
Manitoba Museum1 s galleries, as well as discussions with Museum 
staff regarding current permanent exhibits. 



North America are illustrated: the archaeological "Bering Land 

Bridgeuv theory is presented alongside a mural depicting an 

Odawa creation myth, as well as a Chipewyan creation story. 

These varying perspectives are presented as different, but 

equal: two cultural interpretations of the same event." 

Furthermore, the museum galleries depict the diversity of 

Aboriginal cultures and no generalizations are made. The 

contemporary lifestyles and concems of Aboriginal peoples are 

also illustrated throughout gallery storylines: for example, 

there is a recognition of the impact of Western technology on 

Aboriginal societies, economies, and worldviews, as well as an 

effort to note current political and social problems that 

Aboriginal peoples are facing as a result of this ~ontact.~' 

Finally, an especially proactive initiative that has been 

developed by this institution provides space within the 

galleries for changing exhibits generated from the Aboriginal 

community, in collaboration with the Museum. 4 7 

With regard to access to museum collections, Ethnology 

Curator Dr. Katherine Pettipas has noted that, "in keeping 

with our mandate to create effective outreach programming, the 

Native Ethnology Department has been relatively proactive on 

developing ways to 'democratize' access to the First Nations 

 g gain, this analysis is based on my own viewing and 
interpretation of the Earth History Gallery at the Manitoba Museum. 

"~anitoba Museum' s Submission to the CMA Survey. 



reserve collections" ." This goal has in turn been realized 

through informa1 museum tours and presentations, of both the 

Archaeology and Ethnology collections, conducted by the 

curators in each department ." In addition, for those 

"isolated and often alienated reserve communities whose 

members generally do not have the means to visit Winnipeg", a 

travelling outreach exhibit program was developed during the 

1970s, with the cooperation of the Native Education Branch of 

the provincial Department of   ducat ion." 

Specifically considering care of and access to sacred 

objects housed within the Museum's collection, the informa1 

involvement of local Aboriginal communities regarding advice 

in these matters considered as a priority by the Museum. In 

addition, the institution consults, whenever appropriate, with 

the Saskatoon Tribal Council, an advisory body on the sacred 

materials of Saskatchewan First Nations.*' As noted by SWS, 

in many cases, the Aboriginal peoples do not want to 

repatriate materials held by the Manitoba Museum, at least at 

present, and are instead concerned with the proper care and 

respect of sacred objects by museun staff. This care includes 

4a~atherine Pettipas , "Turning the Page-Museums and First 
Nations: A Manitoba Case Studym, Manitoba Archaeolocrical Journal 
1993 3 ( 1 7 2 ) : 8 6 - 9 7 ,  91. 

''syms 1995, 9-10. 

" ~ e t t i p a s  1993, 91; and Syms 1995, 10-11. 

"~his body is consulted as many artifacts in the Manitoba 
Museum's collection were collected from reserves in Saskatchewan 
during the 1960s. 



both storaqe concerns as well as the appropriateness of 

exhibiting sacred ob j ects ." Furthermore, Syms asserts that 
th i s  respect must go beyond the mere recognition of these 

values - these views must be put into practicemS3 This 

principle has been put into practice by the Manitoba Museum, 

as illustrated through the removal of several Aboriginal pipes 

from an exhibit  in the Grasslands Gallery: 

Due to the sacred nature of the pipes in this 
exhibit and in consultation with Elders from 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan the Museum has removed 
them from public display. 5 1 

Work with Elders has also been undertaken with respect to the 

return of sacred objects and the reburial of skeletal remains. 

In addition, The Museum is involved in ongoing 

consultations with appropriate Aboriginal communities in an 

effort to develop set guidelines for long term loan and 

repatriation agreements. The institution curtently.follows 

the framework for ownership and repatriation issues 

articulated in llProposed Museum Policies for Ethnological 

Collections and the Peoples They Regre~ent'~.'~ This article, 

52~olicies regarding the special care of sacred objects at  the 
Manitoba Museum reflect those in place at  the Glenbow Museum, which 
have previously been noted. Due to length considerations, these 
will not be outlined again. 

"~his text appears on cards in the place of each pipe ramoved 
from display. 

55~ichael Ames, Julia Harrison, Trudy Nicks, "Proposed Museum 
Policies for Ethnological Collections and the People They 
Representw, Muse 1988 6(3):47-52.  

This information was obtained through the Manitoba Museum's 



written by three prominent museum ethnologists, sumarizes 

cornmion guidelines for the establishment of positive and 

flexible policies for repatriation agreements. The Museum is 

proactive in their repatriation policies, providing assistance 

to Aboriginal groups attempting to trace sacred materials. The 

institution has also been responsible for several reburials 

and one repatriation agreement concerning the return of a 

sacred pipe. 5 6 

In the area of employment and training, the Manitoba 

Museumprovides contract employment for Rboriginal individuals 

in projects pertaining to oral tradition, research into the 

histories of reserve communities, and in the archaeology 

laboratory. Aboriginal individuals are also hired to do 

background research for various exhibits - for example for the 
planetarium show, "Snaring the Sun: A Journey Into the 

Anishnabe Sky Worldl' - and are also employed to develop in- 
house programming and to serve as interpreters for temporary 

exhibits - such as "Fluffs and Feathers: An Exhibition On the 

Symbols of Indianness". In addition, Aboriginal and Metis 

researchers have been hired by the Ethnology Department to 

assist with research for the forthcoming Parkland and Mixed 

Woods Ga1 lery . '' 
- -. . - - - 

Submission to the CMA Survey. 

S6~yms, 1996; and, Manitoba Museum's Submission to the CMA 
Survey . 

S'~yms 1995, 14-15; and, Syms 1996. 



Internships in the fields of Ethnology and Archaealogy 

are also available to Aboriginal students, funding being 

provided through federal sources. As noted with the Glenbow 

Museum, these internships are considered to be crucial to 

establishing andmaintaining a positive partnership with local 

Aboriginal communities , Finally, considering the training 

of non-llboriginal museum staff who work with the Aboriginal 

collections, the Department of Native Ethnology has developed 

workshaps to provide education the issue of cross-cultural 

awareness for non-Aboriginal peoples. 5 9 

Efforts are also made by the Museum to involve Aboriginal 

peoples in the area of public education programs. First 

Nations communities are actively notif ied of pro j ects 

pertaining to their culture, and input and feedback is 

encouraged. As mentioned, the Manitoba Museum has established 

a strong working relationship with the province of Manitoba's 

Department of Native Education, and hopes to receive more 

direct participation and involvement of Aboriginal groups in 

I a S e e  Chapter Three for a more detailed analysis of the 
positive benefits of internships, for both museums and Aboriginal 
peoples. 

In addition, Dr. Leigh Syms, Curator of Archaeology has 
written an unpublished paper entitled "Manitoba Museum of Man And 
Nature Archaeological Museum Internship: Developing Awareness And 
Developing Links With The Native Couununitiesw, which describes in 
detail the nature, scope, and success of the institution's 
archaeology internships. Due to length constraints, a specific 
examination of this paper cannot be included here. 

S9~anitoba Museum's Submission to the CMA Survey. 



public school educational programs. 60 One innovative pro ject 

designed by Syms and initiated in 1995, is the Native Ceramics 

Workshop. This program provides opportunities for the 

development of heritage awareness among Aboriginal peoples, 

reintroducing the techniques of Native Ceramic production. 

Specific efforts are made to inform and involve Aboriginal 

individuals in this program, although the workshops have not 

been limited to those of Aboriginal ancestrym6l 

Finally, with regard to Aboriginal involvement on the 

Manitoba Museum' s Board of Governors, there is currently no 

Aboriginal representation on this body, although there has 

been in the past and this is identified as a goal for the 

future. It is the opinion of Doug Leonard, former Director of 

Curatorial Services at the Manitoba Museum, that a Board 

should reflect the community that it serves, and that the 

institution should therefore make an effort to represent 

adequately that community within its governing body. 62 

In sum, the Manitoba Museum has been identif ied as an 

exemplary mode1 for Aboriginal involvement initiatives, based 

on its sttong commitment to developing a mutual partnership 

with Aboriginal communities and for its proactive policies, 

especially in the areas of: access and collections; training 

and employment opportunities; and interpretation. 

60~anitoba Museum's Submission to the CMA Survey. 

61~yms 1995 11-12; and, Syms 1996. 

"~oug Leonard, Persona1 Interview, 11 June 1996. 
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CASE STüDY #3: THE PBTRRBOROUGH CENTENNIAL MUSEW AND ARCHIVES 
CURRENT RELATIONSHIP WITH AND POLICIES REGARDING ABORIGINAL 
PEOPLES IN PLACE AT THE CENTENNIAL MUSEUM AND ARCHIVES: 

Regarding the nature of the current relationship the 

Peterborough Centennial Museum has with local Aboriginal 

peoples, again, information was obtained through two main 

sources: the Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives1 

(PCMA) submission to the CMA Post Task Force ~utvey;" and my 

own reseatch within the institution during July of 1996.64 

The local Aboriginal communities with whom the PCMA currently 

has a working partnership with are primarily the four local 

reserves, including: Rice Lake (Hiawatha First Nation); Mud 

Lake (Curve Lake First Nation); Alnwick (Alderville First 

Nation); and the Scugog First Nation. 

Relationships have been developed with First Nations on 

both a persona1 level - by PCMA Director Ken Doherty, and 
Sally Warren, the PCMA Education officer - and on an 

institutional level. Cooperative projects have been initiated 

with local area band councils and the Peterborough Native 

Friendship Centre in an effort ta involve Aboriginal peoples 

in the representation of their cultural heritage within the 

PCMA. In addition, the Museum is currently initiating 

"~eterborough Centennial Museum and Archives ' Submission to 
the Canadian Museums Association's Pos t -Task  Force Survey, 1995. 

64See Appendix B for an outline of this research, including the 
two interviews conducted at the Peterborough Centennial Museum and 
Archives. 



discussions to include Aboriginal representation within the 

institution's governing authority, the Cultural and -Heritage 

Board for the City of Peterboroughœ6' In the opinion of 

Doherty, Aboriginal representation on the Board is important 

as it off ers ''an opportunity for mutual sharing of culture and 

heritageIT . 66 
Commenting on the current partnership between the PCMA 

and Aboriginal peoples, Alice Williams notes that her own 

experience with the museum has been positive, and she feels 

that the PCMA generally works well with local First Nations. 

Furthermore, Williams explained that her own working 

relationship with the PCMA is a good one, specifically with 

Sally Warren, this due in part to Warren's open-minded 

attitude to different ideas and perspectives." 

The interview conducted with Williams was of importance 

in that an additional perception of Aboriginal involvement in 

museums was illustrated, namely that many Aboriginal people - 
locally and nationally - are not open to, or interested in, 
the idea of involvement in museums. Speaking specifically 

regarding Anishnabe culture, Williams notes that a gap exists 

between First Nations ideas of material culture and museum 

ideals of conservation and presentation. As explained by 

Williams, museums are not a part of Native culture and the 

6 5  Ken Doherty, Persona1 Interview, 16 July 1996. 

6 6 ~ b i d .  

67~lice Williams, Persona1 Interview, 15 October 1996. 
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values between the two groups - Aboriginal and Western - 
differ greatly: 

We donlt want to necessarily keep things ...If 
our canoes got old and worn out, why would you 
keep them? But we would respect the canoe, 
acknowledge how its work is to help us and keep 
us in contact with Creation, the Creator, and the 
Circle of Life. Then, when its work was over, we 
would respectfully put it ta rest and let it go 
back where it came f r o m  - give back to the earth 
what she gave us. 68 

In sum, the partnership the Peterborough Cente~ial 

Museum has established - on both institutional and persona1 
levels - with local Aboriginal communities is of a positive 
nature. Collaborative initiatives have been developed with 

local bands and Aboriginal individuals, as well as the 

Peterborough Native Friendship Centre. In addition, Doherty 

has noted that Trent University's Native Studies Department 

could also serve as an important resource for developing 

further links and partnerships. It is also critical to note, 

as illustrated by Williams, that great differences exist 

between Aboriginal and Western worldviews, in this particular . 
case, regarding values of "respect" for material culture. 

Thus, to establish and maintain a true partnership between any 

cultural institution and Aboriginal peoples, a mutual 

understanding mustbe developedwith recognition, and respect, 

for alternate values. 



PROACTIVE ABOREGINAL POLICIES: 

The Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives has 

implemented Task Force recommendations in the areas of: 

interpretation and programking; collections; and education and 

training. Each of these areas will now be considered. 

The PCMA has expended great effort in involving 

Aboriginal peoples in interpretation programs and exhibits 

pertaining to their heritage. A notable example is the "Tirne 

of Healing-Time of Change" exhibition (1992), which involved 

collaboration and consultation with the four area band 

councils and other First Nations organizations. The exhibit  

reflected the voice of local Aboriginal communities, 

incorporating their oral traditions and persona1 

interpretations of histotical and contemporary aspects of 

Anishnabe culture. As indicated in both the title and content 

of this exhibit ,  the Peterborough Centennial Museum and 

Archives has an appreciative understanding of contemporary 

Aboriginal culture and the challenges faced by these peoples 

during their journey towards spiritual renewal and cultural 

rebirth." Doherty believes that the PCMA took a positive step 

ahead in including the contemporary issues faced by Aboriginal 

peoples - self-government, hunting and fishing rights, etc. - 
in the "Tirne of Healing-Time of Change" exhibit. These issues 

6 9 ~ ~ M A ' s  Submission to the CMA Survey; Doherty 1996; and Ken 
Doherty, "Tirne of H e a l i n g - T i m e  of Changew: Text and Graphics for 
An Exhibit on Contemporary First Nations in the Peterborough Area, 
1992. ( T h i s  booklet, developed by Doherty, contains a detailed 
overview of the exhibit). 



are not usually addressed in museum contexts due to their 

sensitive and bighly political nature. 7 0 

A positive partnership has also been cultivated between 

the Peterborough Centennial Museum and the Native Friendship 

Centre through the planning and presentation of "Native 

Awareness Week" at the PCMA. This program, which has run for 

two years, also contributes to the establishment of positive 

working partnetships with individuals patticipating in the 

program from local reserve communities. 7 1 

With regard to the interpretation of Aboriginal culture 

in the PCMA galleries, this is relegated to the first 11,000 

years of pre-history.'~oherty recognizes the serious nature 

of this problem and notes that there are future plans to 

"carry the voice of the Aboriginal" throughout the galleries, 

including and contrasting Pirst Nations perspectives with 

local history. In addition, future plans for expansion of the 

PCMA include the addition of classroom space to be shared with 

the Native Friendship Centre, as well as the expansion of the 

galleries to include a separate Aboriginal section. 7 3  Finally, 

the Museum also attempts to incorporate appropriate F i r s t  

" ~ h i s  observation is based on my own viewing of the PCMA 
galleries, and was also noted by Doherty during our interview. It 
is my opinion that the PCMA must address and resolve this issue if 
it is to maintain legitimacy and credibility within Aboriginal and 
museum communities in Canada, 



Nations languages into exhibits whenever possible. 7 4 

This institution can also be commended for its policies 

regarding Aboriginal collections, specifically with regard to 

the issues of access and repatriation, No forma1 policy for 

repatriation has been adopted by the PCMA, and agreements are 

dealt with on a case by case basis. The Museum has invited 

local Aboriginal leaders to  review its collections, advising 

on methods of care and regarding the possible return of sacred 

ob j ects ." 
In addition, the Peterborough Centennial Museum and 

Archives has been noted for the precedent it has set with 

regard to repatriation, returning several sacred ob j ects to 

the Curve Lake First Nation in 1990 - two years before the 
publication of the Task Force recommendations. The Museum has 

also repatriated skeletal remains ta the local Native 

community, returning these to the earth in a cooperative 

ceremony with the Curve Lake First Nation. 7 6 

Finally, in the area of education and training, the 

Museum has been involved in discussion with the Museum 

Management and Curatorship Program at Sir Sandford Fleming 

7S~CMA's Submission to the CMA Survey. 

7630hn Carter, "Museuns and 1 ndigenous Peoples In Canadav, 
pp.213-226 in, Museums and the A~~ro~riation of Culture ed. Susan 
Pearce. (London and Atlantic Highlands N. J. : The Athlone Press, 
l994), 222-224. 

See the above article for a detailed examination of the 
repatriation agreement between the PCMA and Curve Lake First 
Nation. 



College regarding instruction to m e e t  the needs of the 

Aboriginal community, both presently and for the  future. 

Although t h i s  program has not yet been established," Doherty 

believes that th i s  goal will be realized in the future. 

Doherty stressed that the Museum is dedicated to following 

through with their commitment t a  the Aboriginal community in 

the area of training &d empl~yment.'~ 

In s u ,  the Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives 

has been identified as a proactive museum, based on its 

positive policies regarding Aboriginal involvement and because 

of the strong relationship established with local First 

Nations ' groups and organizations. This museum is also of 

importance for this research, as it is located within the same 

community as the Canadian Canoe Museum, and will therefore 

serve as both a modal of a proactive museum and as an example 

of positive partnership with local Aboriginal peoples. 

7 7 This initiative currently remains in the phase of preliminary 
discussion, with no solid commitment being made by either the PCMA 
or Sir Sandford Fleming College. 

78 Doherty, 1996 



CME STüBY #4: THE YOODLAM) CULTüRAL CBNTRE" 

The Woodland Cultural Centre in Brantford, Ontario, is an 

Aboriginally directed institution, owned and operated by the 

S i x  Nations. The resource centre houses a museum, art gallery, 

and a library, and functions to promote an affirmation and 

understanding of Aboriginal cultures - both historic and 

contemporary - to both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

audiences. Aboriginal individuals are employed in al1 areas of 

the Centre. 'O 

PERSPECTIVES ON ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT IN CANADIAN MUSEUMS: 

Commenting on the Task Force on Musewns and First 

Peoples, WCC Museum Director Tom Hill notes that, although 

this has had a positive influence in conveying the message 

that change had to take place within Canadian cultural 

institutions, much remains to be resolved. He notes that: 

..,museums have had a long history in which 
they were the institutions in power - they were 
the ones that said what was to go on exhibit, 
what was to be collected, how it was to be 
exhibited, and how it was to be interpreted. {For 
museums) to give up some of that responsibility to 
a First Nations community - to the community who 

" ~ h e  Woodland Cultural Centre is Aboriginally owned and 
operated, and, as has already been indicated, was selected as a 
case study for this research based on this consideration. The 
f ollowing will therefore diverge from the format followed in the 
previous three investigations: the main focus being an examination 
of objectives, goals, and policies of this Museum in the 
presentation of Aboriginal heritage. 

a O For an overview of the vision, goals, and objectives of the 
Woodland Cultural Centre, see Appendix B. Also included in this 
appendum is an outline of my research at the WCC, including the two 
interviews conducted at this institution. 



they may feel are not educated. ..in museology ... 
- is really a major step forward. It is a major 
change. 8 L 

Six Nations artist David General also believes that the 

relationship between contemporary museums and Aboriginal 

peoples is undergoing significant change - that the "era of 
complaining and protest has ended" , and has been replaced with 
more proactive attempts on the part of Aboriginal individuals 

to become included and represented in mainstream 

institutions .82 It is his opinion that such proactive 

attempts - for example, Aboriginal involvement on governing 
Boards or Ad Hoc committees - will lead to increased 

partnerships between Aboriginal peoples and cultural 

institutions. 8 3 

In addition, General discussed the view, held by many 

Aboriginal people, of the museum as an imposing and 

impersonal, institution. He therefore suggests that museums 

must be viewed as by First Nations as "made up of peoplen, and 

that partnerships should be on a persona1 level, rather than 

institutional, in order ta make Aboriginal individuals feel 

more cornfortable and open to such a relationshipma4 

Furthermore, as previously noted by Alice Williams, General 

"Tom Hill, Personal Interview, 1 August 1996. 

"~avid General, Persona1 Interview, 19 August 1996. 

"A similar view regarding Aboriginal and museum partnerships 
was expressed by both Clifford Crane Bear and Rob First Charger of 
the Glenbow Museum. 



reiterated the point that museums function to preserve and 

maintain cultural heritage: a value which contrasts with 

Aboriginal notions of respect for material artifacts. For 

General, this conservation implies a "dead" or static culture 

wrepresenting Aboriginal peoples as frozen in time. It is his 

belief that museuns need to be more dynamic in their 

representation of Aboriginal cultures.as 

Overall, it is evident that -Canadian museums must take 

steps to build trust with Aboriginal peoples before any truly 

meaningful partnership can be realized between the two groups. 

Significant first steps have been taken, however, the journey 

is far from over. The correct path on which to continue has 

become clear through this research at the Woodland Cultural 

Centre: namely, one which incorporates traditional Aboriginal 

visions and values. 

SUCCESSFUL POLICIES AND PROGRAMS IN PLACE AT 
THE WOODLAND CULTURAL CENTRE: 

The Woodland Cultural Centre involves audiences, both 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal through guided tours, special 

programs, and through their permanent and temporary gallery 

exhibits. Each of these areas will now be considered- 

The WCC is currently working with the Brantford Board of 

Education to revise their school progranmiing. The two groups 

are working closely in "revamping, or, tethinking" the 

O51bid. 
This view was also expressed by Alice Williams. 



outcomes of such programming - a reevaluation of what kind of 
experience each grade should have within the museum context . O 6  

The activities currently designed for school programs are 

"based on traditional themes and seasonal changes and may 

include films, playing traditional games, hands on studio 

workshops, and special interpretation Museum tours" . O 7  

Through such interactive methods, the WCC is able to 

positively educate the public regarding historical and 

contemporary aspects of Aboriginal culture. 

In addition, the WCC offers special programs and 

activities throughout the year, "to highlight galleries and 

special  exhibition^'^." Programs include activities such as: 

gallery talks, live performances, lectures with artists, 

films, and demonstrations." As noted by Hill, it is these 

special events - in particular the annual Snowsnake 

Tournament, Handicraft Bazaar, and Open House - that "bring 
the community Furthemore, Hill pointed out that the 

WCC tries to present these activities as being for the Native 

comunity, or for the whole community, as opposed to a 

"7~oodland Cultural Centre, Museum pamphlet- "Discover the 
Woodland Cultural Centrem. 



"tourist experience, or, cultural tourisml'. " 

With regard to special, temporary, exhibits,' two WCC 

exhibitions deserve special note. The exhibit entitled 

"Skywalkers: A History of Indian Ironworkers" was on display 

at the WCC during 1987, and at the Museum of Indian 

Archaeology in London, Ontario, during 1988. The display 

presented the contribution made by Iroquois men working in 

high steel construction. The WCC found that this exhibit 

"proved to be a real breakthrough for attendance from the 

Indian community", and served as a key for the "discovery that 

the museum is not just a place to display things from the past 

but rather is involved in presenting aspects of their real 

{Aboriginal} w~rld".'>~ Hill believes that one of the factors 

for the exhibit's success was the technique of involving 

Aboriginal ironworkers as docents who would, in effect, become 

part of the display as they related: 

their story, their narrative, of their experience 
of high steel. They could use the exhibit, or, 
they could not ... Although we {WCC} created the 
exhibit, it was them - they took ownership of 
it - it was their story... 9 3 

Thus, as found in the previous three case studies, the 

involvement of Aboriginal individuals in the presentation of 

their own culture, heritage, and world experience has also 

 orma ma Dimiweil, "Review of Skywalkers : A History of Indian 
Ironworkerstl, Muse 1988 6(3):82- 



been a successful technique utilized by the Woodland Cultural 

Centre. Involving Aboriginal individuals in interpretation 

programs, as well as the utilization of the concepts and 

original ideas of Aboriginal communities in exhibit 

storylines, is therefore of utmost importance in creating a 

narrative that is both legitimate and meaningful for the 

cultures it intends to represent ." 
"Fluffs and Feathers: An Exhibit On The Symbols of 

Indiamess" is also of critical importance in educating the 

public regarding the negative stereotypes imposed on 

Aboriginal peoples by Western societies. As explained by 

Hill, the main point of the exhibit was to urge the non- 

Aboriginal audience to question their views of theNIndian": 

Once you take the image of the Indian and you 
start lining it up...a pattern begins to appear. 
You begin to see a history - a hidden history 
begins to emerge. It is getting the audience, 
the public, to look at these things, to rethink 
what these images are really saying, and try to 
understand why they think in that ~ a y . ~ '  

This idea is clearly illustrated at the exhibit's exit, . 
where viewers are asked to look into a mirror - to take a good 
look at themselves and see what, or who, they really are. This 

exercise, in effect, turns the question of discrimination back 

to the viewer and prompts them to ask themselves if they are, 

or have been, guilty of using, or believing in, negative 



stereotypes of other  culture^.^' A very powerful message is 

thus conveyed through this innovative exhibi t ,  however, as 

noted by both Hill and General, a certain danger exists with 

such a display - namely that the stereotypes and negative 
images being presented may be reinforced, rather than 

challenged, in the mind of the viewer." If the audience does 

not read the storyboards, or l a c k s  a clear understanding of 

the intention of the exhibit, they can - and do - miss the 
message completely. 9 8 

Finally, a note on the Museum and Gallery and the message 

conveyed to the audience regarding Aboriginal history, 

heritage, and contemporary life within them. The museum 

galleries have an Algonquian and Iroquoian focus, and present 

the heritage of these. cultures ftom pre-contact, through 

historic, to contemporary times. The Gallery features 

contemporary Aboriginal art, these pieces expressing both 

g6~his evaluation is based on my own viewing and analysis of 
the exhibit, "Fluffs and Feathers". 

''~ill, 1996; and General, 1996. 

"on a persona1 note, 1 viewed gioups of primarily non- 
Aboriginal children (and even adults) touring the exhibit, 
completely missing the intended message. They saw only the 
stereotypes they recognized, ptesented for them as 'vrealityll in the 
context of a museunt exhibit in a Native cultural centre. Comments 
such as, Vhis is what the real Indians are like" - a remark by a 
parent to a group of small children - demonstrated to me that 
guidance through the display, by Native docents, is much needed. If 
the audience does not bother to read the text - as often happens - 
and merely absorbs the visual images - easily recognizable Western 
stereotypes of the "imaginary Indian" - the point and message of 
the exhibit will be missed, and stereotypes will not only persist, 
but be strongly reinforced. 
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historical aspects as well as contemporary problems and 

sentiments of First Nations artists. 

The most striking difference between the interpretation 

of Aboriginal cultures within the WCCf s galleries and those of 

the three previously examined museums, is that the WCC's 

narrative is of a personal, or, first person perspective. In 

addition, of the four museums researched, the Woodland 

Cultural Centre interprets Aboriginal history in the most 

positive and affirmative manner. Examples of this, included in 

9 9 the museum narrative, are: 

-In the pre-contact section, the division of labour and 
the importance of the voice of women in traditional 
Native societies is sowidly noted. 

-In the section pertaining ta "Contact With 
Missionaries", it is noted that the Algonquian and 
Iroquoian nations did not fear, nor feel inferior to 
the European newcomers (as is often depicted in Western 
history books and some museum displays). It is 
clearly illustrated that Aboriginal peoples ensured the 
survival of French explorers and offered a new 
worldview to Europeans. 

-Zn the section "Two Worlds Collideqt, dealing with the 
fur trade, it is noted that the exchange and acceptance 
of ideas, technology, and material goods was a gradua1 
process. It is demonstrated that Native peoples became 
knowledgeable about the different types and qualities 
of European trade goods, and were therefore not "taken 
advantage of", as is often portrayed or implied in many 
Western accounts of history. 

-In a section dealing with Wampum - "GUS-WEN-TAHtt - it 
is demonstrated that, upon arriva1 in the "New World", 
Europeans found independent Nations with fully 
developed governments, laws, and council procedures 

9 9 ~ t  must be noted that he following examples, taken directly 
from the storyline presented throughout the WCC's museum galleries, 
are, of course, subject to my own persona1 interpretation. 



based on consensus. Again, this interpretation 
contradicts most traditional Western history accounts 
which, until recently, have primarily portrayed the 
"savages" of the "New World" as living in a state of 
anarchy . 
-Finally, in the section dealing with "Acculturationt', 
it is noted that missionaries were encouraged to pursue 
an "intense and aggressive" acculturation policy: 
"Cultural borrowing gave way to an uneven relationship 
between the First Nations and colonial government as 
the government adopted a paternalistic attitude with 
the passing of the first Indian Act in 1868. Algonquian 
and Iroquoian nations alike began to move from 
independence towards economic dependence". 

In siunmary, these examples, taken from storyboard text  within 

the WCCfs museum galleries, illustrate Aboriginal history from 

an Aboriginal perspective - a candid view which is far from 

common in museum exhibits depicting Native history . 

CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter has presented four case studies of museums 

identified as proactive in their attempts to involve 

Aboriginal peoples in the interpretation of their own cultural 

heritage, and to ensure representation of First Nations 

individuals at al1 levels of museum operation. From this 

examination several key methods to initiate and maintain the 

involvement of Aboriginal groups and individuals in Canadian 

cultural institutions have become apparent. The identification 

and overview of these methods is the subject of the following 

chapter. Perhaps the greatest truth gleaned from this 

investigation is the simple fact that the involvement of both 

Aboriginal peoples themselves, as well as the utilization of 



their traditional concepts and values, within a museum context 

is of benefit for all: Canadian cultural institution's, museum 

staff, the general public, and, Canada's First Nations. 



I D K N T I F I ~ I O N O F  PROACTIVE PûLXCIR8 AND INITIATIVKQ 

I N  MUSRüMS AND DKVBLOPMENT OF A mDEL FOR 
f NAL INVOLVEMENT WI-IN CQ3 

This chapter focuses on the analysis of data collected at 

the four museums selected for study, and the identification of 

proactive policies for Aboriginal involvement in place at 

these institutions. Based on these identified proactive 

policies, a model for Aboriginal involvement within the 

Canadian Canoe Museum has been developed. Again, for the 

purposes of this research, proactive policies of Aboriginal 

involvement are those initiatives which are utilized by 

museums to actively involve Aboriginal peoples at al1 levels 

of institutional operation, subsequently creating a working 

partnership between the museum and Aboriginal communities. 1 

The policies included f al1 under several general areas, . 
including: governance; employment and training; interpretation 

and public programming; and, access and collections. As the 

overall purpose of this investigation involves the development 

of a model for Aboriginal involvement for the Canadian Canoe 

Museum (CCM), several determinants were considered in 

assessing the transferability of the policies identified in 

ar or a more detailed examination of the connotations of the 
term proactive, as utilized in this research, see Chapter One, 
"Introduction and Research Methodology". 



the four museums studied to the specific situation of the 

cCM.' Policies have been judged suitable for application to 

the Canadian Canoe Museum if they were: utilized and found to 

be successful by more than one institution; and, considered to 

be positive initiatives by both Aboriginal and rnuseum 

representatives, as indicated through persona1 interviews at 

each institution. Recommendations made by museum staff at the 

four institutions studied, specifically pertaining to the 

development of a mode1 for Aboriginal involvement within the 

CCM, have also been important in identifying and defining the 

proactive policies outlined in this first section. In 

addition, those methods and strategies utilized by the 

Peterborough Cente~ial Museum and Archives have acted as 

examples of successful initiatives which have been realized 

between a local cultural institution and Aboriginal peoples. 

P R O A Ç V  OF Am-L I w v Q L v m m Z  

GOVERNANCE : 

Involvement with the governing body of a cultural 

institution is recognized as a crucial factor in the 

representation of Aboriginal concerns. As noted by Doug 

Leonard, former director of Curatorial Services at the 

Manitoba Museum, "a Board should reflect, to a degree, the 

 gain, for a more detailed examination of this process see 
Chapter One. 



community that it Accordingly, any institution's 

governing body must make an effort to represent that 

community, including its multiple perspectives and voices.' 

The museum directors interviewed identified the importance of 

such involvement and representation, either through the 

inclusion of Aboriginal individuals on the Board, or, the 

recognition of this as a priority and future goal.5 

Furthermore, interviews conducted with the museum 

directors at each institution illustrated that this 

involvement is considered of mutual benefit, by both the 

6 museums and Aboriginal individuals. Ken Doherty, director of 

the Peterborough Museum and Archives (PCMA), expresses such an 

opinion, and views the future goal of Aboriginal 

representation on the PCMA governing body - the City of 

Peterborough's Culture and Heritage Board - as "an opportunity 
for the mutual sharing of culture and heritage" .' 

Thus, the first initiative identified as proactive is 

'Doug Leonard, Persona1 Interview, 11 June 1996. 

%ee Table Four. Identif ied Proactive Policies In Place At 
Four Selected Canadian Museums". 

6 ~ o r e  specif ically, Dr. Robert Janes (Gledow Museum), Doug 
Leonard (Manitoba Museum), and Ken Doherty (PCMA) indicated the 
importance and benefits of Aboriginal involvement on the Board. 

'Ken Doherty, Persona1 Interview, 16 July 1996. 



TABLE #4: IDBNTIFIBD PEKMCTIVB POLICIES IN PLACE 
AT FOUR SELECTBD CANADIAN MUSBUMS 

GOVERNANCE 
(Involvement on 
Board of 
Governors ) 

gMPLwmNT & 
TRAINING 
(Of Aboriginal 
individula) 

II INTERPRETATION 
& PUBLIC 
PROGRAMMING 

*Currontly no 
Aboriginal 
iarolromont, 
though 
idantifimd am a 
futur. priority 

*U.. of II4 
languagoa 
*Inclu8ion of IR 
coneopt8 and 
contsmporary 
laauii within 
PCRHIIIIT 
oxhibita 
*cooiu1 tation 
rith II 
rogarding 
orhibit 
dawolopiont 
*Collaboratira 
axhiblti witb PU 
*II intorpratmra 
inrolrod in 
ipacial program 

*Full diiclomura 
of inforaatloa 
partaining to II 
colloctloni 
*Ropitri8tioa 
initiatir.. 
*Sacrad loana 
program 
*spocial car. of 
aacrod obiocti 
and rogulatid 
accaom to thoao- 
in conmultition 
with II4 adriiori 

*IN Policy in 
plrca 
*tI lormrl 
Adviiory Council 
in plrci 
*cultural 
aenaitirity 
training for 

MANITOBA 
*In tha pamt 5 a 
curront priority 

Wontract 
poaitionm for II 
indiridual8 
*Aboriginal 
Iatmrnohipi 

*Umm of Il 
languigo8 
*Inclu8ion of ?I 
concepts and 
contomporary 
iaauma ritbin 
PE.IUIlR? 
axhibi t. 
*Conou1 tati on 
ritb PI 
rogardiag 
axhibit 
am~olopmant 
*Col laborativo 
oahibiti rith II 
*FU i ntarprotara 
inrol~od in 
ipaci8l progriii 

*Full di8cloauro 
of information 
portaining to II 
collaction. 
*1ncr....d 
rcciii by II to 
colliction8 a 
priori ty 
*Rapitrhtioa 
initiatirim 
*Sacrad loina 
prograi 
*Spocial car. of 
macrad obj octm 
and rmgulatod 
acca88 to thomo- 
in coniultation 
rith II 
adriaoro. 

*II Adrioory 
Council of 
tldori in placa 
*Croaa-cultural 
awaranaai 
training for 
non-R.ti.0 atatf 

* W C  Staff 
comprima4 of 
Aboriginal 
lndiriduala-at 
a t t  1.r.l. of 
~UIOU. oporation 

*a88 Of ?a 
1 anguag.. 
*Inclumian of II 
concapta and 
eoatameorar~ 
l.iu08 rithin 
CERNAl~IT 
e8hibl ta 
* X  arolromont of 
local II 
couunitiii in 
erhibiti/proqrara 
*II intarprotira 
or doesnti 
inrolrod in 
ipocial mxhibiti 

*8Oii U.0 Of ?I 
1 aaguagai 
*Collaboration 
an4 inrolrirint 
of 1 0 ~ 8 1  II in 
mpaclal oxhibita 
and progrum 
+Inclualon of ?Si 
concapta and 
contomporary 
ii.U.8 in 
apocial irhibita 

*Full dimcloruro 
of information 
partaining to CI 
coll.ctiona 
*Rapatriation 
initiativoa 
*Spicial car.a of 
iacrad ab j mcti- 
in con8ultation 
rith FU rdviiori 



Aboriginal involvement on the institutional governing body. As 

previously mentioned, this has been implemented by the 

Woodland Cultural Centre as well as the Manitoba Museum, and 

is recognized as a priority, or future goal, for the Glenbow 

Museum and the Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives. 

The potential for the adaptation of such a policy to the 

Canadian Canoe Museum is excellent - the CCM having an 
existing and active ~oard.' Furthermore, as of February 1997, 

the Canadian Canoe Museum had in fact implemented this policy, 

involving an Aboriginal individual on its Board of ~irectors . 
This initiative can certainly be considered a first step 

in the direction of establishing a positive partnership with 

local Aboriginal peoples and communities. However, the 

Canadian Canoe Museum, in particular the Board of Directors, 

has yet to aggressively act on this initiative. This is an 

opportunity to found a mutual partnership with Aboriginal 

peoples, and not to fa11 into the trap of mere tokenism. At 

the level of governance, the CCM must not only initiate 

'A new Board of Trustees in Peterborough was formed in 1988. 
It should be noted that the CCM Board is currently involved in re- 
structuring. 

'~avid Newhouse, an Onondaga from Six  Nations, Ontario, and 
Professor and Chair of Trent University's Native Studies 
Department, accepted a position on the Canadian Canoe Museum's 
Board of Directors in February, 1997. It should also be noted that 
f rom 1990-1993. Michael Whetung, of Whetung O j  ibwa Craf ts (Curve 
Lake), was actively involved with the Board. In addition, Whetung 
and Chief Gary Potts (Teme-Augama Anishnabe) are both involved with 
the currently inactive CCM Advisory Council. 



Aboriginal involvement on the Board of Directors, but ensure 

that this participation is, firstly, of an active and 

consistent nature, and secondl y, welcomed and encouraged by 

the remaining Board members. It is not enough to have a Board 

position filled by a "token" Aboriginal representative. The 

ideas, concepts and concerns of that Board member must be 

accepted, respected, and viewed as vital contributions to the 

development and management of the Canoe Museum. 

EMPLOY'MKNT & TRAINING 

Employment and training is identified as a critical area 

for the implementation of Aboriginal involvement initiatives. 

As the Woodland Cultural Centre is Aboriginally owned and 

operated, Aboriginal individuals are employed at al1 levels of 

institutional operation - throughout the museum, gift shop, 
library and resource centre. The Glenbow Museumf s First 

Nations Policy also addresses the hiring of Aboriginal 

individuals at al1 levels of museum operation, and currently 

employs Aboriginal interns and a First Nations Liaison. The 

Manitoba Museum also provides training and employment 

opportunities, primarily through its ethnological and 

archaeological Aboriginal internship programs, but also 

through contract positions for Aboriginal tesearchers and 

interpreters. 

The mutualbenefits ofAborigina1 training and employment 
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initiatives were illustrated through persona1 interviews with 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal staff at each site visited. 'O 

As previously mentioned in Chapter Three, the employment and 

training of Aboriginal individuals within the museum field 

further acts to create linkages to Aboriginal communities, 

subsequently raising an awareness regarding First Nations 

collections housed in museums and fostering an understanding 

of the possibilities for partnerships between the two 

communities. Furthermore, it was noted that the presence of 

Aboriginal staff within the Glenbow Museum and the Manitoba 

Museum has worked to increase the visitation of Aboriginal 

peoples into these institutions, as Aboriginal peoples tend to 

be more comfortable when they can see and work with their 

counterpatts. 

As noted by Dr. Gerald Conaty, Senior Ethnologist at the 

Glenbow Museum, an additional key concern of such 

institutional training initiatives is that Aboriginal peoples 

be employed at al1 levels of museuni operation: 

Because we are recognizing'that we have to 
diversify the entire museum, it is not enough 
to Say that ethnology is going to be open to 
Native people ... and that will change the museum. 
If you want First Nations, or any minority or 
culturally diverse people, to feel comfortable 
in the muse-, they have to see their counterparts 

'O~or an examination of these benefits, as noted by those 
individuals interviewed for this research, see Chapter Three. 



everywhere ... I l  

On a similar note, Syms suggested that it is crucial to have 

more than one Aboriginal employee within an institution, in 

order to avoid the unfair and uncornfortable situation of that 

individual becoming the institution's "token Aboriginal 

voicen, and being expected to speak for al1 Aboriginal 

issues. 12 

The employment of Aboriginal individuals within the 

museum field continues to be met with scepticism by -y 

Aboriginal peoples who still view museums as areas of 

oppressive Western paternalistic values. At the Manitoba 

Museum, Syms relates that: 

A couple of our {Aboriginal} volunteers and 
interns have found themselves between two worlds - on one hand they are trying to develop a 
profession in the field of museology, and some 
relatives or friends are considering them a 
turncoat...It will be years before there are 
enough people in the Aboriginal community that it 
is generally accepted that it is acceptable to be 
involved in and training for a new kind of career. 
But there is that initial distrust - we are 
dealing with generations ...I think that any 
institution needs to be aware of that, and allow 
people to be staff, and not Native staff." 

It is theref ore of critical importance that non-Aboriginal 

museum staff , volunteers and Board members be made aware of 

"~erald Conaty, Persona1 Interview, 3 June 1996. 

"~eigh Syms, Persona1 Interview, 11 June, 1996. 

131bid. 



such sensitive issues in an effort to support their fellow 

colleagues and strengthen this partnership. 

Taking these points into consideration, it is evident 

that the employment and training of Aboriginal individuals, in 

al1 areas of institutional operation, functions to build 

partnerships between museums and Aboriginal peoples. However, 

the difficulties which may be encountered in such a 

relationship - including the imbalanced nature of such 

partnerships, avoidance of individuals being made into Vokenw 

Aboriginal staff, and the persona1 struggle faced by many 

Aboriginal individuals attempting to establish a career in a 

generally unacceptable, or mistrusted, profession - must be 
recognized and remedied by the institution and its staff if 

employment and training initiatives are to reach their full 

potential, 

The second initiative identif ied as proactive is 

therefore employment and training opportunities for Aboriginal 

individuals at al1 levels of museum operation. This initiative 

is one that can be easily transferred and adapted to the 

specific situation of the Canadian Canoe Museum - but only if 
a true commitment to the development of such a partnership 

exists on behalf of the institution, specifically in the area 

of funding. As Canadian cultural institutions rely heavily on 

government funding for employment and training initiatives, 

employment and training programs are seriously jeopardized in 
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current federal and provincial fiscal cutbacks. Canadian 

museums must minimize their reliance on this "softW money, for 

example funding from the Museums Assistance Program, and 

commit "hard" resources from the institution's own budget. If 

the Canadian Canoe Museum is to realize the benefits of 

Aboriginal employment and training programs it must establish 

such initiatives as one of its top priorities 

- making a commitment in principle, in practice and in 

dollars. Although limited funding is available f rom the 

Museuins Assistance Program specif ically for Aboriginal 

employment initiatives, the CCM must dedicate energy to 

locating funds to develop programs. 

Furthermore, it is important that partnerships be 

cultivated with institutions and organizations which can 

assist with such programs, providing services, revenue, or 

co~ections to the Aboriginal community. For example, as 

indicated by Doherty, the Peterborough Centennial Museum has 

realizes the benefit of a link with Sir Sandford Fleming 

Collegels Museum Curatorship Program. Discussion has occurred 

between the two institutions regarding the development of a 

program which would specifically deal with the curation of 

Aboriginal cultural materials and training of Aboriginal 

individuals in the museum field." Although such a progr- has 



not been developed at this point, this type of initiative 

would be mutually benef icial to al1 parties involved. A strong 

potential exists for a partnership between Sir Sandford 

Fleming College, the PCMA, and the CCM to develop such a 

program, merging both financial and human resources. In 

addition, a link cultivated withthe Native Studies Department 

at Trent University would also be of benefit to the CCM, 

providing a source of academic and traditional Aboriginal 

knowledge, connections to Aboriginal students and communities, 

and possibly f inancial assistance for such training and 

employment programs. 

In sum, Aboriginal involvement through training and 

employment opportunities is a critical area in which the CCM 

can establish, develop, and maintain a working partnership 

with Aboriginal peoples. Examples of such initiatives from the 

four museums selected for this research can be easily adapted 

ta, and adopted by, the CCM. However, the first hurdle in the 

process of implementation of such initiatives will prove ta be 

most diff icult for the CCM - namely a solid and consistent 
cornmitment to such an endeavour, in principle, in practice and 

in dollars. 

INTERPRETATION & PUBLIC PRW-ING 

In the years since Glenbow's "The Spirit Singsw 

exhibition, contemporary Canadian museums have grown to 
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realize that maintaining their legitimacy translates into 

active consultation with and involvement of the peoples they 

attempt to represent." A l 1  museums selected for this research 

actively involve Aboriginal peoples in the interpretation and 

presentation of their own cultural heritage through: 

consultation, with Ad Hoc groups or Formal Advisory Councils; 

collaborative exhibits and programs; guest curatorships; and 

public education programs utilizing Aboriginal interpreters or 

docents." Interviews conducted at each site with museum 

staff, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, as well as with 

members of local Aboriginal communities, indicated that 

Aboriginal involvement in the area of interpretation is 

regarded in a positive' light: a mutually benef icial process 

where both parties can share resources and gain new 

information and experience . 17 
As one third of the Canadian Canoe Museum1 s collection is 

comprised of Aboriginal watercraft, and considering the fact 

that the canoe is an indigenous creation, it is evident that 

lSSee Chapter Three for a more detailed examination of this 
issue . 

16~efer to Table Four for a brief siimmiiry of the processes and 
policies of Aboriginal involvement in the area of interpretation 
and public programming in place at each cultural institution, or, 
see Chapter Five for a more detailed examination of these. 

 gain, see Chapter Five for a more detailed examination of 
the benefits achieved through increased Aboriginal involvement in 
museum interpretation. 



there exists a very real obligation on behalf of the 

institution to involve Aboriginal peoples in the processes of 

interpretation, exhibit development, and program development. 

Furthermore, the CCM will certainly benef it from the 

involvement of Aboriginal peoples in the processes of 

interpretation, care, and storage of collections - gaining 

important knowledge and insight into the function and 

significance of the came within Aboriginal worldviews. 

Alternate perspectives and interpretations will inevitably 

provide new insights into the interpretation of watercraft 

within the CCM. For example, as noted in an article authored 

by Dr. ~obert Janas and Dr. Gerald Conaty of the Glenbow 

Museum, the Makah Cultural Centre in Ozette, Washington, has 

implemented Makah categories in the interpretation and 

presentation and storage of cultural abjects. In this manner 

of categorization, canoes are grouped with containers and not 

with the usual Western museum classification of 

transportation. Thus , as succinctly stateà by Janes and 

Conaty, "alternative, non-Western systems of classification do 

provide insights into 

The third policy 

the diverse nature of culture". 10 

identified as proactive is therefore 

"~obert R. Janes and Gerald T. Conaty, Tontact Continues : 
Museums, First Nations and Their Changing Relationshipsn . A n  
unpublished paper presented at the Plenary Session of the 25th 
Annual Chacmool Archaeological Conference, the University of 
Calgary, November 12-15, 1992, 16. 



control by Aboriginal peoples over indigenous collections, or 

at the very least, the active involvement of Aboriginal 

peoples in the interpretation and presentation of their own 

cultural heritage. Applied to the specific situation of the 

CCM, consultation by the institution with Aboriginal 

individuals and communities could certainly be facilitated by 

the cultivation of partnerships with local Aboriginal 

institutions and organizations. A s  mentioned, the Native 

Studies Department at Trent University would be one important 

resource in directing the Canadian Canoe Museum to individual 

contacts who may have knowledge, expertise, or an interest in 

the atea of indigenous watercraft, In addition, the 

Peterborough Native Friendship Centre and local area Band 

Councils could also be of assistance in the process of 

consultation. The Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives 

bas collaborated with these groups in the past for various 

special programs and exhibits, and subsequently, would also be 

a useful resource for the Canadian Canoe Museum in providing 

links to Aboriginal individuals and communities for 

consultation during the process of exhibit development and 

interpretation. 19 

With regard to specific recommendations for the CCM in 

19~he CCM will naturally start building links with Aboriginal 
groups and individuals at a local level, but must, due to the range 
of its collection, expand its scope to include representatives on 
a national and international scale. 



the area of interpretation and public programming, the museum 

should follow in the steps of the four museums selected for 

this research, developing initiatives and utilizing techniques 

including: the development of a separate, permanent First 

Nations Gallery - presented form an Aboriginal perspective 

and incorporating the vatious Aboriginal languages 8 concepts, 

and contemporary issues of the indigenous peoples represented 

in the CCM's collecti~n;~~ the establishment of a formal First 

Nations Advisory Council to advise on al1 aspects of 

Aboriginal culture interpreted and presented within the CCM; 

a permanent Aboriginal 

First Nations Gallery; 

exhibits or programs 

curator to manage the operation of the 

the inclusion of special collaborative 

involving Aboriginal individuals as 

curators, interpreters, docents, canoe builders, or artists in 

residence; and, the development of workshops and travelling 

exhibits2l pertaining to Aboriginal culture, designed to reach 

out to and involve both local and remote Aboriginal 

'O~he development of a 
giving Aboriginal peoples a 
the Canadian Canoe Museum- 
Gallery must be driven by 

First Nations Gallery is critical in 
sense of ownership in the context of 
The development of the First Nations 
Aboriginal peoples - with Aboriginal 

researchers, curators, interpreters, etc., - in order for a sense of 
ownership to be realized. Furthermore, Aboriginal peoples must be 
involved in and consulted about the development of other exhibits 
and galleries in order for a true working partnership to be 
realized between Aboriginal peoples and the Canadian Canoe Museum. 

"such workshops and travelling exhibits will be key in 
developing linkages between the CCM and the national Aboriginal 
population- 



comrnunities. 

Furthermore, although it is vital that Aboriginal peoples 

have control over the presentation of their own culture within 

, the CCM, it is equally 

consulted about al1 

operation. To permit 

important that they are involved in and 

other aspects of exhibit A d  museum 
control by Aboriginal peoples over a 

single aspect of the Museum - the presentation of the canoe in 

Aboriginal cultures - is exclusionary and does not promote an 
equal working partnership. To achieve a true working 

relationship, Aboriginal peoples must become equally involved 

in al1 aspects of Museum operation and assume leadership roles 

within the institution. 

Again, positive initiatives in the area of interpretation 

and programming can be easily adapted to the Canadian Canoe 

Museum. As evidenced from the success of the Peterborough 

Centennial Museum's collaborative ventures with local 

Aboriginal ~onmunities,~' a mutually beneficial relationship 

between local museums and Aboriginal peoples can be realized - 
if there exists a true commitment on behalf of the cultural 

institution to involve First Nations peoples as equal partners 

in the presentation of their cultural heritage. The Canadian 

Canoe Museum is capable of establishing this type of 

 or example, First Nations Awareness Week, the "Tirne of 
Healing Time of Change" exhibit, and the repatriation agreement 
with Curve Lake First Nation. 



relationship with Aboriginal peoples, and possibly, in time, 

exceeding the scope and extent of the partnership cultivated 

by the PCMA with local Aboriginal groups. However, such a 

partnership between the CCM and Aboriginal peoples can only be 

built on a solid foundation of respect, dedication, energy, 

and cornmitment on behalf of the institutiont s Board and staff . 

ACCESS 6 COLLECTION8 

The final area to be considered is that of control over 

access to and care of Aboriginal collections held by the 

Canadian Canoe Museum. As previously examined in Chapter 

Three, collections of material artifacts are the main focus of 

clashes between museum and Aboriginal communities. Although 

many Aboriginal peoples appreciate the fact that museums have 

preserved their cultural heritage, they are increasingly 

insisting on their inherent right to access these objects and 

the information associated with them. vAccess" then, entails 

the right of Aboriginal peoples to study and learn from 

physical artifacts, research and information pertaining to 

those objects, and traditional knowledge recorded in archiva1 

collections. However, often more than mere accessibility to 

collections is desired by Aboriginal groups who want to regain 

ownership of their cultural objectd3 

"Sec Chapter Three for a more detailed examination of these 
points. 



The Glenbow Museum, the Manitoba Museum, and the 

Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives have been 

exemplary in their efforts to improve access for Aboriginal 

peoples to F i r s t  Nations collections and information 

pertaining to them. In addition, al1 three institutions have 

consulted with Aboriginal peoples regatding the care and 

return of sacred materials . '* Furtherwre, the involvement 

of Aboriginal peoples in the management and maintenance of 

their cultural objects is another initiative which was 

identified during the interview process as a mutually 

beneficial process. The co-management of Aboriginal 

collections is a mutually beneficial enterprise - with 

Aboriginal peoples gaining access to objects and information 

which is desperately needed by their communities, and museums 

gaining new and valuable insight into the nature and 

significance of objects housed within their collections. 

A fourth initiative identified as proactive is therefore 

the control of collections pertaining to their heritage by 

Aboriginal peoples, including management of the care and 

repatriation of sacred ob jects. Concerns in the area of access 

and collections are indeed sensitive issues - involving 

" ~ e e  Table Four for a summary of these initiatives, or refer 
to Chapter Five for a more detailed examination. It should be noted 
that the Woodland Cultural Centre, being Aboriginally owned and 
operated, also employs such proactive initiatives in the area of 
access and collections as a matter of principle. 



ethical questions of ownership and the means by which 

indigenous artifacts have been acquired. However, these issues 

need to be directly confronted by any cultural institution 

housing Aboriginal material culture. I therefore strongly 

support Doherty in his assertion that the CCM must not be 

afraid of the possibility of repatriation by Aboriginal 

groups. Avoidance of the issue will only intensify the 

problem, while the development of proactive initiatives would 

perhaps earn the CCM a degree 

Aboriginal peoples . " 
In his article "Personal, 

Perspectives On Museums and First 

Robert Janes further expands 

of trust and respect from 

Academic and Institutional 

Nationsn, Glenbow's Director 

on the sensitive area of 

repatriation from an institutional point of view: 

The most common defense against any relaxation 
in the control of our collections is the 
Tamells Nose' argument or the 'Thin Edge of 
the Wedgef. Recall Aesop's tale of the Camelfs 
Nose. Once you compassionately let the came1 
stick bis nose inside the tent, how can you 
refuse him further entrance? The inference for 
museum directors is that, having loaned or 
teturned objecta to First Nations, there would 
soon be a run on the collections and we would 
eventually lose everything to a variety of 
special interest groups. 26 

It is therefore not diff icult to cornprehend the inevitable 

26~obert R . Janes, Personal, Academic and 1 nstitutional 
Perspectives On Museums and First Nations", The Canadian Journal of 
Native Studies 1994 14(1):147-156, 152. 



apptehensive attitude of the Canadian Canoe Museum's Board of 

Directors regarding issues of access to collections and 

repatriation by Aboriginal peoples . However, f ear that the 
return of one canoe may be the "thin edge of the wedgeIw for 

the repatriation of the institutionts entire indigenous 

collection is entirely unwarranted. Janes further argues 

that  : 

This argument should be rejected, for the 
abuse of a thing does not bar its use 
(Hardin, 1985:63). In addition, those who 
use this argument act as though they think 
human beings are practically devoid of 
practical judgement. We must be willing to 
take some risks and draw some arbitrary lines 
in this uncharted territory of museums and 
First Nations. 1 think this is what the 
Report of the Assembly of First Nations/ 
Canadian Museum8 Association Task Force has 
asked us to do." 

The Glenbow Museum, Manitoba Museum, and the Peterborough 

Centennial Museum and ~rchives" act as exemplary models, 

having selected ta face issues pertaining to access, 

collections, and repatriation head-on, understanding the 

importance of and need for sacred objecta within Aboriginal 

communities, and ranking this as more important than 

institutional possession. It is my belief that the museu.cn as 

'ltemplew mindset links the importance of an institution 

'@1t must be noted that Aboriginal material artifacts comprise 
a very limited part of the collections of the Peterborough 
Centennial Museum and Archives. 



directly with its collections, and subsequently, the control 

it exerts over these "possessions" becomes central to 

institutional identity. Contemporary museums of the post- 

modern era must however leave behind this hegemonic notion: a 

move towards the muse- as a more democratic "forum" requires 

an emphasis on wrelationships" rather than on "ob jects" . 
Through increased control over and CO-management of 

collections, disclosure of information pertaining to 

collections, sacred loan agreements and repatriation 

initiatives, institutions can move towards establishing 

meaningful relationships with Aboriginal communities, as well 

as positively contributing to the self -determination of 

Aboriginal peoples. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum could begin proactive 

initiatives in the area of access and collections by following 

the example of the Glenbow Museum, the Manitoba Museum, and 

its local counterpart, the Peterborough Centennial Museum and 

Archives. In Chapter Five, the PCMA is commended for its 

policies regarding Aboriginal collections, specifically with 

regard to the issues of access and repatriation. Although no 

forma1 policy has been adopted by the PCMA, with initiatives 

and agreements being developed on a case by case basis to 

allow for maximum flexibility on behalf of both parties, the 

institution has invited 1ocalAboriginal leaders to review its 

collections, advising on methods of care and regarding the 
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possible return of sacred materials. From this invitation to 

review existing collections, the PCMA has since returned 

skeletal remains and repatriated several sacred objects to the 

Curve Lake First Nation. 

By disclosing the nature and scope of indigenous 

artifacts housed in their collection to Aboriginal 

communities, the Canadian Canoe Museum can take a positive 

first step. This disclosure may or may not prompt attempts at 

repatriation by Aboriginal individuals or groups - the 

important point is that the CCM will have initiated sudi 

discourse in an open and ethical manner. The contents of the 

Canadian Canoe Museum1 s collection will inevitably be made 

public in the future: as the institution becomes fully open 

and operating, permanent exhibits will be developed to present 

to the Canadian public. This being stated, it is evident that 

now is the time to confront issues of repatriation and 

ownership while the institution is still in the early 

processes of development. 

In addition, the concept of l'sacred materials" within a 

museum setting - their ownership, care, and display - presents 
an especially interesting dilemma for the Canadian Canoe 

Museum in that the canoe is considered a sacred ob ject in many 

Aboriginal cultures. Furthermore, the concept of 're- 

sacralizationl of Aboriginal material artifacts involves a 

renewed importance placed on traditional objects as many 
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contemporary Aboriginal peoples and societies are in a state 

of cultural revitalization. Using the example of the canoe, 

Peggy Ahvakana (Suquamish) notes that: 

There is a resurgence of the canoe culture for 
al1 of the tribes on the Northwest Coast. The 
canoe is a tool to relearn your o m  culture, for 
focusing cultural traditions, because it is like 
a physical embodiment of age-old cultural 
teachers . 

Taking these points into consideration, it is evident that 

Aboriginal peoples must be actively consulted, involved, and 

permitted control over matters regarding the appropriate care 

and display of watercraft within the CCM. In order to ensure 

that the Aboriginal component of the Canadian Canoe Museum's 

collection is presentedaccurately, in an affirmative manner, 

and to its fullest dimension, the Canadian Canoe Museum must 

initiate a discourse with Aboriginal peoples now - in the 
early phases of institutional development . As the CCM ' s 

collection reflects Aboriginal cultures on both a national and 

international scale, networking with other museums which house 

Aboriginal watercraft in their collections may also be 

necessary to locate Aboriginal contacts for consultation on 

various regions or nations. 

In sum, the point must be reiterated that these proposed 

29~avid Neel, The Great Canoes - Revivincr a Northwest Coast 
Tradition. (Vancouver 6 Toronto: University of Washington Press, 
1990), 59. 



policies in the area of access and collections can be easily 

transferred to the specific situation of the Canadian Canoe 

Museum - but only if there exists a true commitment on behalf 

of the institution to become involved in such processes. These 

initiatives may in fact be the most difficult for the 

institution's Board and staff to commit to, as they envelop 

the sensitive realm of ownership and maintenance of 

collections. It is indeed realized that proactive initiatives 

of increased access and involvement of Aboriginal peoples in 

the area of collections may be perceived initially to conflict 

with the ambitions and objectives of the Canadian Canoe 

Museum. However, the obligation of the CCM to the First 

Nations of Canada will forever remain a reality. It is 

imperative that discourse between the two groups be initiated 

and maintained, allowing for growth, flexibility, acceptance, 

and understanding. 

In siimmary, this first section has identified proactive 

policies in place at and utilized by the four museilms selected 

for study which are considered suitable for the development of 

a mode1 concerning Aboriginal involvement in the Canadian 

Canoe Museum. Policies are included under several general 

areas, including: governance; employment and training; 

interpretation and public programming; and, access and 

collections. Two additional proactive policies, not included 

under these areas, have been further identified as critical 
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for a mode1 of Aboriginal involvement in the CCM." The first 

policy is in the area of interpretation and public 

programming, but must be clearly articulated and stressed as 

becoming a main priority of the CCM in facilitating Aboriginal 

involvement within the institution. 

TABLE #S: 
PROACTIVE POLICIBS OF ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT 

TO BE IMPLEHENTED BY THE CCM 

1) ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

2) DEVELOPMENT OF ABORIGINAL EMPLOYMENT & TRAINING 
INITIATIVES 

3) ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT AND LEADERSHIP IN 
INTERPRETATION AND PUBLIC PROGRAMMING 

4) INCREASED ACCESS TO COLLECTIONS BY ABORIGINAL 
PEOPLES (Including control over the care and return of 

sacred objects ,  and the development of a policy for 
repatriation) 

5) ACTIVE ESTABLISHMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF 
INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERSHIPS WITH ABORIGINAL 
ORGANI ZATIONS 

6) CULTURAL SENSITIVITY TRAINING FOR CCM BOARD 
MEMBERS AND STAFF 

The active establishment of links with Aboriginal 

individuals must occur - bath on a persona1 and institutional 
level - if the Canadian Canoe Museum is to develop a working 
partnership with First Nations. Such links have been 

identified by the four rnuseums studied as critical in the 

'O~dentified proactive policies to be implemented by the 
Canadian Canoe Museum have been siynmarized in Table Five. 



process of Aboriginal involvement in a l1  areas of museum 

operation. Furthermore, it is imperative that the CCM realizes 

the degree of cornmitment that is required in such a process. 

This is not a one time token act, nor a process that occurs at 

a single phase of yuseum development. Establishing and 

maintaining a working partnership with Aboriginal individuals, 

groups, and organizations will take time, effort, and much 

compromise on behalf of both the CCM and the Aboriginal 

peoples involved. 

The final, and indisputably most critical, policy which 

must be ixnplemented by the Canadian Canoe Museum, if the 

institution is to succeed in developing a positive working 

relationship with First Nations, strikes at the very root of 

issues surrounding Aboriginal involvement in Western museums - 
the identification and eradication of negative attitudes and 

stereotypes projected on Aboriginal peoples by dominant 

society . Of ten unconscious or unintentional, these negative 
perceptions - held by Board members, museum staff, or, 

volunteers - can have drastic implications for the museum. If 

the Canadian Canoe Museum is to grow and flourish, it must 

address the very real issue of Aboriginal representation and 

involvement within the institution, and it must start at the 

very root of the problem. Thus, the final proactive policy to 

be identified must be considered the starting point in the 

process of Aboriginal involvement in the Canadian Canoe 
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Museum, namely mandatory cultural sensitivity training for CCM 

Board Members and staff. This type of training has been 

implemented by the Glenbow Museum through informal interaction 

of non-Aboriginal staff with Aboriginal individuals and 

organizations, and, by the Manitoba Museum through more forma1 

workshops on cross-cultural awareness training. This 

instruction has been found to be both successful and 

benef icial for museum staff, as indicated during interviews at 

each institution- 

As noted by Doherty, the majority of people in 

Peterborough perceive only a l'Britishl' history of the 

community, however, the archaeological record and Aboriginal 

oral tradition prove this assumption wrong. He further notes 

the reluctance of people in the Peterborough area to admit the 

existence and resilience of Aboriginal culture within the 

community. As an example, he uses the canoe, noting that if 

one looks at the design of the f irst Peterborough Canoes, they 

are very similar in shape and design to Ojibwe birchbark 

canoes. The only real dif ference is the nature of the building 

materials - prompting Doherty to assert that "what happened 
with the Peterborough Canoe was just someone building on a 

good ideal' ." However simple and true, 1 believe that this 

statement becomes dangerously political in the realm of the 





DBVBLOPING A MûDEL FOR ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT 
WITEIN THH CANADIAN CANOB MüSEI1M: 

This section wi11 outline a mode1 for Aboriginal 

involvement for the Canadian Canoe Museum - presented in the 
form of short and long term recommendations - based on the six 
proactive policies identified in the museums selected for 

study . 

SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT 
WITHIN THE CANADIAN CANOE MUSEUM 

1) Aboriginal I n v o l v ~ t  on the Board of Director8 

As previously noted, this initiative has been minimally 

implemented by the CCM. However, this involvement must be of 

an active nature, and be maintained over time. Furthermore, if 

this involvement is to be more than mete tokenism, the Board 

of Directors must be willing to respect and accept the views 

and advice of an Aboriginal Board member as an important 

contribution to the development and operation of the Canadian 

Canoe Museum. Aboriginal involvement must also be implemented 

in the area of the Academic and Programming Committee, where 

an Aboriginal representative from the Native Studies 

Department at Trent could make a most valuable contribution. 

2) Cultural S e ~ i t i v i t y  Training For CQI Board Membetm and 
Staff 

Both forma1 and inf ormal training should be mandatory for 



al1 CCM Board and staff members. Forma1 training geared 

towards increasing cultural awareness and sensitivity towards 

the Aboriginal cultures of Canada could be given through 

workshops provided by faculty membets of ttia Native Studies 

Department at Trent. Informal training could be implemented 

through the interaction of museum staff and Board members in 

various areas of the institution's operation, Before the 

Canadian Canoe Museum can develop mutual partnetships with 

Aboriginal individuals, groups, and communities, its staff and 

Board members must first learn to understand and respect an 

alternate world view. 

3)  Active E8tabliahmemt of Inmtitutional Partnershipe W i t h  
Aborfginal Organiaationm 

The Canadian Canoe Museum must initiate discourse with 

Aboriginal organizations in an effort to open the doors of 

Aboriginal involvement within the institution. The CCM should 

look to the Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives as a 

mode1 for this initiative, following their example of the 

cultivation of partnerships with the local Native Friendship 

Centre and four area Band Councils. Furthermore, a link with 

Trent University's Native Studies Department, both Aboriginal 

faculty and students, would certainly be important in 

initiating involvement within the CCM. 

Such partnerships will likely begin on an institutional 



level, between each Aboriginal organization and the CCM Board 

or Academic and Program Cornmittee- However, in time, it is 

imperative that relationships be cultivated on a persona1 

level by individual museum staff, volunteers, and Board 

members, in order to realize a true involvement of Aboriginal 

peoples within the CCM. These partnerships, institutional or 

personal, must be cultivated immediately - while the CCM is in 
the first stages of institutional development. 

Furthexmore, the Canadian Canoe Museum must realize the 

degree of cornmitment involved in such a relationship: in order 

for the partnership to thrive, it must continue to develop and 

grow, with the effort of both the CCM and Aboriginal peoples. 

Finally, given that the CCM may initially be working with a 

sense of distrust on the part of many Aboriginal peoples 

regarding professional museuais, trust will have to be 

cultivated by the institution, which will in turn require 

solid dedication on the part of the Canadian Canoe Museum- 

4 )  1 SSUES OF AC-88, REPATRIATION, AND' LOANS BY 
ABORIGINAL PEOPLE8 BB ADDRESSKD BY THE CCM 

In support of the previously mentioned 1992 Knibb and 

King report, the Canadian Canoe Museum is strongly urged to 

address the sensitive issues of access, repatriation, and loan 

of items held within its collection. The museum should 

initiate discussions with Aboriginal groups and 



representatives regarding such issues, collaborating and 

consulting with them to develop feasible solutions. The 

cultivation of institutional partnerships between the CCM and 

Aboriginal organizations (recommendation number three) will 

certainly provide the links necessary for the facilitation of 

such discussion. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum might also consider the 

compilation of a catalogue of Aboriginal watercraft and 

related artifacts held within its collection. This inventory 

could be distributed to Aboriginal organizations on a national 

level, in an effort to increase awareness regarding the nature 

and scope of the Aboriginal component of the Canadian Canoe 

Museum's collection. This initiative, however, can not be 

realized, or even considered, before the CCM has corne to terms 

with issues of repatriation and the inherent Aboriginal right 

of access to their material heritage. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum should also expend efforts to 

increase the accessibility of the collection to Aboriginal 

peoples, offering guided tours of the storage area to groups 

of Aboriginal peoples interested in this component of their 

heritage. Such an initiative will, again, require a commitment 

on behalf of the Canadian Canoe Museum - both in principle and 
in person-power. 

Overall, these four short-term recommendations can, and 

must, be implemented by the Canadian Canoe Museum immediately 
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- while the institution is in the early phases of development. 
Furthermore, it is imperative that the Canadian Canoe Museum 

accept these initiatives in principle, recogniz ing them and 

accepting them as important contributions to the development 

and establishment of the CCM as a professional Canadian 

cultural institution. Once this hurdle has been cleared, the 

CCM will be able to implement such recommendations, at which 

point, a new challenge will emerge - the establishment of a 
strong and continuous cornmitment to maintaining and further 

cultivating policies of Aboriginal involvement within the 

Canadian Canoe Museum. 

LONG-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT 
WITHIN THE CANADIAN CANOE MUSEUM 

5 ) Maintenance of Partnershipm W i t h  Aboriginal Organf rationu 
and Individuale 

As mentioned, once the CCM has initiated relationships 

with Aboriginal organizations, these links continually need to 

be maintained. In addition, as the institution develops, the 

number of staff and volunteers will iricrease, allowing for the 

cultivation of persona1 relationships on a greater level. 

Finally, the establishment and maintenance of relationships 

with Aboriginal organizations, groups, and individuals, must 

be a continua1 process if the CCM is to realize a true 

partnership with Aboriginal peoples. Links will surely begin 

on a local level, given the limited resources of the CCM at 
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this point. However, given the nature and scope of the 

museum's collection, links must be expanded in time to a 

national level in order t o  ensure accurate Aboriginal 

representation within the institution. 

6)  Developmmt of a Forral Inititutioml Policy Regarding 
Abtiginal AcCm88, Repat+iation, & L m  of th. C a  
Collection 

In consultation with Aboriginal representatives, a forma1 

policy regarding the issues of Aboriginal access, 

repatriation, and loans of items in the Canadian Canoe 

Museum's collection must be developed and adopted by the CCM. 

Although this-policy should be formal, it must remain dynamic 

in nature, allowing for growth and change over time, and be 

flexible enough to address the concerns of a diverse body of 

Aboriginal nations. Again, it must be stressed that the 

development of such a policy must have the input of Aboriginal 

peoples, if the Canadian Canoe Museum intends to gain the 

respect of, and foster positive relationships with, Aboriginal 

communities . Additionally, the Canadian Canoe Museum must corne 

to te- w i t h  the very real obligation they have to Aboriginal 

peoples - namely giving Aboriginal peoples rightful control 
over access, care, and return of sacred objects. 

7 )  Devalopmat of Aboriginal Eiplogi.nt and Training 
Lnitiativem 

As the CCM develops and increases the number of staff 



manbers in the institution, the possibility of Aboriginal 

training and employment initiatives will become feasible. The 

Canadian Canoe Museum must adopt a policy which advocates the 

employment of Aboriginal individuals at al1 levels of museum 

operation. Specifically considering the types of employment 

and training initiatives which could, and should, be provided 

by the CCM and extended to the Aboriginal community are such 

positions as : 

-Aboriginal curators 

-lboriginal Intarnahipa in con j unction with the SIr 
Sandford Fleming College Museum Curatorship program, in 
the areas of curation, conservation, archiva1 work, 
administration, and fundraising . 
-Aboriginal Contract Pomitlosu in the areas of research 
and exhibit development and planning. 

-Aboriginal Interpretera and Docent. to serve as guides 
in museum galleries. 

-Aboriginal Artiats in Reaiduice including Aboriginal 
canoe builders. 

-& Aboriginal ~iaienoai to facilitate partnerships and 
links with Aboriginal organizations, advise on policies 
of Aboriginal involvement within the institution, and 
preside over programs pertaining to Aboriginal public 
education and access to collections. 

Such positions are intended to serve as examples of 

Aboriginal training and employment initiatives, and not as an 

absolute blueprint. Aboriginal people8 should have equal 

opportunity for employment in al1 aspects of museum operation 
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- in the gift shop and food services component, in security 
and maintenance, in administration and governance, and, in 

conservation and interpretation processes. Furthermore, 

Aboriginal peoples must be involved in al1 areas of the Museum 

and at al1 levels of operation. This translates into the 

hiring of Aboriginal individuals in management positions, as 

well as encouraging th- to assume leadership roles within the 

institution. 

The employment and training of Aboriginal individuals, in 

al1 areas of museum operation, will certainly function to 

build partnerships between the CCM and Aboriginal peoples. 

However, for this type of program to be successful, the 

Canadian Canoe Museum must make a solid commitment to the 

involvement of Aboriginal peoples thxough employment and 

training initiatives - in principle, in time and labour, and 
most importantly , in dollars. 

8)  Activa Aboriginal Involvement In Interpretation rnA 
Public Progrniing Within The Canadian Canoe Mumeum 

In the area of interpretation and public programming, the 

Canadian Canoe Museum can initiate Aboriginal involvement in 

several directions: 

-Emtabli8hment of an Aboriginal Mviaozy counci13' to 
advise on matters pertaining to Aboriginal culture, 

"~epresentation on this council will initially be on a local 
level, but must be expanded in time to reflect Aboriginal peoples 
who have a canoe heritage, on a national scale. 
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including: the interpretation and care of Aboriginal 
watercraft; the development of exhibits within museum 
galleries; public education programs geared towards 
Aboriginal communities; repatriation and loans policies; 
and the marketing of Aboriginal images. 

-Recognition of iult ip le  petapectivem in the 
interpretation of canoe history. Presentation of 
Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian views as equal but distinct. 
Furthermore, generalizations of the canoe in Aboriginal 
cultures must be avoided, illustrating the diversity and 
uniqueness of Aboriginal nations and the role of the 
canoe within them. 

-Developnnt of a aeparate Aboriginal Gallery, curated by 
Aboriginal individuals, in consultation and collaboration 
with Aboriginal individuals and organizations from the 
various nations represented in the CCM1s collection. 
Techniques utilized in this gallery should include: use 
of Aboriginal concepts, classification systems, and 
languages; recognition of the importance and role of the 
canoe in contemporary Aboriginal societies; involvement 
of Aboriginal individuals as researchers, curators, 
interpreters and docents within gallery development and 
presentation processes, 

-Creatloa of meaningful rolem for Aboriginal People. 
within the Canadian Canoe Museum through special exhibits 
and public education programming, in such a way that 
Aboriginal individuals are able to actively participate 
in, and take ownership of, their own cultural heritage. 
For example, participation as: artists in residence; 
instruttors of canoe building workshops or seminars; 
curators, researchers, and interpreters. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The short and long term recommendations outlined above 

must be implemented by the Canadian Canoe Museum in an effort 

to create meaningful Aboriginal involvement within the 



institution. " Key elements in the establishment of a mutually 

benef icial partnership wi 11 include an honest commitment on 

behalf of the CCM, and the initiation of dialogue which is 

based on openness and respe'ct for alternate ways of thinking. 

It is inevitable that the objectives and perspectives of the 

CCM will differ from, and even clash with, those of the 

Aboriginal community . However, once a true commitment has been 

made by the Canadian Canoe Museum to actively involve 

Aboriginal peoples in the presentation of their own cultural 

heritage, mutual sharing, cooperation, and respect will 

inevitably contribute to the growth of a solid partnership 

between the two communities. 

In sum, the Canadian Canoe Museum and Aboriginal 

community will certainly benef it from a mutual partnership. In 

pursuing this goal, both parties can benef it from following 

the guidelines outlined in "The T e n  Rules Of The ~anoe"'~: 

1) Every Stroke We Take 1s One Less We Have To Make. 

2) There Is To Be No Abuse Of Self Or Others. 

3) Be Flexible. 

3 4 ~  summary of these recommendations is outlined in Appendix 
C.  

"AS noted by David Neel, (Neel, 133-134) the ''TM Rules of the 
Canaeu were developed by the Quileute came contingent for a 
Northwest Experiential Education Conference in 1990. 



4 )  The Gift Of Each Barichee All. 

5 )  W e  Al1 Pull And Support Each Other. 

6) A Hungry Person Has No Charity - Always Nourish 
Yourself. 

7 )  Experiencem Ara Not Bnhanceû Through Criticiam. 

8) The Journey IsWhat We Enjoy. 

9) A Good Teacher Allows The Student To Learn. 

10) ühen Given Any Choice At Al1 Be A Worker Bee- Make 
Honey ! 

Of particular relevance are items three through five, and 

seven. As already noted, in order for the CCM and Aboriginal 

peoples to achieve a mutually beneficial working partnership, 

both sides must "be flexible" - opening their minds and hearts 
to alternative ways of thinking. Secondly, if a working 

partnership is to be realized, it is imperative that both the 

CCM and Aboriginal peoples truly respect one another's 

opinions and beliefs, and value each other's contributions as 

vital to the development of the institution. Through such 

cooperation and understanding, the Canadian Canoe Museum is 

sure to grow and flourish - demonstrating that the "gift of 
each enriches allw. Finally, the vision of a mutual 

partnership cannot be realized without genuine cooperation and 

support - both the CCM and those Aboriginal peoples involved 
must "pull and support each other" in their "paddlel' to 

achieve the development of a world class canoe museum. 
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cluoio~a zind sa1 of a Palicv For Aborci- 
Involveiaat Withln Tha C- Canae Muaeumu 

This thesis has generally examined the crisis of 

representationchallengingcontmporaryculturalinstitutions, 

and more specifically, has studied proactive initiatives of 

Aboriginal involvement in place at four selected Canadian 

museus. Based on these proactive initiatives, a mode1 for 

Aboriginal involvement has been developed for the Canadian 

Canoe Museum, From this investigation it has become obvious 

that the communication of Aboriginal cultural values ha8 long 

remained the prerogative of anthropologists and museum 

professionals who are often not part of the culture under 

consideration. In his article "Jack Pine - Wilderness Sublime 
Or the Erasure of the Aboriginal Presence From the Landscape", 

Jonathan Bordo investigates the signif icance of the absence of 

Aboriginal images in the art of Canadat s Group of ~even.' 

Unlike most, Bordo examines absence - what is not present, or, 
missing - in order to expose new insight and meanings. This 
perspective can easily be applied to Aboriginal presence - or 
perhaps more appropriately absence - within the context of 
Western museums, Although indigenous matetial culture can be 

found in abundance, what of the Aboriginal voice? What of 

Aboriginal control over the representation of their own 

'~ee ''Jack Pine - Wilderness Sublime or the Erasure of the 
Aboriginal Presence from the Landscapew by Jonathan Bordo in the 
Journal of Canadian Studies 1993, 24(4):98-128. 



cultures, and ownership of their material objects? 

The crisis of representation affecting postmodern 

anthropology directly challenges the appropriation of the 

indigenous voice by non-indigenous researchers and Western 

cultural institutions. The postmodernist school of 

anthropology strongly advocates that it is no longer 

acceptable for academlc and cultural institutions to attempt 

to represent Aboriginal culture without, at the very least, 

the assistance and input of those to whom it belongs. Ideally, 

control of the Aboriginal image should be returned to its 

rightful owners. Contemporary mseums are thus having to 

redef ine' what lies at the very core of the debate surrounding 

issues of representation - the nature of "ownership" of 

cultural property. 

Cultural institutions are increasingly abandoning 

colonialist and hegemonic assumptions linked with the "temple" 

mindset, focusing instead on the development of more 

democratic 'If orumsw . Invariably linked with this 

democratization of the museum is a shift in an emphasis on 

"collections" - and the control museums exert over them - to 
the cultivation of "relationships", and the mutual benefits 

achieved through such associations. Furthemore, as the forum 

is an arena in which multiple voices and perspectives are the 

rule - dialogism and polyvocality are increasingly being 

recognized as legitimate modes of representation, 

rnonophonic accounts subsequently being challenged 

and 

- 



contemporary museums must actively engage those cultures which 

they claim to represent. 

1 would therefore suggest that a "new museologyl~ must 

evolve in response to the crisis of representation engendered 

by this postmodern era. 1 reiterate that this new museology 

must be founded on relationships rather than objects, and 

committed to ptoactive initiatives which promote the equal 

involvement of indigenous groups in the presentation of their 

own cultural heritage. This directive would in turn require a 

commitment to the erasure of rnonophonic museum discourse, and 

the development of n e w  polyphonie arenas of multicultural 

learning, exchange, and experience. 

The crisis of representation has in turn aroused many 

Aboriginal voices - stifled for too long within the oppressive 
colonialist temple. Zndigenous peoples are increasingly 

articulating their unique views and concerns within the 

context of the museum, and as such, cultural institutions 

continue to act as political forums in which broader agendas . 
are publicly presented. It must be stressed, however, that 

while many Aboriginal peoples are challenging established 

cultural institutions and demanding increased involvement in 

and control over museum processes, this represents a single 

perspective and method by which some Aboriginal peoples are 

asserting their right to self-representation. Aboriginal 

groups are also choosing, in an effort to counteract extensive 

misrepresentation, to establishtheir own alternative cultural 



learning centres. Additionally, at the opposite end of the 

spectrum, many Aboriginal peoples view any type of cultural 

repository as conflicting with their traditional values2, and 

subsequently decline any involvement or participation within 

the museum field. 

Thus, contemporary cultural institutions which are 

attempting to address problems of cultural representation 

inevitably find themselves in a sensitive political realm, 

surrounded by intense debate and often not fully mare of the 

unconscious assumptions which may be present in their 

institution's exhibits and programs. Furthermore, efforts to 

rectify the representational crisis may also be compromised by 

conflicting and competing interests which exist within the 

museum. Nonetheless, museums must continue to strive to 

address the complex issues of representation in order to 

maintain legitimacy within the museum community and build a 

greater legitimacy in Aboriginal communities, and in a rapidly 

changing world. 

As previously mentioned, it is also critical ta note that 

regardless of proactive initiatives and affirmative action on 

the part of contemporary museums with regard ta the 

involvement of indigenous groups, a significant problem 

 o or example, as examined in Chapter Five, many Aboriginal 
peoples believe that the values of Western museums - which 
emphasize the preservation, conservation, and classification of 
cultural objects - directly conflict with their traditional 
worldview in which respect is shown by returning objects to Mother 
Earth. 



remains - namely that Aboriginal peoples find thamçelves 

within a foreign institution which embodies values that are 

often at odds with their own worldviews. Furthermore, 

regardless of the degree of cultural sensitivity shown by 

museums towards Aboriginal cultures, or genuine attempts on 

behalf of these institutions to empower indigenous peoples 

within their exhibits, the medium of the museum - a Western 
construct with an inseparable history of colonial, hegemonic 

and hierarchal assumptions- remains in itself a strong message 

for the audience. Aboriginal peoples are increasingly 

realizing that it is not enough to take control of their own 

cultural image within the context of museums. Instead, many 

Aboriginal nations are creating their own medium to 

communicate and present their cultures, histories, and 

contemporary concerns to the dominant society. As such, the 

construct of the ~9nuseu.m" is being transformed by indigenous 

peoples worldwide from an elitist Western institution of 

cultural oppression into Aboriginally drivan centres which 

promote traditional learning and the affirmation of Aboriginal 

identities. 

Finally, with specific reference to the Canadian Canoe 

Museum, every effort must be made by the institution to create 

an environment in which Aboriginal cultures, historie and 

contemporary, can be accurately represented and rightfully 

appreciated, as well as being a learning centre for al1 who 

visit. Furthermore, it is imperative that the CCM confront 



sensitive issues surrounding repatriation and access, in 

addition to permitting Aboriginal peoples a much greater role 

in the interpretation of their own heritage. However, before 

these goals can be attained, and meaningful partnerships 

created between the CCM and Aboriginal peoples, each group 

must overcome signif icant barriers which are the very root of 

clashes between museums and Aboriginal communities. For the 

Canadian Canoe Museum, the f irst , and perhaps greatest, 

challenge involves the dissipation of negative stereotypes and 

attitudes towards Aboriginal peoples. Such hindrances must 

then be replaced with acceptance of and respect for alternate 

worldviews, as well as a solid commitment for Aboriginal 

involvement within the institution. In turn, Aboriginal 

peoples must overcome decades of mistrust and begin to 

contemplate the potential positive benefits that can be 

achieved for First Nations through mutual partnerships with 

Canadian cultural institutions* 

It is imperative that the Canadian Canoe Museum realizes 

the commitment that is required in this process of Aboriginal 

involvement. This is not a one t i m e  act, nor an initiative 

implemented a t  a single phase of institutional development. 

Establishing and maintaining a mutually beneficial, working 

partnership will be ongoing and will require significant 

energy and commitiuent to consensus - for both the Canadian 
Canoe Museum and for the Aboriginal communities involved. This 

process must be initiated now, during the early phases of 



institutional development, in order for a partnership between 

the CCM and Aboriginal peoples to flourish. Regardless of the 

Canadian Canoe Museum's reaction to the policies outlined in 

this thesis, the very real, and critical, obligation of the 

institution to the Aboriginal peoples of Canada will endure. 

As a gesture of commitment to the involvement of Aboriginal 

Peoples in the canadi& Canoe Museum, the Board of Directors 

is strongly urged to formally adopt the following proposa1 and 

culmination of this research - a policy for Aboriginal 

involvement within the Canadian Canoe ~useum.' 

3~ wish to credit The Glenbow Museum with the idea of 
developing a forma1 policy of Aboriginal involvement within the 
Canadian Canoe Museum. The Glenbow's "First Nations Policyw served 
as a source of ideas and as a framework for the development of the 
proposed policy of Aboriginal involvement within the CCM. 



ABORIGINAL INVOLVgMBNT POLICY 

FoRgWORD 

In recognition of the recomatendations of the Task Force 

on Museums and First Peoples, the Canadian Canoe Museum is 

dedicated to involving, at al1 levels of institutional 

operation, the Aboriginal peoples who are represented in our 

collections. This policy expresses our cornmitment to 

establishingworking partnerships withAborigina1 individuals, 

groups, and organizations, in an effort to involve Aboriginal 

peoples in the interpretation and presentation of their canoe 

heritage within the institution. This policy is by no means 

absolute. It will remain flexible, dynamic, and above all, a 

point of discussion among the Canadian Canoe Museum and 

Aboriginal Communities. 

. - -  

GBNERAL PRINCIPLES 

In an effort to promote cross-cultural awareness and the 
appreciat ion of alternate worldviews , the Canadian Canoe 
Museum requires mandatory cultural sensitivity training 
For CCM volunteers, Board members, and staff. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum is dedicated to the 
establishment of partnerships, both institutional and 
personal, with Aboriginal individuals and organizations. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum actively involves and maintains 
Aboriginal representatives on both its governing body 
(Board of Directors) and Academic and Programming 
Cornmittee. 

Issues of access, repatriation, and loans of items in the 
institution's collection by Aboriginal peoples are being 
addressed by the Canadian Canoe Museum through the 
development of a forma1 policy pertaining to these 
concerns - this being done in consultation with 
Aboriginal representatives. 



T h e  Canadian Canoe Museum is committed in both principle 
and resources to developing and maintaining Aboriginal 
employment and training initiatives. Aboriginal peoples 
are provided with employment opportunities at al1 levels 
and in al1 areas of institutional operation. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum advocates and encourages the 
active involvement of Aboriginal peoples in 
interpretation and public programming processes. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum recognizes and respects 
multiple perspectives in the interpretation of canoe 
history, presenting both Aboriginal and Euro-Canadian 
views as equal but distinct. Generalizations of the 
canoe in Aboriginal cultures are avoided, and the 
diversity and uniqueness of Aboriginal nations, and the 
role of the canoe within them, are celebrated within the 
institution. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum is committed to the 
establishment of an Aboriginal Advisory Council to advise 
on al1 matters pertaining to Aboriginal culture within 
the institution. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum is committed to developing a 
separate Aboriginal Gallery , in consultation and 
collaboration with Aboriginal individuals and 
organizations. Within this space meaningful roles will be 
created for Aboriginal peoples, in such a way that they 
are able to actively participate in, and take ownetship 
of, their own cultural heritage. 

The Canadian Canoe Museum realizes that institutional 

objectives and methods may often conflict with those of 

Aboriginal peoples. The establishment of a mutually beneficial 

partnership will require commitments of time, energy, 

resources, and compromise - on behalf of both parties. With 
f lexibility, undetstanding, open minds, and open heatts, 

together we can make this partnership grow and flourish - 
just as the Canadian Canoe Museum will. 



APPENDICES 



S ~ r y  of Responses to the Canadian Mu~umb Am~..ociatiœa@a~ 
@I~he N a t  Chapter: Post-Taak Force S u m y  ûn Museumm and 
First Peoplean 

In 1995, three years after the publication of "Turning 

the Page: Forging New Partnerships Between Museums and First 

Peoples", the Canadian Museums Association (CM) circulated a 

survey throughout the Canadian Museum community in an effort 

to assess the impact of the principles and recommendations 

contained in the report.' Institutions and individuals, both 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, were invited to comment on any 

cooperative projects initiated as a result of the Task Force 

recommendations. Submissions received by the CMA were 

compiled as both a record of accomplishment and as a progress 

report which evaluates the effectiveness of the 1992 

recommendations. The survey responses were also utilized by 

the CMA to identify new recommendations or mechanisms to 

further develop successful partnerships between Museum and 

Aboriginal communities .' 
The CMA survey included ten questions relating to 

Aboriginal involvement in the areas of: access, 

interpretation, education, collections, and training. The 

'sec Chapter Three for a detailed examination of both the 
Task Force Report and the CMA's P0s. t -Task Force Survey. 

'Canadian Museums Association, Survey- "The N e x t  Chapter : Task 
Force On Museums and First Peoples U p d a t e v t ,  1995a. 



final section of the survey invited each institution to give 

suggestions and recommendations for possible future actions 

and direction. The questionnaire was intended to serve as a 

framework for responses, and institutions were encouraged to 

include more detailed documentation in their submi~sions.~ 

The survey was sent to the entire Canadian Museums 

Association membership, which, in 1995, included over 600 

large and small scale institutions. The CMA received twenty- 

one responses in total, of these three were not able to be 

identified. In addition to the twenty-one completed 

questionnaires, a submission was also made by the Museum and 

Heritage Organization branch of the Ontario Ministry of 

Culture, Tourism and Recreation. The submission included two 

published articles authored by John Carter, pertaining to the 

issue of cultural appropriation in museums, A listing of 

Museums Assistance Program grants adnrinistered by the Canadian 

Department of Heritage since 1992 was also submitted, noting 

that twenty-six institutions received funding for thirty-six 

projects on the basis of highly collaborative approaches with 

Native groupsm4 

The first two CMA Survey responses to be considered are 

those from the McMichael Canadian Art Collection, and the 

Maltwood Art Museum and Gallery in Victoria, British Columbia. 

'~rudy Nicks, Unpublished summary of the CMA survey responses 
to "The Next Chapter: Task Force on Museues and First Peoples 
Update", 1995. 



Both museums can be considered proactive in their efforts to 

collaborate with Aboriginal groups, involving them in al1 

aspects of operation. A special consideration in place at 

both institutions involves a focus on contemporary Aboriginal 

culture, with attempts to include Aboriginal individuals in 

interpretation programs. However, although proactive in their 

initiatives, these institutions were not considered suitable 

for a research base due to the nature of their collections. 

As the ultimate goal of this research is the development of a 

mode1 for the Canadian Canoe Museum, institutions with large, 

but not exclusive, Aboriginal artifact collections, preferably 

with examples of Aboriginal watercraft, are considered more 

appropriate for study. 

Parks Canada also outlined many proactive initiatives 

within its submission. Efforts are currently being made to 

involve First Nations groups in various areas, including: the 

selection of sites to conmernorate Aboriginal heritage; 

participation on advisory committees and planning bodies; 

involvement in the interpretation of sites; utilization of 

First Nations languages and incorporation of Aboriginal oral 

histories in exhibits; and, increased access to Aboriginal 

materials in Parks Canada collections. Again, it is evident 

that the efforts of Parks Canada can certainly be considered 

proactive. Nowever, the submission consisted of a general 

summary, referring to al1 sites in Canada maintained by the 

Canadian Heritage Department. Although an occasional site was 



named, there was no single area identified which could be 

considered suitable for this type of research. 

The Museums Association of Saskatchewan indicated in its 

response a very proactive initiative, namely the establishment 

of a Committee on First Peoples and Saskatchewan Museums. The 

mandate of this organization was to develop a framework for 

cultivating mutual respect between Aboriginal peoples and 

museum staff. In addition, two main priorities were 

identified: an inventory of First Nations material culture 

within Saskatchewan's museum collections; and the development 

of appropriate programs to educate museum boards and staff 

regarding First Nations perspectives and issues. As with the 

Parks Canada example, the Museums Association of Saskatchewan 

is proactive in its efforts to facilitate Aboriginal 

involvement within the province's cultural institutions, 

however, no single museum was identified as exemplary in its 

initiatives. 

The University of Alberta's Museum Collections and 

Services Department presents a similar predicament. The 

organization has collaborated with the Metis Nation of Alberta 

to implement a Certificate Program in Libraries Archives and 

Museum Studies. This cooperative project combines training 

and apprenticeship for Aboriginal students interested in the 

museum field. Although proactive in its initiatives, again, 

this organization could not be considered for the research 

project at hand. It is not an operating museum with permanent 



collections, but is an affiliation of the University of 

Alberta largely involved in museum educat ion, training, and 

collections management within the university. 

The Provincial Museum of Alberta, the Royal British 

Columbia Museum, the Museum Society of Abbotsford (B.C.), the 

Nova Scotia Museum, the Simon Fraser University Museum of 

Archaeology, the Royal Ontario Museum, and the Canadian Museum 

of Civilization, are institutions which hold significant 

Aboriginal collections. Al1 of these museiuas reported active 

efforts to generate partnerships with Aboriginal groups and 

individuals. Each museum recognizes the value and necessity 

of involving First Nations groups in al1 levels of museum 

operation. In addition, Aboriginal advisory committees have 

been implemented by most of these museums and collaborative 

efforts for interpretation programs have been initiated at al1 

of these institutions. The Secwepemc Museum in British 

Coltrmhia, much smaller than the above mentioned institutions, 

and the sole submission representing an Aboriginally operated 

centre, is also considered proactive. Aboriginal 

representatives are found at al1 levels of operation, and 

collaborative projects have been implemented by the museum. 

Al1 of the institutions mentioned in the above paragraph 

can certainly be considered proactive in their attempts to 

implement Aboriginal involvement within interpretation and 

public programming, and with regard to management and 

governance. Al1 responded to the recommendations of the Task 



Report in an effort to establish positive partnerships with 

Canada's First Nations. In addition, al1 of these museums are 

considered suitable for research, as they have signif icant 

Aboriginal collections. Any one of these institutions could 

have been selected for the purposes of this research, based on 

their proactive policies and initiatives of Aboriginal 

involvement. However, three institutional submissions - The 
Glenbow Museum, The Manitoba Museum, and the Peterborough 

Centennial Museum and Archives - stood out from the rest, 

meeting research criteria and demonstrating an outstanding 

commitment to the involvement of Aboriginal groups within 

their institutions. 

%ee Chaptet One for a detailed examination of the CM& Survey 
submissions from the Glenbow, the Manitoba Museum, and the 
Peterborough Centennial Museum and Archives. 



wHiatorg, Background, and Remearch of 
Four Selected Canadiau Mueeuun 

CASE STüDY #1: THE GLBNSOY EIU8BUM 
BACKGROUND, HISTORY, AND SCOPE OF COLLECTIONS: 

The Glenbow Museum, in Calgary, Alberta, was established 

through the donation of the extensive and varied collections 

of Eric Harvie. Harvie, who made his fortune in the gas and 

oil industry, gave his remarkable collections to  the people of 

Alberta with a stipulation that "the province would build a 

professional facility, and staff it and support it in 

perpetuitytt.' Subsequently, in 1966, Glenbow was established 

through an act of provincial legislation.' 

The Glenbow Museum, the foutth or f ifth largest muse- of 

history and art in the country,' and the largest in Western 

Canada, has four components: a library, an archives, a museum, 

'~obert R. Janes, Museums and the Paradox of Chanae: A Case 
Studv in Uraent Ada~tation. (Calgary: Glenbow Museum, 1995), 16. 

L~bid. 
It is important to note that Glenbow is now in the process of 

disassociating itself from the provincial government of Alberta, 
and becoming completely autonomous (Robert Janes, Persona1 
Interview, 4 June 1996). Due to both length considerations and the 
main focus oi the case study, this cannot be discussed in detail. 

Of related interest is the recent publication of Dr. Robert 
Janes work entitled, Museums and the ~iradox of Chanue: A Case 
Studv In Uraent Ada~tation (Calgary: The Glenbow Museum, 1995). 
This publication presents an overview of institutional changes and 
the process of organizational redesign within the Glenbow Museu in 
recent years. 

'nichael Ames, Museums the Public and Anthro~oloav: A Studv In 
the Anthro~olocw of Anthro~oïoav (Vancouver and New Delhi: 
University of British Columbia Press and Concept Publishing 
Company, 1986), 63. 



and an art gallery.' The curatorial divisions, ref lective of 

the expansive nature of Harviels collections, include: 

Cultural History, Milita- History, Art, and Ethnology.' 

However, as noted by Executive Director and Chief Executive 

Officer of the Glenbow, Dr. Robert Janes: 

Despite the breadth of Eric Harvie's collecting 
legacy, Glenbow's mandate is the northwestem 
quadrant of North America, with patticular 
reference to western Canada and Alberta. 
Nonetheless, we are proud of our outstanding 
international collections, and we work hard to 
maintain this "window on the world" for our local, 
national, and international visitors. 6 

With specific reference to the artifacts held in 

Glenbow's Aboriginal collections, these are representative of 

the Aboriginal peoples of North America, with a focus on the 

nations of Western North America, or, Plains Culture. 

Artifacts include examples of: traditional clothing and 

costume, ceremonial and religious objects, watercraft, and 

articles of everyday life. Glenbow's extensive collection of 

Plains Aboriginal ethnological artifacts is noted to be among 

the worldls best .' 

'Sandra Morton Weizman, "The Historian In the Museum: Planning 
and Development of an Exhibition on the History of Growing Up in 
Western Canada at the Glenbow Museumw in Studies In Historv and 
Museums (ed) Peter Rider. (Ottawa: Canadian Museum of Civilization, 
1994), 104. 

'~eizman, 104; and, Janes 1995, 16. 

'This information gained through: persona1 viewing of 
Glenbowls Native Galleries and storage areas; Gallery guides and 
pamphlets; and persona1 communication with museum staff at the 
Glenbow . 



RESEARCH AT THE GLENBOW MUSEUM: 

Research at the Glenbow was completed through informa1 

interviews with museum staff, both Aboriginal and non- 

Aboriginal, and through limited participant observation .' Five 
individuals were interviewed at the Glenbow, of which two were 

Abor iginal . Each interview participant wi 11 now be considered. 
Dr. Robert Janes, currently the President and Chief 

Executive Officer of the Glenbow, was interviewed regarding 

both general questions pertaining to persona1 perspectives on 

Aboriginal involvement in muse-, as well as more specific 

queries regarding Aboriginal involvement on the Glenbowts 

governing body. The interviews conducted with both Dr. Gerald 

Conaty, Senior Ethnologist at the Glenbow Museum, and Beth 

Carter, Ethnology Curator in the Collections Management Work 

Unit at Glenbow, focused on: questions regarding the nature of 

the current relationship between the Glenbow and local First 

Nations; policies utilized by the Glenbow to promote and 

ensure Aboriginal involvement in al1 aspects of museum 

operation; and, persona1 perspectives on which policies and 

techniques a developing museum, such as the Canadian Canoe 

' ~ e e  Chapter One, " Introduction and Research Methodology" , for 
a more detailed outline of research techniques. 

In addition, the numerous articles written by Glenbow staff, 
on the topic of Aboriginal involvement within the museum, have been 
vital for this reseaxch. In particular, the work and writings of 
former Glenbow Curator Julia Harrison have been valuable for 
f oster ing my understanding of the nature Abor iginal involvement 
within the Glenbow prior ta, and during, the 1988 "The Spirit 
Singsu exhibition, and have also proved critical for expanding my 
awareness regarding the wider issues of Aboriginal representation 
in Canadian museums. 



Museum, should implement to establish and maintain a strong 

partnership with Aboriginal peoples. 

Clifford Crane Bear, of the Siksika First Nation, holds 

the position of Aboriginal Liaison at the Glenbow Museum. 

During my interview with Crane Bear, questions centred on: the 

nature and scope of Crane Bear's work at the museum; how he 

felt his presence influenced the relationship between the 

Glenbow and local First Nations; and, his opinions regarding 

Aboriginal representation and involvement in Canadian cultural 

institutions - bath in general and with specific reference to 
the Glenbow museum. My interview with Rob First Charger, the 

Aboriginal Archiva1 Intern at the Glenbow, included similar 

questions presented to Crane Bear, but focused on First 

Charger's area of expertise, archiva1 information. 

In addition to these five interviews, research at the 

Glenbow also included: a visit to the Siksika First Nation 

Museum, located on the Siksika reserve in a building which 

used to be the Old Sun Residential School; attendance at a 

meeting of the Glenbow's First Nations Advisory Council 

(specifically representatives of the Blood Nation) in 

Lethbridge, Alberta, during which the Glenbow and Blood 

representatives discussed the possible CO-management of Blood 

material artifacts in the Glenbow's collection; and, personal 

viewing and analysis of Glenbow's Aboriginal galleries and 

storage areas. 



UiSE STUDY #2: 
TEE MANITOBA MIJSEUM 
BACKGROUND, HISTORY AND SCOPE OF COLLECTIONS: 

The Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, located in 

Winnipeg Manitoba, was officially opened by Her Majesty Queen 

Elizabeth II, on July 15, 1970 - the 100th anniversary of 

Manitoba's entry into confederati~n.~ The Planetarium opened 

in May of 1968, and was incorporated with the Museum in 

1972 .'O Recently, the institutiont s name has been changed to 

omit "of Man and Naturew, since the former name was considered 

to be lengthy and sexist. The Manitoba Museum is the 

province's largest heritage centre, featuring seven permanent 

galleries to date: Orientation, Earth History, Arctic- 

Subarctic, Boreal Forest, Grasslands, Nonsuch and Urban, and 

the Alloway Hall temporary exhibit space. l1  Parklands, the 

final major gallery, is currently under development. 

The Manitoba Museumfs galleries "explore the relationship 

of Manitobans and their environment, in time and geography, 

from past to present, north to south'', while the Planetarium 

"presents original multimedia shows in the Star Theatre and 

contains the multi-dimensional, interactive Touchthe Universe 

Gallery''. l2 The representation of Aboriginal culture has 

'~anitoba Museum Of Man and Nature, Guidebook. Markham: The 
Postcard Factory, 4. 

'l~anitoba Museum of Man and Nature, Guidebook, i m  

12~anitoba Museum of Man and Nature, Guidebook, 5. 



occurred in  both gallery and Planetarium contexts. 

With regard to collections, the Manitoba Museum -houses an 

inventory of millions of specimens and artif  acts 

representative of both Manitoba's heritage, as well as other 

regions of the world.13 Specifically considering Aboriginal 

ethnological c~llections,'~ materials have been. collected 

f rom: Manitoba (Cree, Chipewyan, O j  ibwe, and Dakota) ; 

Saskatchewan (mainly Plains Cree and Plains Ojibwe); the 

Northwest Territories (Inuit and Dene); and Alberta 

(Blackfoot. Blood, and Plains Ojibwe). In addition, smaller 

collections have been obtained by the Museum from British 

Columbia and the United  tat tes." The Ethnology Department's 

collections contain materials such as: Aboriginal material 

attifacts (including watercraft), manuscripts and documents 

which relate to the collection, as well as visual and audio 

records pertaining to the c~llection.'~ In addition. the 

Manitoba Museum's Ethnology Department houses several 

significantAborigina1 collections, including the Hudson's Bay 

Company Collection. 

"~anitoba Museum of Man and Nature, Guidebook. 28. 

" ~ t  the Manitoba Museum, Native Ethnological colïections are 
housed separately from Native Archaeological collections, and each 
are maintained by sperate staff: Dr. Katherine Pettipas is the 
current Curator of Native Ethnology, while Dr. Leigh E. Syms is the 
current Curator of Native Archaeology. 

l5~anitoba Museum of Man and Nature, IIDescription of 
Collectionst1. 



The Aboriginal collections maintained by the Archaeology 

Department include more than 1.8 million objects, including: 

artifacts, replicas, casts, models and molds. Al1 objects in 

the collection corne from a North American context: almost al1 

of them deriving from sites within Manitoba." 

RESEARCH AT THE MANITOBA MUSEUM:" 

As with the Glenbow Museum, research at the Manitoba 

Museum was completed in the form of informal interviews with 

museum staff, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, and through 

limited participant observation. Three individuals were 

interviewed at the Manitoba Museum, of which one was 

Aboriginal. Each interview participant will now be considered. 

Doug Leonard, Director of Curatorial Services at the 

19 Manitoba Museum, was interviewed regarding both general 

"1t should be noted that Dr. Katherine Pettipas, Curator of 
Native Ethnology was not interviewed during this research, as she 
was away from the Museum during the period that research was 
conducted. As she is a key staff member involved with issues of 
Aboriginal involvement within the Manitoba Museum, alternate means 
of acquiring information regarding her role in establishing 
existing policies and partnerships was achieved through: discussion 
with the three individuals interviewed regarding Pettipas 
involvement with Aboriginal communities; and, through an 
examination of an M.A. thesis written by Andrea Earl, entitled 
"Museums and First Peoples: Exploring The Emerging Relationships In 
Manitoba" (University of Toronto, Museum Studies Ptogram, 1994 ) . 
This dissertation utilized the Manitoba Museum as a case study, and 
vas based on interviews conducted with various Aboriginal 
individuals and Museum staff, of which Pettipas is included. 

19~eonard held this position at the Manitoba Museum during the 
time research for thia project was conducted (June 1996). However, 
he is no longer with the staff at the Manitoba Museum and currently 



questions pertaining to persona1 perspectives on Aboriginal 

involvement in museums, as well as more specific queries 

regarding Aboriginal involvement on the Manitoba Museum's 

governing body . 
The detailed interview conducted with Dr. Leigh E. Syms, 

Curator of Archaeology, included: general questions pertaining 

to Aboriginal involvement in Canadian museums; more specific 

questions regarding Aboriginal involvement initiatives 

currently in place at the Manitoba Museum, as well as the 

nature of the current partnership between the Museum and local 

Aboriginal communities; and, a request for advice and 

suggestions regarding successful policies and initiatives of 

Aboriginal involvement which could be implemented by the 

Canadian Canoe Museum. 

Tanya Cochrane, a student of the Aboriginal Internship 

Program at the Manitoba ~useum,'~ was interviewed regarding: 

the nature and scope of her work at the museum; how she felt 

her presence has influenced the relationship between the 

Museum and local Aboriginal communities; and, her opinions 

regarding Aboriginal representation and involvement in 

Canadian cultural institutions - both in general and with 
specific reference to the Manitoba Museum. 

holds the position of Associate Director at the Whyte Museum of the 
Canadian Rockies. 

'O~ochrane was nearing the end of her internship placement at 
the Manitoba Museum at the time of this research, and is no longer 
working at the institution. 



CASE STUDY #3: TES PBTBRBORbUGB CENTBNNIAL MUSBüM AND ARCBIVES 
BACKGROUND, HISTORY, AND SCOPE OF COLLECTIONS: 

In 1963, the Peterborough Centennial Committee advertised 

in the local paper for citizen's ideas for a permanent 

centennial memorial: the overwhelming response was for the 

establishment of a museum. As a result of this desire, and the 

hard work and dedication of the members of the Peterborough 

Historical Society, the Peterborough Centennial Museum was 

officially opened on October 28, 1967, in Peterborough 

~ntario.~' Several years later, in 1969, the archives were 

established to maintain the wealth of original documentary 

sources held in the Museum's collection.z2 The museum is 

owned and operated by the municipality of Peterborough, and is 

governed by the Cultural and Heritage Board for the City of 

Peterborough. 

Regarding the nature and scope of the collections held by 

the Museum, although there are some national and international 

pieces, the focus is on the material heritage of the city and 

2 '~e len  Rutherford Wilcox, Peterborouah Centennial Museum and 
Archives: The First Twentv Years. (Peterborough: Board of Museum 
Management- Peterborough Cente~ial Museum and Archives, 1987 ) , ix . 

As noted by current Director of the Peterborough Centennial 
Museum and Archives, Ken Doherty, a significant part of the 
Museum's collection was acquired prior to its opening in 1967. For 
a more detailed examination of the Museum's collection, as well as 
the history of the formation of the institution, see the occasional 
paper by Ken Doherty entitled "Preserving Peterborough's Past: 150 
Years of Museums and History" (Peterborough: Peterborough 
Historical Society, 1995). 

22~utherford Wilcox, 17. 

"~oherty 1995, 23; and Peterborough Cente~ial Museum and 
Archive's Submission to the CMA Survey. 



Peterborough area, including : collections of ob j ects belonging 

to Peterborough's pioneer faxnilies; artifacts pertaining to 

early industry in the Peterborough area, for example, the 

Peterborough Canoe Company; documents and photographs of 

historic importance; and, a large number of Aboriginal 

artifacts - including watercraft - both local and national, as 
well as pre-contact, historic, and contemporary . 24 

RESEARCH AT THE PETERBOROUGH CENTENNIAL 
MUSEUM AND ARCHIVES: 

A s  with the two previously examined institutions, 

research was completed at the Peterborough Centennial Museum 

and Archives in the form of informa1 interviews with the 

Museum Director and with an Aboriginal individual who has been 

involved with various Museum programs, as well as through 

limited participant observation. 

A detailed interview was conducted with Ken Doherty, 

Museum Director. Questions pertained to: the nature and scope 

of the current relationship between the Museum and local 

Aboriginal communities, including an examination of how this 

has been established and maintained; policies in place at the 

Museum which act to involve Aboriginal peoples in al1 areas of 

museum operation; and recommendations for Aboriginal 

involvement within the Canadian Canoe Museum, specifically 

"~his inventory based on my own viewing of the collection, as 
well as information obtained from current director Ken Doherty 
regarding artifacts in storage. 



taking into account Dohertyfs persona1 experience in working 

with local Aboriginal communities. 

In addition, an interview was conducted with Alice 

Williams. Williams is of Anishnabe and Norwegian descent, and 

currently resides in Curve Lake First Nation near 

Peterborough. She is an exceptional quiltmaker, and is 

currently Trent University' s artist in residence. She has been 

involved with Canadian museums through the exhibition of her 

quilts in a show entitled "Pimaatisiwin- Quilts by Alice Olsen 

Williams" (Thunder Bay Art Gallery- May 15th-July 5th, 1992), 

and also through participation in the Peterborough Centennial 

Museum's Native Programs. Williams was interviewed primarily 

regarding her involvement with the Peterborough Centennial 

Museum and about her perspectives on museums in Aboriginal 

(specifically Anishnabe) culture in general. 

CASE STUDY #4: TEE YOODLAND CULTURAL cmmRgs 
The Woodland Cultural Centre in Brantford, Ontario, is an 

Aboriginally directed institution, owned and operated by the 

Six Nations. The resource centre houses a museum, artgallery, 

and a library, and functions to promote an affirmation and 

understanding of Aboriginal cultures - both historic and 

2 5 ~ h e  Woodland Cultural Centre is Aboriginally owned and 
operated, and was selected as a case study for this research based 
on this consideration. The following will therefore diverge from 
the format followed in the previous three investigations: the main 
focus being an examination of objectives, goals, and policies of 
this Museum in the presentation of Aboriginal heritage. 



contemporary - to both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

audiences. Aboriginal individuals are employed in al1 areas of 

the Centre. 

The vision, goals, and objectives of this institution are 

clearly articulated in the Centre's Annual Report. Though 

lengthy, the communication of these ideals is critical, and 

best communicated through their complete inventory:" 

VISION STATEMENT: 

The Woodland Cultural Centre is a leader in the 
revitalization of First Nation Education, Language and 
Spirituality by helping ta preserve the values and 
practices of First Nation cultures through the storage 
and exhibits of First Nation National Treasures ; 
bringing about acceptable positive change in our 
communities and in the interaction with western 
Euro-society; by providing a place where people can 
receive teachings and guidance from our First Nation 
existence; and through the activity of instilling pride 
in self, children and our existence as Nations in our 
world community. 

GOALS : 

To preserve the Values, Practices, Languages, National 
Treasures, and articles of both the past and contemporary 
everyday life of our people. 

To provide challenges for our own peoples to think of 
what the future will be for their life, and where we as 
First Nations fit in the global community. 

To accept the importance of our strengths, uniqueness, 
abilities, directions, and well-being of Our cultures and 
languages . 
To be a place where the people can be motivative, 

" ~ h e  following has been taken from the Woodland Cultural 
Centre, wAnnual Reportw, 1995: 1, 4, 5. 



nurturing, helpful, knowledgable, resourceful and 
inspiring* To be a place where the people can be 
listened to in a thoughtful, caring and sharingmanner. 

OBJECTIVES: 

Provide a comfortable and comprehensive facility 
where community youth, elders, scholars, and people 
both Anishnaabeg and Onkwehon:wez' can research, 
learn and dialogue about their language, history, 
art, culture and values. 

Where artists can display, discuss, critique, and 
have their work documented and accessed. 

Where students see themselves and their culture 
reflected and affirmed. 

Where the social and political life of the First 
Nations is documented and analyzed . 
Where accurate, affirming history, customs, values, 
celebration and ceremonies are documented as print, 
computer- based, and audio-visual material. 

Where scholarly discourse is encouraged and 
produced . 
Where pub1 ic programning af f irms and encourages 
respect for the cultures of First Nations. 

Where contemporary lifestyles are promoted to 
include the brightest ideals of the culture. 

Establish a sound resource base through 
contributions and fundraising. 

To develop programs which will fulf il the need of 
O u r  respective communities. 

In addition, several ''Guiding Principlesl~" of the Woodland 

Cultural Centre are noteworthy, namely the ideals of: 

"~roper terminology for O j ibwe and Iroquois ( respectively ) 
peoples 

''~aken from the Woodland Cultural Centre AMual Report, 6-7 .  



Respect for our self, Earth Mother and other 
cultures was and still is paramount among our 
peoples ... 
The Woodland Cultural Centre is an organization that 
will continually strive for resouxces and 
information that will better enable our people to 
understand ourselves, our language and our culture, 
and to strive to continue being the leading 
cultural education centre. 

Learning and understanding the needs of First 
Nations languages and culture. Having programs in 
place ta do so. Children will have a better 
understanding of how important it is to learn their 
own language and culture... 

Our circle should include everyone. The centre 
should reflect the ideas of the Anishnaabeg and 
0nkwehon:we cultures... 

We accept ours and other cultures, 

Overall,. the vision, principles, goals, objectives, and 

values of the Woodland Cultural institution are reflective of 

a genuine interest in and cornmitment to the preservation, 

presentation, education and celebration of First Nations 

heritage. These ideals are an example of how Aboriginal 

peoples define, interpret, manage, and value their own 

cultures and should therefore be embraced in both spirit and 

principle by any Canadian Cultural institution which holds and 

exhibits Aboriginal material heritage. As noted by Tom Hill, 

current Director of the Woodland Cultural Centre: 

Traditional Native values can help guide musewns 
as well. No longer monuments to colonialism, these 
institutions may be led to a truly new world in 
which cultures have genuine equality and creators 



and creations seen whole. 2 9 

RESEARCH AT THE WOODLAND CULTURAL CENTRE: 

Two informa1 interviews were conducted at the Woodland 

Cultural Centre (WCC): a detailed interview with current 

Museum Director Tom Hill, and another with sculptor David 

General - a Mohawk from Six Nations. Hill was questioned 

regarding: his role on the Task Force on Museums and First 

Peoples; successful programs in place at the WCC; and, his 

persona1 recommendations, as Director of an Aboriginal Museum, 

for initiatives regarding Aboriginal involvement in the 

Canadian Canoe Museum. General was asked to comment on: his 

involvement, as an Aboriginal artist, in the WCC and other 

Canadian museums and galleries; and, on his perspectives 

regarding the emerging and evolving roles of Aboriginal 

peoples in contemporary Canadian museums. In addition, 

research included the viewing of and analysis of Museum 

galleries, and limited participant observation at the Woodland 

Cultural Centre. 

"~om Hill, "Introduction: A Backward Glimpse Through The 
Museum Door", in Creations ' s Journev: Native American Identitv and 
Belief eds. Tom Hill and Richard Hill Sr. (Washington and London: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1994), 19. 



nS.ry o f  Rec~undrtiona for Aboriginal 
Involvement Within the C U m  

SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT 
WITHIN THE CANADIAN CANOE MUSEUM: 

1) Aboriginal involvement on the Board of Directors 

2 )  Cultural Sensitivity Training For CCM Board Menbers and 
Staff 

3 )  Active Establishment of Institutional Partnerships With 
Aboriginal Organizations 

4) Issues of Access, Repatriation, and Loans by 
Aboriginal Peoples be addressed by the CCM 

LONG-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING ABORIGINAL INVOLVEMENT 
WITHIN THE CANADIAN CANOE MUSEUM: 

5 )  Maintenance of Partnerships With Aboriginal Organizations 
and Individuals 

6) Development of a Forma1 Institutional Policy Regarding 
Aboriginal Access, Repatriation, and Loans of the CCM 
Collection 

7) Development of Aboriginal Employment and Training 
Initiatives Including: 

-Aboriginal Internships 
-Aboriginal Contract Positions 
-Aboriginal Curators, Interpreters and Docents 
-Aboriginal Artists in Residence 
-An Aboriginal Liaison 

8) Active Aboriginal Involvement In Interpretation and 
Public Programming Within The Canadian Canoe Museum 
Through : 

-Establishment of an Aboriginal Advisory Council 
-Recognition of multiple perspectives (in the 
interpretation of canoe history) 
-Devalopment of a separate Aboriginal Gallery (in 
consultation and collaboration with Aboriginal peoples). 
-Creation of meaningful roles for Aboriginal Peoples 
within the institution. 
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